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PREFACE,

Giving an Account of the Manner in which these Thoughts were written, and were collected; of the Causes that retarded the Impression; of the Author's Design in this Work; and how he spent the latter Part of his Life.

Monsieur Pascal having taken an early Leave of the Mathematicks, of Natural Philosophy, and of other human Studies, in which he had made so great a Progress, that there are, undoubtedly, but very few Persons who have seen deeper into those Subjects.
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Subjects which he chose to handle, began about the Thirtieth Year of his Age, to apply himself to Things of a more serious and more elevated Character, and to turn his whole Thoughts, so far as his Health would permit, on the Scriptures, the Fathers, and the Discourses of Practical Christianity.

But tho' his Excellence in these latter Studies, no less than in the former, has been already testified by such Works as are acknowledged to be exact and accomplished in their Kind, yet we may affirm, that if it had pleased GOD to have granted him a longer space for the carrying on his general Design, of the Truth of Religion, in which he had resolved to imploy the Residue of his Life, this Performance would have been far superior to any that we have received from the same Hand; because his Views, in this respect, infinitely exceeded those which he had attained by all Things beside.

I believe this is no more than what any one will readily admit, upon the Sight of these few Papers, with all their Imperfections; especially when he shall be made acquainted with the Methods by which the Author prosecuted his Undertaking, and with the entire History of our drawing out this Specimen, for the Use of the Publick; of all which take the following Account.

M. PAS-
M. PASCAL had laid the Scheme of this Work, many Years before his Death; and yet we ought not to wonder that he began so late to commit any Part of it to Writing; for he had always accustom'd himself to think very maturely of Things, and to range and dispose them in his Mind, e'er he suffered them to venture farther, carefully weighing and examining which ought to be placed first, and which last, and what Order of the Whole might seem most conducible to the desired Effect. And then being Master of an excellent, or, as we may truly say, a prodigious Memory, so as to have often declared that he never forgot any Thing which he had once imprinted in it; he was under no Apprehension of letting those Thoughts, which he had at any Time form'd, afterwards escape him; so that it was usual with him to tarry very long before he set them down in Paper; either for Want of Leisure, or because the State of his Health, which was scarce ever better than crazy and uncertain, could not support a more laborious Application.

This was the Reason that, at his Death, we lost the greatest Part of what he had conceived in Pursuance of his Design. For there was scarce any Thing left in Writing, either as to the principal Arguments which he proposed to insist on, or as to the Grounds
and Foundations of the whole Work, or as to the Method and Disposition, which could not but be very considerable. All these were so habitually fixt in his Mind, that having neglected to write them, while, perhaps, he was able, he at length found himself incapable of going thro' with the Task, when he would gladly have enter'd upon it.

Yet there once happened an Occasion, some ten or twelve Years since, that obliged him, not indeed to write, but to deliver himself in Conversation, on this Subject; which he did in the Presence, and at the Request of many great Persons, his Friends. To this Company he opened in few Words the Plan of his whole Undertaking; he represented the Subject-matter; he gave an Abstract of the Reasons and Principles, and pointed out the intended Order and Sequel of Things. And these Gentlemen, who are indisputably qualified to be Judges in the Case, do aver, that they never heard any Thing which discovered more Beauty, or more Strength, which was fitter to move, or to convince: They declare themselves to have been charmed with the Discourse, and say, that the Idea which they were able to form of the main Design from a Narrative of two or three Hours, delivered thus off-hand, and without being laboured or premeditated, gave them the Pleasure
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Pleasure of considering with themselves, what the Work might one Day prove, if fully executed, and carried to its last Perfection, by an Author, whose Force and Capacity they had so often experienced; one who had used himself to be so indefatigably laborious in all his Compositions; who was scarce ever satisfied with his first Thoughts, how happy soever they might seem to others; and who had been known, on many Occasions, to new-model, no less than eight or ten Times, such Pieces, as any Person, but himself, must have pronounced admirable after a single Trial.

Having first observed to them, what Sort of Proofs those are, which make the greatest Impression upon Men's Minds, and what are the most proper Means of Persuasion, he applied himself to demonstrate, that the Christian Religion had no fewer Marks of Certainty and Evidence, than any Thing which is received in the World, for the most undoubted Truth.

He began the Design with giving the Picture of a Man, under which he omitted nothing that might distinguish or illustrate him, either without, or within, to the most secret Motions of his Heart. In the next Place, he supposed a Person, who had lived hitherto under a general Ignorance, and utterly indifferent with Regard to all Things,
Things, to himself especially, to come and view himself in this Picture, and by it to examine what he is. The Person cannot but be surprized to discover here an infinite Variety of Things, which never yet entered into his Thought; nor can without Astonishment and Admiration reflect on what he now learns and feels of his Dignity and his Baseness, of his Advantages and his Infirmities, of the small Glimmering of Light which remains within him, and of the miserable Darkness with which he is, almost on all Sides, encompassed; in a Word, of all the prodigious Contrarieties which appear in his Nature. After this it is impossible he should continue his Indifference, if he has but the least Spark of Reason; and how insensible soever he has hitherto been, he must now of Necessity desire, when he once knows what he is, to be informed likewise whence he derives his Original, and what Fate abides him hereafter.

Having brought his Man to this good Disposition, of seeking to be instructed in so important a Doubt, he sends him first to the Philosophers, and having rehearsed to him the Sum of what their greatest Professors have delivered on the Subject of Human Nature and Condition, he makes him discover so many Failures and Weaknesses, so many Falsities and Contradictions in all that they
they advance, as to judge very easily that
these are not the Men who must give him
Satisfaction.

At the next Remove, he leads him the
whole Circuit of all Nations and all Ages,
so as to give him a View of the almost end-
less Variety of Religions in the World; but
at the same Time lets him understand, by
the strongest and most convictive Proofs, that
all these Religions are so full of Vanity and
Folly, of Error and Extravagance, as to
afford nothing in which his Mind may ac-
quiesce and repose itself.

At length he bids him fix his Eye on the
People of the Jews, where the Circum-
stances he is presented with, are so extra-
ordinary, as to engage and implore his whole
Attention. Having let him into all that
was singular in this Nation, he stops him
to take particular Notice of one Book, by
which they entirely govern themselves, and
which contains the Sum of their Religion,
their History, and their Law. Upon the
first opening of this Book, he is inform’d,
that the World is the Work of GOD, and
that it was the same GOD who created Man
in his own Image, and endowed him with
all Advantages of Mind and Body, suitable
to so high an Estate. This Truth, though it
doeth not at present convince him, yet fails
not to please him; his bare Reason being
sufficient
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sufficient to discover a greater Probability in the supposing GOD to be the Author of the World, and of Mankind, than in any of those Accounts which Men have framed by their own fond Invention. The only Thing which gives him any Doubt is, that he observes Man, according to the Picture he so lately view'd, to be very far from pos-sessing all those Advantages, which must need have attended him, when he came out of the Hand of his Maker. But he soon gets over this Difficulty; because upon look-ing a little farther into the same Book, he discovers, that after Man had been thus created by GOD, in a State of Innocence and Perfection, his very first Act was to rebel against his Creator, and to employ all the Gifts he had received from him, in opposing and offending him.

M. Pafcal proceeds to inform his No-vice, that this Crime having been in all its Circumstances, the greatest that could be committed, received its Punishment, not only in the first Man, whom, from his State of Excellency and Happiness, it plunged, at one Stroke, into Misery and Weakness, into Blindness and Error; but likewise in all his Descendants, to whom he communicated his Corruption, and will continue to communicate it through all Ages.

AND
And now obliging him to peruse several other Parts of the Book, which furnished him with this Truth, he makes him observe, that there is scarce any Thing recorded of Man, but what bears a Regard to this his Condition of Infirmitie and Disorder: That 'tis often said, All Flesh have corrupted themselves, and that Men are described as abandoning themselves to their own Senses, and as having, from their very Birth, an Inclination and Tendency to Evil. He further lets him see, that this primitive Defection is the Source, not only of all those incomprehensible Contrarieties in human Nature, but likewise of infinite other Effects in the Things without us, of which he could never before trace the Cause. In short, he exhibits to him such a Portrait of Mankind, in the whole Series of this Book, as, by answering to the Piece which he first beheld, cannot but satisfy him of its true and just Resemblance.

Having thus brought him acquainted with his real Condition, full of Misery and Grief, he assures him, that by following the Guidance of the same Book, he will be led into the Hopes of Comfort and Deliverance. He points out to him the several Passages, where 'tis affirmed, that the Remedy of all our Evils is in the Hand of GOD; that his Assistance we ought to have Recourse
Recourse to, for obtaining the Strength we want; that he will permit himself to be prevailed upon by our Intreaty; and will even send us a Saviour to satisfy for our Offences, to repair our Breaches, and to heal our Infirmities.

After many other peculiar Remarks on this Book, he engages him to consider, that 'tis the only Book in the World which has spoken worthily of the Supream Being, and has inspired a just Idea of Religion. In order to which, having made him conceive some of the most sensible Tokens and Characters of the true Religion, he compares them with those which are here delivered; teaching him to reflect, with more especial Attention, that this Religion placeth the Perfection of divine Worship in the Love of GOD; a Character altogether singular, and such as distinguisheth it visibly from all others, which are convicted of notorious Falshood, by their Want of this essential Mark.

Thus far he leads the Man, whom by these insensible Means he proposeth to make his Convert, without offering at any Arguments to demonstrate those Truths which he has taught him to discover. But then, he has fully prepared him to receive them with Delight and Complacency, so soon as they shall be demonstrated to his Understanding;
standing; and even to wish, with the greatest Earnestness, that they may at length appear to be solid and well-grounded; because he finds, that they supply so many Assistances towards the clearing up of his Doubts, and the infusing of his Repose. This, indeed, is the very Desire which every rational Man ought to entertain, upon the View of the several Particulars which Mr. Pusey has thus represented; and 'twas but just for him to think, that any Person under such a Disposition would yield a ready Assent to the Proofs he should afterwards allege, in Confirmation of those important Truths which he had before mentioned; and which are the Foundation of Christian Belief; as the Inforcement of this Belief was the sole Aim of his Discourse.

To speak a Word or two concerning these Proofs. After he had observed 'in general, that the Points, which he now affected, were all contained in a written Volume, the Authority of which every Man of sound Judgment must own to be unquestionable, he insisted chiefly on the Writings of Moses, where the said Points are in a particular Manner revealed; and he made it apparent, from many undoubted Circumstances, that 'twas alike impossible, either for Moses to have penned a whole Series of Falsities, or for
for the Jewish Nation to have suffered the
Cheat, if he had been inclined to affect... He argued farther from the great and
surprising Miracles recorded in this Book
of Religion, which as they are the highest
Evidence, if true, so he demonstrated, that
they could not possibly be false; not only
from the Authority of these Writings in
which they are attested, but likewise from
all the Particulars which accompany them,
and which set them beyond all Suspicion
and Dispute.

He proceeded to evince, that the whole
Economy of the ritual Law was purely figu-
rative; that all the Dispensations and Pro-
misses to the Jewish State were but the Sha-
dows of good Things, which received their
Accomplishment from the Appearance of
the Messiah; and that after the Veil was
once taken away, they visibly conspired,
and were consummated, in the Behalf of
those who believed in Jesus Christ at his
Coming.

Thus best Reason offered by M. Pascal,
for the Credibility of Religion, was taken
from the Prophecies, a Subject on which
he enlarged more than on any other. As he
had been very laborious in this Enquiry, and
had obtained very particular Views of the
respective Predictions, so he opened them
after
after the most intelligible Manner, explained their Design, and their Event, with a wonderful Facility, and placed them in all their Force and Light.

At length having run through the Books of the Old Testament, and intersected upon Occasion, many convincing Remarks, admirably serviceable to the Foundations of Religion, he entered on the Consideration of the New Testament, in order to the compleating the whole Argument by the Truth and Reality of the Gospel.

He began with our Lord himself, whose Character and Commission, though it was invincibly attested by the Prophecies, and by all the Figures of the Law, which had their perfect Consummation in him alone, yet he farther illustrated by many Evidences drawn from his Person, his Miracles, his Doctrine, and the Circumstances of his Life.

Hence he descended to the Character of the Apostles; and that he might establish the Certainty of that Faith, which they so resolutely, and so universally preached, having laid it down for a Principle, that they cannot be accused of Rashness, but upon one of these two Suppositions, either that they were themselves deceived, or that they were engaged in a Design of deceiving others; he made
made it evident, that both those Suppositions were alike absurd and impossible.

In fine, he pass'd by nothing that might confirm the Truth of the Evangelical History, inferring many admirable Reflections on the Gospel itself, on the Style and Person of the Evangelists, on the Apostles particularly, and on their Writings; on the astonishing Number of Miracles, on the Example of the Saints, and on all the Methods which contributed to the final Establishment of Christianity. And though, in a single Discourse, he wanted Time for the full Improvement of so vast a Subject, which he reserved for his intended Work; yet he offered enough to evince, that all this could not be the Contrivance and Achievement of Men; and that it was GOD alone who was able thus to guide the Issue of so many different Occurrences, as to make them all conspire, in giving an irresistible Testimony to that Religion which he himself came to settle amongst Men.

This was the Substance of M. Pascal's Conversation, which he proposed only as a Sketch of his great Undertaking: And twas by the Favour of one of the Gentlemen there present, that we have since obtained these short Memorials of what he delivered at that Time.
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In the Fragments here published we see something of the vast Design conceived by our Author; yet we see but little; and even this little comes to us after so imperfect a Manner, neither carried to its just Height, nor digested in its proper Order, that it can afford us but a very obscure Idea of the Perfection which he would have given it, in his finished Performance.

The Reader will not think it strange, if in these few Relicks which are preserved, the Disposition of the Subjects is not more according to the primitive Method nor there being so little found which ran any Dependence or Connexion, the Publishers thought it utterly useless to be confined to this intended Series, and therefore were satisfied with keeping as near as they could to such an Order as seemed most convenient in respect of the Fragments themselves. It is also hoped, that there are but few Persons, who, upon forming a general Notion of M. Pascal's Design, will not supply by their own Judgment the Defect of this Disposition; and who, after an attentive Regard to the different Matters here displayed, will not, in some Measure, conceive how they stand related, according to the original Idea of the Author.

Might we be so happy as to see a perfect Transcript of the fore-mentioned Discourse,
course, in the same Order in which it was delivered, we should have somewhat to comfort us under our Loss of the greater Work; of which we should by this Means enjoy some imperfect Model. But it pleased GOD to deprive us of both these Benefits. For Mr. Pascal fell soon after into a languishing Distemper, which held him during the four last Years of his Life; and which, though it did not betray itself by many outward Signs, nor oblige him to be a Prisoner to his Bed, or his Chamber, yet very much incommode him, and, in a Manner, rendered him incapable of applying himself to Business of any Kind: Inasmuch that the chief Care and Employment of those about him was to hinder him from writing, and even from speaking of any Thing which required Intention and Force of Spirit, and to entertain him only with indifferent Things, and such as could no Way disorder or fatigue him.

Yet it was in these four Years of Weakness that he framed and penned all that he left behind on this Subject, and all that is here made publick. For though he waited till his Health should be fully re-established and confirmed, to set upon the Work in good Earnest, and to commit exactly to Writing what he had so well digested and disposed in his Mind; yet when there occurred
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curred to him any Thought, any View, any Idea, or even any Turn or Expression, which he saw might one Day prove serviceable to his Design, the Condition he was now under not suffering him to attend them so closely as before his Illness, nor to fix them with so much Strength and Stedfastness in his Memory, he chose to preserve them by the Help of some short Notes. In order to this, he took the first Remnant of Paper that came to hand, and entered what he was then meditating, in a very few Words, and often in but half a Word; for he writ purely for his own Use, and therefore was content to perform it very slightly; and so as not to discompose his Temper, barely setting down those Hints which were necessary for the recalling to his Mind the Ideas he had once conceived.

This was the Way in which M. Pascal penned his Thoughts. And I believe there is no Man, who, from these slight Beginnings, these feeble Essays of a sick Person, that writ only for himself, and writ those Things only which he was afraid might otherwise be lost, and which he never afterwards touched or revised, will not make some Guess, what the entire Work must have been, had the Author perfectly recovered, and found Opportunity to give it his last Hand: He who had the Art of placing Things in so goodly an Order, and in so fair a Light;
Light; who gave so particular, so noble, and raised a Turn to all that he said; who designed that this Performance should be more laboured than all his former Pieces; who had resolved to employ in it his whole Strength of Genius, and all the Talents which GOD had given him; and who had many Times declared that it would require ten Years of sound Health to bring it to Perfection.

It being well known that M. Pascal had thus engaged himself in the Cause of Religion, great Care was used at his Death to collect all his Writings on this Subject. They were found all together tied up in several Bundles, but without Order or Connexion; because, as we before observed, these were but the rude Expressions of his Thoughts, which he set down in broken Papers as they occasionally offered themselves. And, then, the Whole was so imperfect, and so very ill written, that it seemed no ordinary Labour barely to decipher it.

The first Thing that was done, was to get the Papers copied, such as they were at present; and with the same Confusion in which they lay. But when this was performed, and the Fragments more easily perused and examined in the Copy than in the Author's Manuscript, they appeared at first View so indigested, so little pursued, and,
for the most Part, so obscure, that it was very long e'er the Parties concerned were brought to entertain any Design of printing them; though frequently urged by Persons of the greatest Note, with the most pressing Instances and Solicitations; because they well understood that they should not answer the Expectation, and fill up the Idea which had been long conceived of the Undertaking, by sending abroad these Remains under so manifest Disadvantages.

At length they found themselves obliged to give Way to the Desire and Impatience which almost all the World seemed daily to express. And they were the rather prevailed upon to give their Consent, because they hoped that the Readers would have so much Justice, as to distinguish between a finished Performance, and the first Lines of a Piece, and to guess at the Beauty of the Work, by the rudest and most imperfect Draught. The Publication thereof was resolved upon; but there being several Ways of executing it, some Time was again spent in considering which to take.

The most obvious, and, without Doubt, the most easy Manner, was to let them be printed in all Respects as they were found. But it was soon perceived that this would entirely obstruct all the Use and Benefit that might otherwise be promised from them; because
because those Thoughts which seemed to be more finished and more connected, to be expressed with greater Clearness and carried to a better Head, being intermixt, and almost overwhelmed with so many others which were imperfect, obscure, unwrought, and some of them utterly unintelligible to any but the Author, there was good Reason to apprehend, that the latter would highly prejudice the former, and that this Volume of broken Meditations, which must swell to so great and so very unprofitable a Bulk, could be only looked on as a confused Mafs, without Order, Dependence, or Use.

There was another Way of publishing these Relicks; and that was, to spend some Labour upon them before they went to the Press, in illustrating such Reflexions as were obscure, finishing those that were imperfect, and in carrying on the Design of the Author, through all the Fragments, so as, in a great Measure, to accomplish the Work which he had begun. This Method was evidently the most perfect, but then it was exceedingly difficult to be pursued. However, the Thing stopped here for a Time, and some Steps were actually made towards the Performance. Yet it was at last resolved to reject this Expedient as well as the former; it being considered, that it was a Thing next to impossible to fall regularly into the Measures
Measures of an Author, especially of a deceased Author; and that this would not be to present the World with M. Pajcar's Offspring, but with somewhat of a quite different Complexion and Constitution.

To avoid the Inconvenience of both these Proposals, a middle Way was found, which has been here followed by the Publishers. They have only selected from the whole Number of scattered Thoughts, such as they judged to be the most finished, and most intelligible; and these they have presented to the World, without Addition or Alteration; excepting that whereas they lay before confusedly dispersed, without Order and Dependence, they are now put into some Kind of Method, and reduced under common Heads, agreeably to their respective Subjects. As for all those which were too imperfect, or obscure, it was determined entirely to suppress them.

Not but that there were many admirable Reflexions of this latter Kind, and such as might afford very noble Views, if thoroughly apprehended. But as it had been a settled Rule, that no Endeavours should be used towards illustrating and compleating them, so in their present Condition they must have been wholly useless. I shall produce one Example to furnish the Reader with such an Idea as may assist him in form-
ing a Judgment of the rest. The Reflexion, as we found it in the Author's own Words, is as follows: A Mechanic speaking of Riches; a Solicitor speaking of War, or of Regal State, &c. But the Rich discourse well of Riches; a King speaks coldly of a vast Present which he is about to make; and GOD discourses well of GOD.

This Fragment contains a most excellent Thought; but such as few, perhaps, will be able to penetrate; because it appears so intricate, abrupt and concise, that if the Author had not frequently delivered himself to the same Purpose in Conversation with his Friends, it would have been no easy Task to retrieve it from so confused and perplexed an Expression. Let us examine it more nearly, and observe where the secret Beauty is concealed.

M. PASCAL had made a great Number of very particular Observations on the Stile of the Holy Scriptures, of the Gospel especially; and had discerned many Excellencies, which, perhaps, none ever reached before him. Amongst other Things, he was wont to admire the native Simplicity, and, if we may so term it, the Coldness and Unconcernedness with which our LORD seemed to speak of the greatest and most important Subjects; as for Instance, of the Kingdom of GOD, of the Glory of the Saints in Heaven, and of
the Pains of Hell, without dilating upon these Topics, as the Fathers, and all other Writers are observed to do. And he said, the true Reason of this Difference was, that the Particulars before-mentioned, though infinitely noble and sublime in respect of us, were by no Means so in respect of Jesus Christ; and that therefore ’twas natural for him to speak of them without Amazement or Admiration; as we hear a General speaking of the Siege of some Place of Consequence, or of his Success in a mighty Battle, without being moved or affected; or, as a King expresseth himself with Indifference about a Sum of many Thousands, which a private Person, or a Mechanic, could not name, without the highest Exaggerations.

This is the Thought which is really couched under those few Words of the Fragment now recited: And this Consideration added to many of the like Nature, cannot fail of supplying rational and sober Men with an Argument for our Lord’s Divinity.

I am persuaded, that this one Instance may be sufficient, not only for a Standard in judging of almost all the other Fragments which have been retrenched, but likewise for a Proof of the little Application, and even the Negligence, with which the greatest Part of M. Pascal’s Remains were writ-
And as this will justify what was before asserted, that the Author wrote them, in Effect, for none but himself, and without the least Apprehension of their appearing abroad in this Dress; so 'tis hoped it may, in some Measure, excuse the Failures with which they come attended.

If in the present Collection, the Reader shall still meet with some Thoughts, which are not altogether free from Obscurity, I believe, that as his Attention will soon render them intelligible, so it will engage him to confess, that they are no less happy than others, and that it was better to present them under their own sententious Brevity, than to explain them by a Multitude of Words, which would only have rendered them faint and languishing, and would have defeated one of their principal Graces, the saying much in little Compass.

An Instance of this Kind we have in the Chapter, intitled, The Proofs of J esus C hr  i s t by the Prophecies; where the Author expresses himself in the following Terms: The Prophets have interwoven particular Prophecies with those concerning the Messiah: That neither the Prophecies concerning the Messiah should be without their Proof, nor the particular Prophecies without their Fruit. In this Fragment, he gives the Reason why the Prophets, whose Eyes were
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were fixed on the Messias only, and who, in all Appearance, ought to have foretold nothing but what bore a Relation to him, do yet frequently insert other Matters, which seem to be indifferent and unprofitable to their Design. Which, he tells us, was done; that these particular Events being accomplished Day by Day, in the Eyes of all the World, exactly as they were foretold, the Authors of them might be incontestably acknowledged as Prophets; and, consequentially, none might doubt of the Truth and Certitude of their Predictions concerning the Messias: So that by this Means, as on the one hand, the Prophecies which regarded the Messias, in some Sort derived their Evidence and Authority from the particular Prophecies, which were thus manifestly verified; so, on the other hand, these particular Prophecies, serving in such a Manner to evince and authorize those which regarded the Messias, were not without their Fruit and Benefit. This is the Sense of the above-mentioned Passage in its true Light and just Extent. But there is no Man who will not take a much greater Pleasure and Satisfaction in opening it himself, than in finding it thus cleared and unravelled to his Hand.

I think it not impertinent, in order to the undeceiving certain Persons, who may possibly expect to meet here with geometrical Proofs and
and Demonstrations of the Existence of GOD, the Immortality of the Soul, and
many other Articles of Christian Faith, to assure them, that this was never the Design
of the Author. He proposed to evince those Truths of Religion not by Demonstrations,
 founded on self-evident Principles, and therefore able to overcome the Obstination of the
most hardened Infidel; nor by metaphysical Reasons, which, very often, rather unsettle
than persuade the Mind; nor by common Places drawn from the divers Effects of Na-
ture; but by moral Arguments, which operate more on the Will, than on the Under-
standing: That is, he resolved to make it his chief Aim, rather to dispose and engage
the Heart, than to convince and subdue the Judgment; because he knew that the Passi-
one and vicious Inclinations which corrupt the Will, are the greatest Obstacles and Pre-
judices which we labour under; and that if these were once removed out of the Way,
the Understanding would not long resist the Light and Assurance of Faith.

Thus much will be easily observed from the following Papers. But the Author has
declared himself more expressly on this Point in one of the Fragments which remain un-
published. I shall not here, says he, undertake to prove by natural Reasons, either the
Existence of GOD, or the Mystery of the
Holy
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Holy Trinity, or the Immortality of the Soul, or any other Truth of the same Order: Not only because I think myself unable to produce any such Argument from Nature, as shall convince a settled Atheist; but because all such Knowledge, without Jesus Christ, is unprofitable and barren. After a Man was perfectly well persuaded, that the Proportions of Numbers are really immaterial, eternal Truths, depending on the first and original Truth in which they subsist, and which is no other than God, I should think him but very little advanced in the Affair of his Salvation.

Some, again, may be surprized to find in this Collection, so great a Diversity of Thoughts; many of which seem very remote from the Subject that Mr. Pascartium undertook to illustrate. But it ought to be considered, that his Design was really of a larger Extent than we may imagine, and not levelled barely against atheistical Persons, nor against those who deny some fundamental Article of Faith. The great Love, and singular Veneration which he had for Religion, made him impatient, not only when he saw it directly struck at, but when it was in the least Degree corrupted or impaired. Insomuch, that he professedly opposed himself to all those who attacked it, either in its Truth, or in its Holiness; that is, not only Atheists,
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Atheists, Infidels, and Hereticks, who refuse to submit their false Lights of Reason to the Evidence of Faith; but even to such Christians and Catholicks, as though they continue within the Pale of the Church, yet do not conform their Lives to the Purity of the Gospel-Maxims, which are proposed to us, as the Measure and Rule of all our Actions.

This was his Design; and this was great and ample enough to take in the Main of what is here collected. Yet the Reader will meet with some Observations which have no Dependence on it, and which, indeed, were never conceived under such a Relation; as for Instance, the greatest Part of those in the Chapter of Miscellaneous Thoughts; which were likewise found amongst the Papers of M. Pafcal, and which were therefore permitted to accompany the rest, because the Book is not now given to the World barely as a Refutation of Atheism, or a Discourse upon Religion, but as a Collection of M. Pafcal's Thoughts on Religion, and other Subjects.

I think there is nothing behind in this Preface, but to say somewhat of the Author, now we have done speaking of his Work. Such an Addition may not only seem just and proper, but may likewise turn to excellent Use, by shewing us how M. Pafcal first entered into that Esteem for Religion, and
and those Sentiments about it, which eng-aged him to form the Model of so great an Undertaking.

In the Preface to his Treatises of *The Equilibrium of Liquors, and of the Gravity of the Air*, a brief Relation has been al-ready given of the Manner in which he passed his Childhood; of the vast Progress made by him, with the greatest Celerity, in all the Parts of human and profane Knowledge, to which he applied himself, especially in the Mathematicks; of the strange and surprizing Method by which he was taught this last Science at the Age of Eleven or Twelve; of the little Works which he would then compose, and which always appeared far above the Strength and Capacity of those Years; of the prodigious and astonishing Force of his Genius, discovered in his arith-metical Instrument, which he invented be-tween Nineteen and Twenty; and, in fine, of his curious Experiments about a Vacuum, perform’d at Roan, in the Presence of the most considerable Persons of that City, where he resided for some Time, while his Father was employed there in the King’s Ser-vice, as Intendant of Justice. So that I shall not repeat what was then said, but only re-present, in a few Words, by what Means he was at length induced to despise all these Things, and with what Kind of Spirit he passed
passed his concluding Years; by which he no less evidenced the Greatness and Solidity of his Piety and Virtue, than he had before demonstrated the Force, the Extent, and the admirable Penetration of his Judgment.

He had, by the particular Providence of God, been preserved from those Vices into which young Gentlemen are so often betrayed; and, what seemed very extraordinary in so nice and inquisitive a Genius, he was never disposed to Scepticism in religious Matters, having always confined his Curiosity to natural Things. He has often said, that he owed this Obligation, amongst many others, to his excellent Father, who, having himself the most profound Veneration for Religion, took Care to instil the same into him from his Infancy, giving him this for a Maxim, that whatever is the Object of Faith cannot be the Object of Reason, and therefore, ought much less to bow and submit to it.

These Instructs, frequently repeated to him by a Father, for whom he had the highest Respect, and in whom he observed a general Knowledge, joined with a strong and piercing Judgment, made so deep an Impression on his Spirit, that he was never inclined to the least Doubt by the Discourses which he heard from Libertines, whom, with so early a Discernment, he looked upon as
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as Men guided by this false Principle, that human Reason is above all Things, and as those who were utter Strangers to the Nature of Faith.

But having passed his youthful Days in such Employments and Diversions as appear very innocent to the Eyes of the World, it pleased GOD so to touch his Heart, as to let him perfectly understand, that the Christian Religion obligeth us to live for GOD only, and to propose no other Object or Aim. And this Truth appeared to him so evident, so useful, and so necessary, that it made him enter on a Resolution of retiring and disengaging himself, by Degrees, from all his worldly Dependences, to attend wholly on this one Design.

He had, indeed, taken up such a Desire of Privacy, and of devoting himself to a more holy and Christian Life, while very young; and this had before moved him entirely to abandon all profane Studies, in order to the giving himself to those only which might be serviceable to his own Salvation, and to that of others. But the continual Illnesses into which he fell, diverted him many Years from his Purpose, and retarded the full Execution of it, till he arrived at the Age of Thirty.

It was then that he began to labour in it with all his Force; and that he might the more
more easily obtain his Will, and cut off all his Engagements at one Stroke, he changed his Lodgings, and soon after removed into the Country; whence returning after some Time, he so well testified his Resolution of forsaking the World, that, in fine, the World forsook him. The Conduct and Regulation of his Privacy he established on these two principal Maxims, to renounce all Pleasure, and all Superfluity; on these he ever fixed his Eye, studying to make nearer Advances towards them, and to attain every Day new Degrees of Perfection.

It was his continual Application to these two noble Maxims that enabled him to sustain with so exemplary a Patience, all his Sickness and Sufferings, which scarce left him free from Pain during his Life: It was this that enjoined him to practise so rigorous and severe a Mortification towards himself, not only denying his Senses whatever was agreeable to them, but taking without Uneasiness or Disgust, and even with Joy and Satisfaction, any Thing that might seem distasteful, when it was proper either as Nourishment, or as Physick. It was this that engaged him to retrench, every Day, what he judged not absolutely necessary, either in Cloaths, or Food, or Furniture, or in any other Accommodation. It was this that inspired him with so great and ardent a Love for Poverty,
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as to make it the ruling Thought of his Mind, so that he never undertook any Thing till he had first asked himself, whether Poverty was consistent with such a Proposal; and on all Occasions expressed so much Tenderness and Affection towards the Poor, as never to refuse an Alms, and many Times to bestow very largely on a charitable Account, though out of his own necessary Subsistence. It was from this, that he could not bear any Nicety in providing Things for his Convenience or Use; and that he so much blamed the Humour of searching after Curiosities, and the Desire of excelling in all Things, as of employing the very best Artists, of having every Thing made in the newest Fashion, and many other Fancies, which are wont to be gratified without Scruple, because they are looked upon as harmless, though to him they bore a quite different Aspect. To conclude, it was this that prompted him to perform a great Number of most remarkable, and most Christian Actions, which I forbear here to relate, that I may not seem tedious, and because I attempt not to compose a Life, but only to convey some Idea of the Piety and Virtue of M. Pascal to those who had not the Happiness of his Acquaintance. For, as for those who knew him, and who were admitted to his Company during his latter Years, as I do not take
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take upon me to inform them by what I write, so I doubt not but they will testify in my Behalf, that I might still have enlarged on many worthy Particulars, which I have now chosen to pass over in Silence.
Advertisement.

The Thoughts which make up this Book, having been composed and written by Monsieur Pascal, after the Manner reported in the Preface, that is, as they happened to come into his Mind, without Sequel or Order; the Reader cannot suppose, that he shall find any great Regularity in the Chapters of this Collection, which consist, for the most Part, of many independent Thoughts, ranged together under the same Heads, for no other Reason, but because there appeared some Kind of Affinity between their Subjects. But though from the bare reading of any Paragraph, it might with Ease be determined, whether it be a Continuation of that which preceded, or whether it belongs to a new Design; yet, for the more Convenience, it was judged proper to make use of some particular Mark of Distinction. Those Paragraphs therefore, which have an Asterisk prefixed to them, will be known to be such as are of a quite different Piece, and entirely separate from the foregoing. And those which want this Mark, will as easily be known to make but one and the same Discourse, and to have been found in this very Order and Method amongst the Author's original Papers.
THE
PREFACE
OF THE
TRANSLATOR.

As the Name of Monsieur Pascal is dear to all who have the Happiness to be affected with what is either profound in Knowledge, or exact in Wit, so the Design and Manner of the following Work, are displayed at large in the excellent Preface of those Friends, by whose Care it was made publick. Yet the Translator being obliged to offer some Excuses for himself, is contented to premise some Recommendations of his Author, wishing those may appear as just, as these will prove unnecessary.

In the main Attempt, we are shown what the greatest Genius could do on the greatest Subject: For though the Draught is far from being
being finished, yet it consists entirely of Masterstrokes, and therefore may the more easily be dispensed with, for the Want of Colouring and Shade.

TO consider some of the principal Parts. The most rational and most pathetic Addresses to the Sceptics demonstrate, that were the utmost Latitude indulged to these Men, till they should be lost in their Privilege of Free-thinking, they could not otherwise recover, and come to themselves, but by settling upon the Foundations of Faith, which is as natural a Cure for the Wanderings of Reason, as Reason itself is for the Extravagancies of Imagination; and that the only Cause why so many have miscarried in this Adventure, has been their Want of Strength to go through the Course, and to ride out that Storm, which Vice or Rashness had brought upon their Faculties. It will be observed, that in one Essay against this Spirit of Indifference, the Author has proceeded upon the Supposition of his Adversaries, and has evinced, that if Reason (as is pretended) were doubtful in the Case, yet Prudence ought to incline to the safer Side. But it should likewise be observed, that a peculiar Advertisement is prefixed to that Chapter, and that this was a Way of arguing which Monsieur Pascal, or his Friends, confessed to stand in need of an Apology.
THE metaphysical Speculations seem most refined and accomplished, not only for their surprising Novelty, and for the engaging Manner in which they are delivered; but chiefly on Account of those more sublime Views in which they terminate and conspire. For 'tis absurd to condemn the jejuneness of the Ancients in this Science, if our Reasonings be as heathenish as their Language was barbarous; and if instead of the dry Trunks of their Terms and Distinctions (which being rightly transplanted, we might improve into useful Fruit) we cultivate an unprofitable Elegance, and under all the Ver- dure of Expression, betray a Barrenness of Thought: Which is yet the Case of these abstruse Doctrines, when raised upon Principles merely human; upon that Wisdom which is earthly, and cometh of the Earth, but is not watered from above, or mingled with the Fountains of Truth: Whereas, therefore, some professing this retired Knowledge, have much impaired the Credit of their Labours, by seeming to derogate from that of the Holy Scripture; M. PASCAL, by his accurate Knowledge of its Harmony and Agreement, his peculiar Discernment of Prophecies and Miracles, and his singular Art of illustrating and comparing different Texts, has made it appear venerable, even
to such as are not wont to read it with his Sincerity of Intention, and his truly Christian Heart:

HOW useful are those curious Enquiries concerning the Extent and Divisibility of Matter, and the Powers of Numbers, (of which the Author had so vast a Comprehension) in rendering the Mysteries of Nature subservient to those of Faith; in obasing the Pride of our Understanding, and in ascribing Glory to Him who alone is truly Infinite, and who, while he has given us Ability to make and compare these seeming Infinites, does yet present us with something, even in these, which is much more unapproachable to our Perfections, than commensurate to his own? How may the Reflexions upon Mankind, so sprightly and vigorous, so penetrating and sensible, invite us to observe, that the Sentence which the wisest of Men, so long since pronounced on mortal Vanity, has been most strongly confirmed by those who have made the nearest Approaches to his Wisdom; and that, as he resolved the whole Matter, (all that was good or great in Life) into the fearing GOD and keeping his Commandments, so these have centered all their Contemplations in religious Belief and Practice, as the only Things which can restore the Credit of our Nature, and reconcile us to our own good Opinion? How do the Thoughts upon Death
Death exalt the Consolations of Philosophy into the Hope and Assurance of Religion? Did Æmilius, or Cato, or Tully, deliver themselves with so composed Gravity, and yet so tender Affection, on the Loss of their Children, as M. PASCAL has done, on that of his Father? Or, was he not, indeed, an early Proficient in that better School, and Discipline, which alone could make him wiser than the Ancients, and give him more Understanding than those Teachers and Examples? Lastly, does he not, in the Chapter of Miscellaneous Thoughts, discover the same true Relish of what is just and natural, in Style and Behaviour, as before, of what is deep and solid in Reason? And does not the Prayer annexed, by evincing that this great and universal Capacity was animated by a true Spirit of Humility and Devotion, seem equally proper, to compleat his Character and his Works?

The Translator having been almost insensibly engaged in this delightful Task, was afterwards induced to communicate the Satisfaction, knowing there were still many Persons of Learning and Judgment who continued Strangers to the Language of the Original, either as neglecting so easy a Conquest, or as despising an Attainment, which is now become rather Vulgar than Fashionable.
HOW much severer the Performance may have suffered for Want of those Advantages which were peculiar to the Author, yet it is here presented entire, excepting some Lines which directly favoured the distinguishing Doctrines of those of the Roman Communion. If that excellent Person thought fit to pay this Submission to the Authority of his own Church, we cannot be injured to him, in expressing the like Veneration for ours. But considering the great Liberty with which these Fragments were put together, it is not wholly improbable that M. Pascal's Friends might officiously insert some Marks of this Kind, to prove him (in their Notion) a good Catholic, and to shelter his Memory from the Odium of some, whom in another admirable Book, (Lettres aux Provinciaux) he had proved not to be very Good Christians. Yet, as to any such Passages, it is not so generous to dispute the Manner of their coming in, as to be satisfied with the Power of leaving them out.

At the Beginning of the French Editions, we commonly meet with the large Approbations of the Bishops and Clergy; and, at the End, with two Discourses, one on this Piece, the other on the Proofs of the Books of Moses. The former, as they are not here needful, so in some Respect they might have seemed prejudicial. The latter would have passed with
with Reputation, had they not the Disadvantage of appearing with M. Pascal's Compositions; which is yet, perhaps, a greater Praise than the Translator could obtain, should be now enlarge his Preface to a Treatise on his Author's Arguments.
Monsieur PASCAL's
THOUGHTS.

I.

Against an Atheistical Indifference.

It were to be wished, that the Enemies of Religion would at least bring themselves to apprehend its Nature, before they opposed its Authority. Did Religion make its Boast of beholding God with a clear and perfect View, and of possessing him without Covering or Veil, the Argument would bear some Colour, when Men should alledge, that none of the Things about them, do indeed afford this pretended Evi-
Evidence; and this Degree of Light: But since Religion, on the contrary, represents Men as in a State of Darkness; and of Estrangement from God, since it affirms him to have withdrawn himself from their Discovery, and to have chosen, in his Word, the very Style and Appellation of Deus absconditus; lastly, since it employs itself alike in establishing these two Maxims, that God has left, in his Church, certain Characters of himself, by which they who sincerely seek him, shall not fail of a sensible Conviction; and yet that he has, at the same Time, so far shaded and obscured these Characters, as to render them imperceptible to those who do not seek him with their whole Heart, what Advantage is it to Men, who profess themselves negligent in the Search of Truth, to complain so frequently, that nothing reveals and displays it to them? For this very Obscurity, under which they labour, and which they make an Exception against the Church, does itself evince one of the two grand Points which the Church maintains (without affecting the other) and is so far from overthrowing its Doctrines, as to lend them a manifest Confirmation and Support.

If they would give their Objections any Strength, they ought to urge, that they have applied their utmost Endeavour, and have
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used all Means of Information, even those which the Church recommends, without Satisfaction. Did they express themselves thus, they would indeed attack Religion in one of its chief Pretensions: But I hope to shew, in the following Papers, that no rational Person can speak after this Manner; and I dare assert, that none ever did. We know very well, how Men under this Indifference of Spirit, behave themselves in the Case: They suppose themselves to have made the mightiest Effort towards the Instruction of their Minds, when they have spent some Hours in reading the Scriptures, and have asked some Questions of a Clergyman concerning the Articles of Faith. When this is done, they declare to all the World, that they have consulted Books and Men without Success. I shall be excused, if I refrain not from telling such Men (what I have often told them) that this Neglect of theirs is insupportable. 'Tis not a foreign or a petty Interest, which is here in Debate: We are ourselves the Parties, and all our Hopes and Fortunes are the depending Stake.

The Immortality of the Soul is a Thing which so deeply concerns, so infinitely imports us, that we must have utterly lost our Feeling, to be altogether cold and reticent in our Enquiries about it. And all our Actions or Designs, ought to bend so very different
a Way, according as we are either encouraged or forbidden, to embrace the Hope of eternal Rewards, that 'tis impossible for us to proceed with Judgment and Discretion, otherwise than as we keep this Point always in View, which ought to be our ruling Object, and final Aim.

Thus is it our highest Interest, no less than our principal Duty, to get Light into a Subject on which our whole Conduct depends. And therefore, in the Number of wavering and unsatisfied Men, I make the greatest Difference imaginable between those who labour with all their Force to obtain Instruction, and those who live without giving themselves any Trouble, or so much as any Thought in this Affair.

I cannot but be touched with a hearty Compassion for those who sincerely groan under this Dissatisfaction; who look upon it as the greatest of Misfortunes, and who spare no Pains to deliver themselves from it, by making these Researches their chief Employment, and most serious Study. But as for those, who pass their Life without reflecting on its Issue, and who, for this Reason alone, because they find not in themselves a convincing Testimony, refuse to seek it elsewhere, and to examine to the Bottom, whether the Opinion proposed be such as we are wont to entertain by popular Simplicity
city and Credulity, or as much, though obscure in itself, yet is built on solid and immovable Foundations, I consider them after quite another Manner. The Carelessness which they betray in an Affair, where their Person, their Interest, their whole Eternity is embarked, rather provokes my Resentment than engages my Pity. Nay, it strikes me with Amazement and Astonishment; 'tis a Monster to my Apprehension. I speak not this as transported with the pious Zeal of a spiritual and rapturous Devotion: On the contrary, I affirm, that the Love of ourselves, the Interest of Mankind, and the most simple and artless Reason, do naturally inspire us with these Sentiments; and that to see thus far, is not to exceed the Sphere of unrefined, uneducated Men.

It requires no great Elevation of Soul, to observe, that nothing in this World is productive of true Contentment; that our Pleasures are vain and fugitive, our Troubles innumerable and perpetual: And that, after all, Death, which threatens us every Moment, must, in the Compass of a few Years (perhaps of a few Days) put us into the eternal Condition of Happiness, or Misery, or Nothing. Between us and these three great Periods, or States, no Barrier is interposed, but Life, the most brittle Thing in all Nature; and the Happiness of Heaven being
being certainly not designed for those who doubt, whether they have an immortal Part to enjoy it, such Persons have nothing left, but the miserable Chance of Annihilation; or of Hell.

There is not any Reflexion which can have more Reality than this, as there is none which has greater Terror. Let us set the bravest Face on our Condition, and play the Heroes as artfully as we can; yet see here the Issue which attends the goodliest Life upon Earth.

'Tis in vain for Men to turn aside their Thoughts from this Eternity which awaits them, as if they were able to destroy it by denying it a Place in their Imagination: It subsists in Spite of them, it advanceth unobserved; and Death, which is to draw the Curtain from it, will in a short Time infallibly reduce them to the dreadful Necessity of being for ever nothing, or for ever miserable.

We have here a Doubt of the most affrighting Consequence, and which, therefore, to entertain, may be well esteemed the most grievous of Misfortunes: But, at the same Time, 'tis our indispensible Duty not to lie under it, without struggling for Deliverance.

He then who doubts, and yet seeks not to be resolved, is equally unhappy and unjust.
just: But if withal he appears easy and composed, if he freely declares his Indifference, nay, if he takes a Vanity in professing it, and seems to make this most deplorable Condition the Subject of his Pleasure and Joy, I have not Words to fix a Name on so extravagant a Creature. Where is the very Possibility of entering into these Thoughts and Resolutions? What Delight is there in expecting Misery without End? What Vanity in finding one's self encompassed with impenetrable Darkness? Or what Consolation in despairing for ever of a Comforter?

To sit down with some Sort of Acquiescence under so fatal an Ignorance, is a Thing unaccountable beyond all Expression; and they who live with such a Disposition, ought to be made sensible of its Absurdity and Stupidity, by having their inward Reflexions laid open to them, that they may grow wise by the Prospect of their own Folly. For behold how Men are wont to reason, while they obstinately remain thus ignorant of what they are, and refuse all Methods of Instruction and Illumination.

Who has sent me into the World I know not; what the World is I know not; nor what I am myself. I am under an astonishing and terrifying Ignorance of all Things. I know not what my Body is, what my Senses,
Senses, or my Soul: This very Part of me which thinks what I speak, which reflects upon every Thing else, and even upon itself, yet is as mere a Stranger to its own Nature, as the dullest Thing I carry about me. I behold these frightful Spaces of the Universe with which I am encompassed, and I find myself chained to one little Corner of the vast Extent, without understanding why I am placed in this Seat, rather than in any other; or why this Moment of Time given me to live, was assigned rather at such a Point, than at any other of the whole Eternity which was before me, or of all that which is to come after me. I see nothing but Infinities on all Sides, which devour and swallow me up like an Atom, or like a Shadow, which endures but a single Instant, and is never to return. The Sum of my Knowledge is, that I must shortly die; but that which I am most ignorant of is this very Death, which I feel myself unable to decline.

As I know not whence I came, so I know not whither I go; only this I know, that at my Departure out of the World, I must either fall for ever into Nothing, or into the Hands of an incensed God, without being capable of deciding, which of these two Conditions shall eternally be my Portion. Such is my State, full of Weakness, Obscurity, and Wretch-
Wretchedness. And from all this I conclude, That I ought, therefore, to pass all the Days of my Life, without considering what is hereafter to befall me; and that I have nothing to do, but to follow my Inclinations without Reflexion or Disquiet, in doing all that, which, if what Men say of a miserable Eternity prove true, will infallibly plunge me into it. 'Tis possible I might find some Light to clear up my Doubts; but I shall not take a Minute's Pains, nor stir one Foot in the Search of it. On the contrary, I am resolved to treat those with Scorn and Derision who labour in this Enquiry and Care; and, so to run without Fear or Forethought, upon the Trial of the grand Event; permitting myself to be led softly on to Death, utterly uncertain as to the eternal Issue of my future Condition.

In earnest, 'tis a Glory to Religion to have so unreasonable Men for its professed Enemies; and their Opposition is of so little Danger, that it serves to illustrate the principal Truths which our Religion teaches. For the main Scope of Christian Faith is to establish these two Principles, the Corruption of Nature, and the Redemption by Jesus Christ. And these Opposers, if they are of no Use towards demonstrating the Truth of the Redemption, by the Sanctity of their Lives, yet are at least admirably useful in shewing
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Shewing the Corruption of Nature, by so unnatural Sentiments and Suggestions.

Nothing is so important to any Man as his own Estate and Condition; nothing so great, so amazing, as Eternity. If, therefore, we find Pertons indifferent to the Loss of their Being, and to the Danger of endless Misery, 'tis impossible that this Temper should be natural. They are quite other Men in all other Regards, they fear the smallest Inconveniences, they see them as they approach, and feel them if they arrive; and he who passeth Days and Nights in Chagrine or Delpair, for the Loss of an Employment, or for some imaginary Blemish in his Honour, is the very same Mortal who knows that he must lose all by Death, and yet remains without Disquiet, Resentment, or Emotion. This wonderful Insensibility, with respect to Things of the most fatal Consequence, in a Heart so nicely sensible of the meanest Trifles, is an astonishing Prodigy, and unintelligible Inchantment, a supernatural Blindness and Infatuation.

A Man in a close Dungeon, who knows not whether Sentence of Death has passed upon him, who is allowed but one Hour's Space to inform himself concerning it, and that one Hour sufficient, in case it have passed, to obtain its Reverse, would act contrary to Nature and Sense, should he make
use of this Hour not to procure Information, but to pursue his Vanity or Sport. And yet such is the Condition of the Persons whom we are now describing; only with this Difference, that the Evils with which they are every Moment threatened, do infinitely surpass the bare Loss of Life, and that transient Punishment which the Prisoner is supposed to apprehend: Yet they run thoughtless upon the Precipice, having only cast a Veil over their Eyes, to hinder them from discerning it, and divert themselves with the Officiousness of such as charitably warn them of their Danger.

Thus not the Zeal alone of those who heartily seek God, demonstrates the Truth of Religion, but likewise the Blindness of those who utterly forbear to seek him, and who pass their Days under so horrible a Neglect. There must needs be a strange Turn and Revolution in human Nature, before Men can submit to such a Condition, much more e'er they can applaud and value themselves upon it. For supposing them to have obtained an absolute Certainty, that there was no Fear after Death, but of falling into nothing, ought not this to be the Subject rather of Despair, than of Jollity? And is it not therefore the highest Pitch of senseless Extravagance, while we want this Certainty, to glory in our Doubt and Distrust?
And yet, after all, it is too visible, that Man has so far declined from his original Nature, and as it were departed from himself, to nourish in his Heart a secret Seed-Plot of Joy, springing up from the Libertine Reflections. This brutal Ease, or Indolence, between the Fear of Hell, and of Annihilation, carries somewhat so tempting in it, that not only those who have the Misfortune to be sceptically inclined, but even those who cannot unsettle their Judgment, do yet esteem it reputable to take up even a counterfeit Diffidence. For we may observe the largest Part of the Herd to be of this latter Kind, false Pretenders to Inidelity, and mere Hypocrites in Atheism. There are Persons whom we have heard declare, that the genteel Way of the World consists in thus acting the Bravo. This is that which they term throwing off the Toak, and which the greater Number of them profess, not so much out of Opinion, as out of Gallantry and Complainance.

Yet, if they have the least Reserve of common Sense, it will not be difficult to make them apprehend, how miserably they abuse themselves by laying so false a Foundation of Applause and Esteem. For this is not the Way to raise a Character, even with worldly Men, who, as they are able to pass a threwd Judgment on Things, so
they easily discern that the only Method of succeeding in our temporal Affairs, is to prove ourselves honest, faithful, prudent, and capable of advancing the Interest of our Friends; because Men naturally love nothing but that which some Way contributes to their Use and Benefit. But now what Benefit can we any Way derive from hearing a Man confess that he has eized himself of the Burden of Religion; that he believes no God, as the Witness and Inspector of his Conduct; that he considers himself as absolute Master of what he does, and accountable for it only to his own Mind? Will he fancy that we shall be hence induced to repose a greater Degree of Confidence in him hereafter? or to depend on his Comfort, his Advice, or Assistance, in the Necessities of Life? Can he imagine us to take any great Delight or Complacency when he tells us, that he doubts whether our very Soul be any Thing more than a little Wind and Smoke? nay, when he tells it us with an Air of Assurance, and a Voice that testifies the Contentment of his Heart? Is this a Thing to be spoken of with Pleasantry? or ought it not rather to be lamented with the deepest Sadness, as the most melancholick Reflexion that can strike our Thoughts?
If they would compose themselves to serious Consideration, they must perceive the Method in which they are engaged to be so very ill chosen, so repugnant to Gentility, and so remote even from that good Air and Grace which they pursue, that, on the contrary, nothing can more effectually expose them to the Contempt and Aversion of Mankind, or mark them out for Persons defective in Parts and Judgment. And, indeed, should we demand from them an Account of their Sentiments, and of the Reasons which they have to entertain this Suspicion in religious Matters, what they offered would appear so miserably weak and trifling, as rather to confirm us in our Belief. This is no more than what one of their own Fraternity told them, with great Smartness, on such an Occasion, If you continue (says he) to dispute at this Rate, you'll infallibly make me a Christian. And the Gentleman was in the right: For who would not tremble to find himself embarked in the same Cause, with so forlorn, so despicable Companions?

And thus it is evident, that they who wear no more than the outward Mask of these Principles, are the most unhappy Counterfeits in the World; inasmuch as they are obliged to put a continual Force and Constraint on their Genius, only that they...
they may render themselves the most impertinent of all Men living.

If they are heartily and sincerely troubled at their Want of Light, let them not dissemble the Disease. Such a Confession could not be reputed shameful; for there is really no Shame, but in being shameless. Nothing betrays so much Weakness of Soul, as not to apprehend the Misery of Man, while living without GOD in the World: Nothing is a surer Token of extreme Baseness of Spirit, than not to hope for the Reality of eternal Promises: No Man is so stigmatized a Coward, as he that acts the Bravo against Heaven. Let them therefore leave these Impieties to those who are born with so unhappy a Judgment, as to be capable of entertaining them in earnest. If they cannot be Christian Men, let them, however, be Men of Honour: And let them, in Conclusion, acknowledge, that there are but two Sorts of Persons, who deserve to be stiled reasonable, either those who serve God with all their Heart, because they know him; or those who seek him with all their Heart, because as yet they know him not.

If then there are Persons who sincerely enquire after God, and who, being truly sensible of their Misery, affectionately desire to be rescued from it; it is to these alone...
that we can in Justice afford our Labour and Service, for their Direction in finding out that Light of which they feel the Want.

But as for those who live without either knowing God, or endeavouring to know him, they look on themselves as so little deserving their own Care, that they cannot but be unworthy the Care of others: And it requires all the Charity of the Religion which they despise, not to despise them to such a Degree, as even to abandon them to their own Folly: But since the same Religion obliges us to consider them, while they remain in this Life, as still capable of God’s enlightening Grace; and to acknowledge it as very possible, that, in the Course of a few Days, they may be replenished with a fuller Measure of Faith than we now enjoy; and we ourselves, on the other Side, fall into the Depths of their present Blindness and Misery; we ought to do for them, what we desire should be done to us in their Case; to intreat them that they would take pity on themselves, and would, at least, advance a Step or two forward, if perchance they may come into the Light. For which End it is wished, that they would imploy in the Perusal of this Piece, some few of those Hours which they spend so unprofitably in other Pursuits. It is possible they may gain some-what
what by the reading; at least, they cannot be great Losers: But if any shall apply themselves to it, with perfect Sincerity, and with an unfeigned Desire of knowing the Truth, I despair not of their Satisfaction; or of their being convinced by so many Proofs of our divine Religion, as they will here find laid together.

II.

Marks of the True Religion.

The true Religion ought chiefly to distinguish itself, by obliging Men to the Love of God. This is what natural Justice requires, and yet what no Institution besides the Christian has ever commanded.

It ought likewise to have some Apprehension of the innate Concupiscence of Man, and of his utter Insufficiency for the Attainment of Virtue by his own Strength, and some Skill in applying the proper Remedies to this Defect; of which Prayer is the principal. Our Religion has performed all this, and none besides has ever begged of
of God the Power of loving and of obeying him.

* To make out the Truth and Certainty of a Religion, it is necessary that it should have obtained the Knowledge of human Nature. For our true Nature and true Happiness, true Virtue and true Religion, are Things, the Knowledge of which is reciprocal and inseparable. It should also be able to discern the Greatness and the Meanness of human Condition; together with the Cause and Reason of both. What Religion, the Christian only excepted, could ever pretend to be thus knowing?

* Other Religions, as those of the Heathens, are more popular, as consisting only in external Appearance; but then they are unqualified for moving the Judicious and Prudent. Again, should any Religion reside altogether in the inward Spirit, it might be fitter to work on Parts and Genius, but could hold no Influence over the Gross of Mankind. Christianity alone is proportioned to all Capacities, being only composed, and tempered of the internal and the external Way. It raises the most Ignorant to inward and spiritual Acts, and, at the same Time, abases the most Intelligent, by pressing the Obligation to outward Performances, and is never compleat but when it joins one of these Effects to the other:

For
For there is the like Necessity that the People should understand the Spirit, which is veiled under the Letter, and that the Learned should submit their Spirit to the Letter, in complying with exterior Practices and Rites.

*That there is somewhat in us which ought to be hated, bare Reason will convince us; and yet there is no Religion but the Christian which enjoins us to hate ourselves; wherefore no other Religion ought to be entertained by those who know and confess themselves to be worthy of nothing but Hatred.

*No Religion, except the Christian, has known Man to be the most excellent of visible Creatures, and, at the same Time, the most miserable. Some having apprehended the Reality of his Excellence, have censured, as mean and ungrateful, the low Opinion which Men naturally entertain of their own Condition. Others, well knowing the unhappy Effects of his Baseness and Misery, have exposed, as ridiculously vain, those Notions of Grandeur, which are no less natural to Men.

*It is our Religion which has first taught that Man is born in Sin: No Sect of Philosophers ever said this; therefore no Sect ever said the Truth.
The divine Nature being removed from human Thoughts and Discovery, every Religion which does not confess it to be so, is false; and every Religion which does not shew the Reason why it is so, must be barren and unedifying: Our Religion has performed both Parts.

That Religion, which consists in believing the Fall of Man from a State of Glory and Communication with God, to a State of Sorrow, Humiliation, and Estrangement from God, together with his Restoration by a Messiah, has always been in the World. All Things are passed away, and this remains for which all Things were: For God, in his Wisdom, designing to form to himself a holy People, whom he should separate from all other Nations, should deliver from their Enemies, and should settle in a Place of Rest, was pleased expressly to promise, not only that he would accomplish this Mercy, but that he would come himself into the World for its Performance, foretelling by his Prophets, the very Time and Manner of his Coming: Yet, in the mean While, to confirm the Hope of his Elect through all Ages, he continually afforded them the Pledges of Types and Figures, and never left them without Assurances, as well of his Power, as of his Inclination to save them: For immediately
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Immediately after the first Creation, Adam was the Witness and Depositary of the Promise concerning a Saviour to be born of the Seed of the Woman; and though Men, while they stood so near to their own Originals, could not forget the Gift of their Being, the Shame of their Fall, or the divine Promise of a Redeemer; yet since the World, in its very Infancy, was overrun with all Sorts of Corruptions and Disorders, God was pleased to raise up holy Men, as Enoch, Lamech, and others, who, with a peculiar Faith and Patience, waited for the Author of their Deliverance. After this, when the Wickedness of Men was arrived at its Pitch, we read of God's sending Noah on a special Commission, and of his rescuing him from the common Destruction; a Miracle which testified at once the Power of God to save the World, and his Will to perform this, by raising up to the Woman the Seed which he had promised. This signal Act of Omnipotence was enough to strengthen the Expectation of Mankind, and the Memory of it was still fresh, when God renewed his Promises to Abraham (who dwelt in the Midst of Idolaters) and opened to him the Mystery of the Messiah that was to come. In the Days of Isaac and Jacob, the Abomination was spread over the whole Earth; yet these holy Patriarchs
triarchs lived in Faith, and the latter of them, as he blest his Children before his approaching Death, refrained not from crying out with a pious Transport, which interrupted his Discourse, *I will wait for thy Salvation, O Lord: Salutare tuum expectabo, Domine.*

The Egyptians were besotted with Idolatry and Magick; nor did the People of God escape the Infection of their Example; yet Moses, with other excellent Persons, saw him whom they saw not, and adored him, and had Respect unto the eternal Recompence which he was preparing for them.

The Greeks and Romans introduced a new Multitude of fictitious Deities: The Poets advanced their repugnant Systems of Theology: The Philosophers broke out into a thousand different Sects and Clans; yet were there always in the little Corner of Judæa chosen Men, who foretold the Coming of the Messiah, unknown to all but themselves.

He came at length in the Fulness of Time; and ever since his Appearance, notwithstanding the numerous Births of Schisms and Heresies, the Revolutions in Government, and the utter Change in all Things, the same Church, whose Glory it is to adore him who has been ever adored, still subsists without
without Interruption or Decay. And what
must be owned to be incomparably excellent,
wonderful, and altogether divine, this Reli-
gion which has ever subsisted, has ever been
opposed: A thousand Times has it been on
the very Brink of universal Ruin; and as
often as it has been reduced to this Estate,
so often has it been relieved by some extra-
ordinary Interposals of Almighty Power.
'Tis astonishing, that it should never want
a Miracle to deliver it in Extremity, and
that it should be able to maintain itself,
without bending to the Will of Tyrants and
Oppressors.

* Civil States must infallibly perish, if
they did not many Times permit their Laws
to give Way to Necessity: But Religion, as
it has never suffered this Violence, though
it has never stooped to this Compliance, yet
here must be such Accommodations and
Submissions, or there must be a miraculous
Support. It's no Wonder, that Empires and
Governments should procure their Safety by
thus bending and bowing; and 'tis indeed
improper, in this Case, to say that they
maintain or uphold themselves; yet we see,
that they, at length, find an utter Dissolu-
tion; nor has any one amongst them been
so long-liv'd as to reach the Period of fifteen
hundred Years: But that Religion should
have always kept its Ground, by always

cont-
continuing unalterable and unflexible; this is truly great and providential.

Thus has the Belief in the Messias been derived down by a constant Series, and uninterrupted Course. The Tradition from Adam, was fresh and lively in Noah, and even in Moses. After these the Prophets bore Testimony to him, at the same Time predicting other Things, which being from Day to Day fulfilled, in the Eyes of all the World, demonstrated the Truth of their Mission, and consequentially of their Promises in this Behalf. They unanimously declared, that the legal Ordinances were but preparatory to the Messias's Institution; that till such a Time the former should indeed subsist without Intermission, but that the latter should endure for ever; and that by this Means, either the Law of Moses, or that of the Messias, which is presfigured, should always continue upon Earth; and, in fact, there has been such a Continuance to our Days. Jesus Christ came agreeably to all the Circumstances of their Predictions: He performed Miracles in his own Person, and by the Hands of his Apostles, whom he appointed for the Conversion of the Gentile World: And the Prophecies being thus once accomplished, the Messias is for ever demonstrated.

* That
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* That Religion, which alone is contrary to our Nature, in its present Estate, which declares War against all our Pleasures and Inclinations, and which, upon a slight and transient View, seems repugnant even to common Sense, is that alone which has subsisted from the Beginning.

* It is necessary, that the whole Current of Things should bear a Regard to the Establishment and the Grandeur of Religion; that there should be implanted in Men Sentiments agreeable to its Precepts; and in a Word, that it should so visibly be the great Object and Centre towards which all Things tend, that whoever understands its Principles, may be thence enabled to give an Account, as of human Nature in particular, so, in general, of the whole State and Order of the World.

'Tis upon this very Foundation, that wicked and profane Men are wont to build their blasphemous Calumnies against the Christian Religion, only because they misunderstand it. They imagine, that it consists purely in the Adoration of the Divinity, considered as great, powerful, and eternal. This is properly Deism, and stands almost as far removed from Christianity as Atheism, which is directly opposite to it. Yet hence they would infer the Falsity of our Religion; because (say they) were
it true, God would have manifested himself under its Dispensation by so visible Tokens, that it should have been impossible for any Man not to know him.

But let them conclude what they will against Deism, they will be able to draw no such Conclusion to the Prejudice of Christianity; which acknowledges, that since the Fall, God does not manifest himself to us with all the Evidence that is possible, and which consists properly in the Mystery of a Redeemer, who by sustaining at once the divine and human Natures, has recovered Men out of the Corruption of Sin, that he might reconcile them to God in his divine Person.

True Religion, therefore, instructs Men in these two Principles, That there is a God whom they are capable of knowing and enjoying; and that there are such Corruptions in their Nature, as render them unworthy of him. There is the same Importance in apprehending the one and the other of these Points: And 'tis alike dangerous for Man to know God without the Knowledge of his own Misery, and to know his own Misery without the Knowledge of a Redeemer, who may deliver him from it. To apprehend one without the other, begets either the Pride of Philosophers, who knew God, but not their
own Misery; or the Despair of Atheists, who know their own Misery, but not the Author of their Deliverance.

And as it is of equal Necessity to Man, that he should obtain the Knowledge of both these Principles, so is it equally agreeable to the Mercy of God, that he should afford the Means of such a Knowledge. To perform this, is the Office; and the very Essence of Christianity.

Upon this Foot let Men examine the Order and Oeconomy of the World, and let them see, whether all Things do not conspire in establishing these two Fundamentals of our Religion.

* If any one knows not himself to be full of Pride and Ambition, of Concupiscence and Injustice, of Weakness and Wretchedness, he is blind beyond Dispute. And if any one who knows himself to labour under these Defects, at the same Time desires not to be rescued from them, what can we say of a Man who has thus abandoned his Reason? What remains then, but that we preserve the highest Veneration for a Religion, which so well understands the Infirmities of Mankind? and that we profess the heartiest Wishes for the Truth of a Religion, which engageth to heal those Infirmities by so happy, so desirable a Relief?"
III.

The true Religion proceed by the Contrarieties which are discoverable in Man, and by the Doctrine of Original Sin.

The Greatness and the Misery of Man, being alike conspicuous, it is necessary the true Religion should declare, that he contains in himself some noble Principle of Greatness, and, at the same Time, some profound Source of Misery. For the true Religion cannot answer its Character otherwise, than by searching our Nature to the Bottom, so as perfectly to understand all that is great, and all that is miserable in it, together with the Reason of one, and of the other. Religion is farther obliged to account for those astonishing Contrarieties which we find within us. If there be but one Principle, or efficient Cause, one Author of all Things, and himself the End of all Things; the true Religion must teach us to make him alone the Object of our Worship and our Love. But since we find ourselves under an Inability as well of adoring
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adoring him whom we know not, as of loving any Thing but ourselves; the same Religion which enjoins us these Duties, ought also to acquaint us with this Inability, and to instruct us in its Cure.

Again, in order to the Accomplishment of Man’s Happiness, it ought to convince us that there is a God; that we are obliged to love him; that our true Felicity consists in our Dependance on him, and our only Evil and Misfortune in our Separation from him. It ought to inform us, that we are full of gross Darkness, which hinders us from knowing and loving him; and that our Duty thus obliging us to love God, and our Concupiscence turning our whole Affection upon ourselves, we are notoriously unjust. It ought to discover to us the Cause of that Enmity and Opposition which we bear to God, and to our own Happiness. It ought to teach us the Remedies of this Infirmity, and the Means of obtaining them. Let Men compare all the Religions of the World in these Respects, and let them observe whether any one but the Christian is able to afford them Satisfaction.

Shall it be the Religion of those Philosophers, who proposed no other Good but what they would have us find in our own Persons? Is this the true and sover-
reign Good? or have these Men discovered the Remedy of our Evils? Was it a proper Method for the Cure of Man's Presumption, thus to equal him with God? On the other hand, have those succeeded better in restraining our earthly Desires, who would bring us down to the Level of Beasts, and present us with sensual Gratifications for our real and universal Happiness? "Lift up your Eyes to God, said those of the former Tribe; behold him who has stamped you with his Image, and has made you for his Worship. You have not only a Capacity of being like him, but Wisdom, if you follow its Directions, will even render you his Peers." While those of the latter Herd cried, with no less Earnestness, "Cast down your Eyes to the Ground, base Worms as you are, and look on the Beasts, your goodly Partners and Fellows." What then is to be the Fate of Man! shall he be equal to God, or shall he not be superior to the Beasts? How frightful, how shocking a Distance this! What shall we be then? What Religion shall instruct us to correct at once our Pride, and our Concupiscence? What Religion shall disclose to us our Happiness, and our Duty; together with the Infirmities which stop us in so desired a Course; the proper Help of these Infirmities.
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mities, and the Means of obtaining this Help? Let us hear what Answer we receive upon the whole Enquiry, from the Wisdom of God, speaking to us in the Christian Religion.

'Tis in vain, O Men, that you seek from yourselves the Remedy of your Miseries. All your Lights extend to no farther Discovery than this; that you cannot from your own Stores be supplied with Happiness or Truth. The Philosophers, who promised all Things, could perform nothing in your Behalf: They neither apprehended your true Estate, nor your real Good. What Possibility was there of your receiving Benefit from their Prescriptions, who had not Skill enough to understand your Disease? Your chief Infirmities are Pride, which alienates you from God; and Concupiscence, which fastens you down to Earth; and their constant Employment was to cares and entertain one or the other of these Disorders. They who presented God to you as the sole Object of your Contemplation, did but gratify your Pride, by vainly insinuating, that your Nature was constituted under a Parity with the Divine: And as for those who saw the Extravagance of such Pretensions, what did they but set you upon the other Precipice, by tempting you to believe that your Nature was
of a Piece with that of the Beasts; and by inclining you to place all your Good in sensual Delight, the Portion of irrational Creatures? These could never be the Means of discovering to you the Injustice of your Proceedings. Do not therefore expect Instruction or Consolation from Men: It was I that first made you to be; and 'tis I alone which can teach you the Knowledge of your own Being. You are not now in the Estate under which you were formed by my Hand: I created Man holy, innocent, and perfect: I replenished him with Light and Understanding: I communicated to him my Wonders and my Glory: Then it was that the Eye of Man beheld the Majesty of God. He did not then labour under this Darkness which blinds him, under this Mortality, and these Miseries which afflict and oppress him: But he was unable to sustain to great Degrees of Splendor, without falling into Presumption: He was disposed to make himself the Centre of his own Happiness, and altogether independent from the divine Succours: And when he had withdrawn himself from my Dominion, and affected an Equality with me, by presuming to find all his Happiness in himself, I abandoned him to his own Guidance; and causing a general Revolt amongst the Creatures that were his Subjects, I made them
his Enemies. Man himself is now become like unto the Beasts, and removed to such a Distance from me, as scarce to retain some scattered Rays and confused Notices of his Author; so far have all his discerning Powers been either extinguished or disturbed: His Senses being never the Servants, and very often the Masters of his Reason, have driven him on the Pursuit of unwarrantable Pleasures. All the Creatures with which he is surrounded, either grieve and torment, or tempt and seduce him; thus ever maintaining a Sovereignty over him, either as they subdue him by their Strength, or as they melt him with their Charms, which is the more imperious, and more fatal Tyranny.

* Behold the present Estate and Condition of Men! On the one hand, they are carried towards the Happiness of their primitive Nature, by a powerful Instinct still remaining within them; and, on the other hand, they are plunged in the Miseries of their own Blindness and Concupiscence, which is now become their second Nature.

* From the Principles which I have here laid open to you, you may discern the Spring of those wonderful Contrarieties, which, while they astonish all Men, do no less distract and divide them.
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* Observe again all the Movements of Greatness and Glory, which the Sense of so many Miseries is not able to extinguish, and consider whether they can proceed from a less powerful Cause than original Nature.

* Know then, proud Mortal, what a Paradox thou art to thyself. Let thy weak Reason be humbled, let thy frail Nature compose itself in Silence: Learn that Man infinitely surpasseth Man; and let thy own History, to which thou art thyself an utter Stranger, be declared to thee by thy Maker and thy Lord.

* For, in a Word, had Man never fallen into Corruption, he would proceed in the Enjoyment of Truth and Happiness with an assured Delight; and had Man never known any other than this corrupted State, he would, at present, retain no Idea of Truth and Happiness. But 't so great is our Misery, (greater than if we had never tasted any Thing lofty or noble in our Condition,) that we preserve an Idea of Happiness, while we are unable to pursue it; that we discern some faint Image of Truth, while we possess nothing but Lies, being alike incapable of absolute Ignorance and of accomplished Knowledge. So manifest is it, that we once stood in a Degree of
of Perfection, from which we are now unhappily fallen.

*What* then does this Eagernefs in co-
vetings, and this Impotence in acquiring teach us? but that Man was originally pos-
tefled of a real Blifs, of which nothing now remains but the Footsteps and empty 
Traces; which he vainly endeavours to re-
plenifh with all the Abundance that sur-
rounds him, seeking, from absent Enjoy-
ments, the Relief which he finds not in such as are present, and which neither the 
present nor the absent can bestow on him; 
because this great Gulph, this infinite Va-
cuity, is only to be filled up by an Object 
infinite and immovable.

*It* is most astonishing to reflect, that 
of all Mysteries, that which seems to be farthest removed from our Discovery and 
Apprehension, I mean the Transmission 
of original Sin, should yet be so neces-
fary a Point of Knowledge, as that with-
out it, we must remain utter Strangers to 
ourselves. For 'tis beyond Doubt, that no-
thing appears so shocking to our Reason, 
as that the Transgression of the first Man 
should derive a Guilt on those who, being 
so vastly distant from the Fountain, feem 
incapable of sharing in the impure Tincture. 
This Transfusion is looked upon by us not 
only as impossible, but as unjust, could we 
}
suppose it to be possible: For what can be more repugnant to the Rules of our miserable Justice, than to doom to eternal Ruin, an Infant without Will or Choice, for an Offence, which shews so little Probability of affecting him, as to have been committed six thousand Years before his Existence in the World? Certainly nothing strikes our Judgment with more Harshness and Violence than such a Doctrine. And yet without this incomprehensible Mystery, we are, ourselves, incomprehensible to our own Mind. The Clue which knits together our whole Fortune and Condition, takes its Turns, and plies in this amazing Abyss; in so much that Man will appear no less inconceivable without this Mystery, than this Mystery appears inconceivable to Man.

* Original Sin, is Foolishness to Men. 'Tis granted to be so: Wherefore, Reason ought not to be accused as defective in this Knowledge; because it pretends not to be such as Reason can ever fathom. But then this Foolishness is wiser than all the Wisdom of Men, quod stultum est Dei sapientius est hominibus: For without this how would it be possible to say what Man is? His whole Estate depends on this one imperceptible Point. Yet how should he be made acquainted with this by his Reason, when
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when it is a Thing above his Reason, and when Reason, instead of introducing him to it, carries him the farther from it, the more it is employed in the Search?

* These two opposite States of Innocence, and of Corruption, being presented to our View, we cannot but perceive the Difference, and applaud the Discovery.

* Let us follow our own Motions, and observe ourselves; and let us see whether we may not trace out the lively Characters of these different Natures.

* How surprizing is it, that so numerous Contradictions should be found in one and the same Subject?

* This double Temper and Disposition of Man is so visible, that there have not been wanting those who imagined him to have two Souls; one single Subject appearing to them incapable of so great and sudden Variety, from an unmeasurable Presumption to a dreadful Abasement and Abjection of Spirit.

* Thus the several Contrarieties which, in Appearance, should most alienate Men from the Knowledge of all Religion, are those very Things which should, indeed, most effectually conduct them to the true.

For my own Part, I cannot but declare, that so soon as the Christian Religion di-
F covers
covers to me this one Principle, that hu-
man Nature is depraved, and fallen from
God, this clears up my Sight, and enables
me to distinguish throughout the Charac-
ters of so divine a Mystery. For such is
the whole Frame and Disposition of Na-
ture, as, in all Things within and without
us, to bespeak the Loss of God's more im-
mediate Presence, and more favourable Com-
munications.

Without this divine Information, what
would be left for Men to do, but either
immoderately to exalt themselves, by the re-
main ing Sense of their former Grandeur, or
no less immoderately to abase themselves,
by reflecting on their present Infirmity? For
not being in a Capacity of absolute
Truth, 'tis impossible they should arrive
at perfect Virtue: Some looking on Na-
ture as indefectible, others as irrecoverable,
they must of Necessity fall either into Va-
nity or Idleness, the two great Sources of
all Vice. For they could not but either
abandon themselves through Negligence,
or cure their Negligence by flattering their
Pride. If they knew the Excellency of
Man, they would be ignorant of his Cor-
rup tion, so as easily to escape the Danger
of Remissness and Sloth; but, at the same
Time, to lose themselves in haughty Con-
ceit. Or, if they were sensible of the

Infir-
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Infirmity of Nature, they should be Strangers to its Dignity, so as easily to refrain from being transported with Presumption; but, at the same Time, to plunge themselves into Despair.

Hence arose the various Sects of the Stoics and Epicureans, of the Dogmatists and the Academics, &c. It is the Christian Religion alone, which has been able thoroughly to cure these opposite Dispositions; not so as to drive the one out by the other, according to the Wisdom of the World; but so as to expel them both by the Simplicity of the Gospel. For while it exalts the Good and Pious even to a Participation of the Divinity itself, it lets them understand, that, in this their sublime Estate, they still retain the Fountain of all Corruption, which renders them, during their whole Life, subject to Error and Misery, to Death and Sin. And at the same Time it assures the most Impious, that they are not yet incapable of sharing the Grace and Blessing of a Redeemer. Thus speaking, not without Terror to those whom it justifies, nor without Comfort to those whom it condemns, it so wisely tempers Hope and Fear, in regard to this double Capacity of Sin and of Grace, which is common to all Mankind, that it abaseth infinitely more than unassisted Reason, yet without Despair, and exalts infinitely
finitely more than natural Pride, yet without puffing up: Hereby demonstrating, that being alone exempt from Error and Vice, it can alone challenge the Office of instructing and of reforming Men.

* The Christian Faith is most surprizing in its Measures. It enjoins Man to acknowledge himself vile, and even abominable, and obliges him, at the same Time, to aspire towards a Resemblance of his Maker. Were not Things thus exactly balanced, either such an Exaltation would render him extravagantly vain, or such a Debasement would render him horribly abject and dispirited.

* The Mystery of the Incarnation discovers to Man the Greatness of his Danger, by the Greatness of those Methods which he stood in need of for his Relief.

* We find not in the Christian Religion, either such a State of Humiliation as renders us incapable of Good, nor such a State of Holiness as is perfectly exempt from Evil.

* No Doctrine is so justly suited to the Condition, and to the Temper of Man, as this; which makes him acquainted with his double Capacity of receiving and forfeiting Grace, as a Fence against the double Dan-
ger to which he is always exposed, of Despair, and of Pride.

* The Philosophers never furnished Men with Sentiments agreeable to these two Estates. They either inspired a Principle of pure Grandeur, and this cannot be the true Condition of Man; or else of mere Abjection, and this Condition is as ill proportioned as the former. We ought to preserve a Sense of Humiliation; yet not as the Character of our Nature, but as the Effect of our Repentance; not such as should fix us in Desperation, but such as should dispose and lead us on to Greatness. Nor ought we to be less affected with the Motions of Grandeur; yet of such as proceeds from Grace, not from Merit, and such as we arrive at by the Discipline of Humiliation.

* No Man is so happy, as the true Christian; none is so rational, so virtuous, so amiable. With how little Vanity does such an one reflect on himself as united to God? With how little Abjection does he rank himself with the Worms of the Earth?

* Who then can with-hold his Belief or Adoration, from so divine a Guidance and Light? For is it not clearer than the Day, that we see and feel within ourselves indelible Characters of Excellence? And is it not
not full as clear, that we experience every Moment the Effects of deplorable Baseness? What else, therefore, does this Chaos, this monstrous Confusion in our Nature, but proclaim the Truth of these two Estates, and that with a Voice so powerful, as is always to be heard, and never to be relisted?

IV.

It is by no Means incredible, that God should unite himself to us.

That which renders Men so averse to believing themselves capable of an Union with God, is nothing else but the Thought of their own Baseness and Misery: Yet if this Thought of theirs be sincere, let them pursue it as far as I have done, and let them confess our Baseness to have only this Effect, with Respect to God, that it hinders us from discovering, by our own Strength, whether his Mercy cannot render us capable of an Union with him. For I would gladly be informed, whence this Creature, which acknowledgeth himself so weak and contemptible, should obtain a Right
Right of setting Bounds to the divine Mercy, and of measuring it by such a Rule and Standard as his own Fancy suggests. Man knows so little of the divine Essence, as to remain ignorant of what he is himself; and yet, disturbed at this imperfect View of his own Condition, he boldly pronounceth, that 'tis beyond the Power of God to qualify him for so sublime a Conjunction. But I will ask him, whether God requires any Thing else at his Hands, but that he should know him, and should love him; and, since he finds himself, in his own Nature, capable of knowing, and of loving, upon what Ground he suspectst that the divine Nature cannot exhibit itself, as the Object of his Knowledge, and his Love? For as he certainly knows, at least, that he is somewhat, so he no less certainly loves somewhat. If then he sees any Thing under the present Darkness of his Understanding, and if amongst the Things of this World, he can find somewhat which may engage his Affection, should God be pleased to impart to him some Ray of his Essence, why should he not be able to know and to love his divine Benefactor, according to the Measure and Proportion in which this Honour was vouchsafed? There must therefore, no doubt, be an intolerable Presumption in these Ways of Reasoning, tho' veiled
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veiled under an Appearance of Humility. For our Humility can neither be rational, nor sincere, unless it makes us confess, that not knowing of ourselves even what we ourselves are, we cannot otherwise be instructed in our own Condition, than by the Assistance and Information of Heaven.

V.

The Submission and Use of Reason.

The last Process of Reason is to discover, that there is an Infinity of Things which utterly surpass its Force. And it must be very weak, if it arrive not at this Discovery.

*Tis fit we should know, how to doubt where we ought, to rest assured where we ought, to submit where we ought. He who fails in any one of these Respects, is unacquainted with the Power of Reason. Yet are there many which offend against these three Rules; either by warranting every Thing for Demonstration, because they are unskilled in the Nature of demonstrative Evidence; or by doubting of every Thing, because they know not where they ought
ought to submit; or by submitting to every Thing, because they know not where to use their Judgment.

* If we bring down all Things to Reason, our Religion will have nothing in it mysterious or supernatural. If we stifle the Principles of Reason, our Religion will be absurd and ridiculous.

* Reason, says St. Austin, would never be for submitting, if it did not judge, that on some Occasions, Submission was its Duty. 'Tis but just therefore, that it should recede, where it sees an Obligation of receding; and that it should assert its Privileges, where, upon good Grounds, it supposeth itself not engaged to wave them.

* SUPERSTITION and true Piety are Things which stand at the greatest Distance from each other. To carry Piety to the extravagant Heights of Superstition, is indeed to destroy it. Heretical Men are wont to reproach us with this superstitious Submission of our Faculties. And we should be guilty of the Charge, if we required Men to submit in Things which are not the proper Matter of Submission.

Nothing is so agreeable to Reason, as the disclaiming of Reason in Matters of pure Faith: And nothing is so repugnant to Reason, as the Disuse of Reason in Things that do not concern Faith: The Extremes are
are equally dangerous, either wholly to exclude Reason, or to admit nothing but Reason.

* Faith says many Things in which the Senses are silent; but nothing which the Senses deny: It is always above them, but never contrary to them.

VI.

Faith without Reasoning.

MIGHT we but see a Miracle, say some Men, how gladly would we become Converts? They could not speak in this Manner, did they understand what Conversion means: They imagine, that nothing else is requisite to this Work, but the bare Acknowledgment of God; and that his Adoration and Service consists only in the paying him certain verbal Addresses, little different from those which the Heathens used towards their Idols. True Conversion is to abase, and, as it were, to annihilate ourselves, before this Great and Sovereign Being, whom we have so often provoked,
provoked, and who every Moment may, without the least Injustice, destroy us: 'Tis to acknowledge, that we can do nothing without his Aid, and that we have merited nothing from him, but his Wrath: 'Tis to know, that there's an invincible Opposition between God and ourselves; and that without the Benefit of a Mediator, there could be no Transaction or Intercourse between us.

Never think it strange, that illiterate Persons should believe without Reasoning. God inspires them with the Love of his Justice, and with the Hatred of themselves. 'Tis he that inclines their Hearts to believe. No Man ever believes with a true and saving Faith, unless God inclines his Heart: And no Man, when God inclines his Heart, can refrain from thus believing. Of this David was sensible when he prayed, Inclina cor meum, Deus, in testimonia tua.

* That some Men believe without having examined the Proofs of Religion, is because they enjoy a Temper and Frame of Mind altogether pious and holy; and because what they hear affirmed by our Religion is agreeable to such a Temper.

They are sensible, that one God is their Maker: They are inclined to love nothing but him, and to hate nothing but themselves. They are sensible of their own Weakness
Weakness and Impotence, that they are of themselves utterly incapable of coming to God, and that, unless he is pleased mercifully to come to them, 'tis impossible they should maintain any Communication with him. And they hear our Religion declaring, that God alone ought to be the Object of our Affection, and ourselves alone of our Detestation: And that, whereas we are by Nature corrupt, and under an Incapacity of uniting ourselves to God, God has been pleased to become Man, that he might unite himself to us. There needs no more to persuade Men, than this Disposition of Heart, together with this Apprehension of their Duty, and of their Incapacity for its Discharge.

*Those whom we see commencing real Christians, without the Knowledge of Prophecies; or of the like Evidences, do yet judge of their Religion no less than the Masters of that Knowledge. They judge of it by the Heart, as others judge by the Understanding. God inclines their Heart to Faith, and his Grace is the most effectual Conviction.

I confess, one of these Christians, who believes without the common Methods of Proof, is not qualified to convince an Infidel, who pretends to want nothing but Proof. But those who are skilled in the Evidences
Evidences of Religion, can with Ease demonstrate that such a Believer does truly receive his Faith from the Inspiration of God, though he is unable to prove even this of himself.

VII.

That there is more Advantage in believing, than in disbelieving the Doctrines of Christianity.

ADVERTISEMENT.

The main Part of this Chapter is addressed purely to certain Persons, who not being satisfied with the Proofs of Religion, and much less with the Reasons of Atheism, remain in a State of Suspense between Faith and Infidelity. The Author pretends only to shew these Men, by their own Principles, and by the bare Light of Reason, that it is plainly their Interest to believe; and that this is the Side which they ought to take, supposing them to be allowed their Option. Whence it follows, that till they have obtained sufficient Light to guide them
them to the Truth, they are, in the mean Time, at least obliged to do every Thing which may dispose them for it, and to disengage themselves from all those Impediments which may obstruct its Reception; such as are especially the Passions and the vain Amusements of Life.

UNITY joined to Infinity increases it not, any more than a Foot-measure added to an infinite Space. What is Finite, vanishes before that which is Infinite, and becomes pure nothing. Thus our Understanding, in respect of God's; thus Human Justice compared with the Divine.

NAY, the Disproportion between Unity and Infinity, in general, is not so vast as that between Man's Righteousness, and the Righteousness of God.

* We know that there is an Infinite; but we are ignorant of its Nature. For Instance; we know it to be false, that Numbers are finite: There must, therefore, be an Infinity in Number. But what this is we know not. It can neither be equal or unequal, because Unity added to it, varies not its Condition. Thus we may very well know that there is a God, without comprehending what God is; and you ought by no Means to conclude against the Existence of God.
God from your imperfect Conceptions of his Essence.

For your Conviction, I shall not call in the Testimony of Faith, which gives us so certain an Assurance; nor even make use of the ordinary Proofs, because these you are unwilling to receive. I shall argue with you only upon your own Terms; and I doubt not but, from the Method in which you reason every Day concerning Things of the smallest Importance, to make it appear, after what Manner you ought to reason in the present Case, and to which Side you ought to incline, in deciding this Question of the highest Consequence, about the Existence of God. You allege then, that we are incapable of knowing whether God is. Yet this remains certain, that either God is, or is not; and that there can be no Medium in the Case. Which Part then shall we choose? Reason, say you, is not a proper Judge in this Point. There is an infinite Gulp, or Chaos, fixed between us: We play, as it were, at Cross and Pile, for an Uncertainty thus infinitely distant. What will you wager? Reason can affirm neither the one nor the other Event: Reason can deny neither the one nor the other.

Don't be forward, then, in accusing those of Error and Falsity who have already chose
chose their Side. For you confess yourself not to know whether they have, indeed, acted imprudently, and made an ill Choice. No; you will say, but I shall take the Freedom to censure them still, not for making this Choice, but for making any: He that takes Croisi, and he that takes Pile, are both in the Wrong; the Right had been not to wager at all.

Nay, but there's a Necessity of wagering; the Thing is placed beyond the Indifference of your Will; you are embarked in the Cause; and by not laying that God is, you, in Effect, lay that he is not. Which will you take? Let us balance the Gain and the Loss of sticking to the Affirmative. If you gain, you gain all; if you lose, it is mere nothing that is lost. Be quick, therefore, and take this Side without Demur. Well, I confess, I ought to lay; but may not I lay too much? Supposing the Chance to be the same, you would not refuse to stake one Life against two. And in case there were ten for you to win, you must be much more imprudent not to hazard one Life against ten, at a Game where the Cast was even. But here there is an infinite Number of Lives infinitely happy to be won, upon an equal Throw; and the Stake you venture is so petty a Thing, and of so very short Continuance, that it would be
be ridiculous for you to shew your good Husbandry on this Occasion. For you say nothing, when you urge, that 'tis uncertain whether you win, and that 'tis certain you must venture; and that the infinite Distance between the Certainty of venturing, and the Uncertainty of winning, makes the Finite Good, which you certainly expose, equal to the Infinite, which you uncertainly pursue. This is all Deception: Every Gamester stakes what is certain against what is uncertain; and yet his venturing a finite Certainty for a finite Uncertainty, never disparages his Reason. Again, it's false, that there's an infinite Distance between the Certainty of what we venture, and the Uncertainty of what we hope to win. Indeed, the Certainty of winning, and the Certainty of losing, are infinitely distant. But as for the Uncertainty on the winning Hand, it is such as fairly balanceth the Certainty of what we venture, according to the usual Proportion in Games of Chance. Suppose, therefore, there are as many Chances on one Side, as on the other, the Game is even; and thus the Certainty of our Venture is but equal to the Uncertainty of our Prize: So far ought we to be from supposing an infinite Distance between them. So that, on the whole, if we stake a Finite, where there's a plain Equality as
to Winning or Losing; and where that which may be won is infinite, the Argument cannot but be of infinite Force. We seem here to have a Demonstration before us; and if Men are not incapable of all Truth, they cannot remain insensible of this.

I own, and confess it; but still might there not be some Means of seeing a little clearer into this Matter? Yes, this is to be done by the Help of Scripture, and by the other infinite Proofs of Religion.

O, say you, Men who may entertain the Hope of Salvation are very happy in this Respect; but is not the Fear of Hell a very unfortunate Counterpoise?

Which, I beseech you, has most Cause to be afraid of Hell; one that is under Ignorance, whether there be a Hell or not, and under certain Damnation if there be; or another who is certainly persuaded, that there is a Hell, but is encouraged to hope, that he shall be delivered from having his Part in it?

A Man who is respite (suppose for eight Days) from the Sentence of Death, should he not be inclined to think, that there is somewhat more in all this, than a mere Hit of Chance, must have utterly aban-
doned his Senses. But now were we not miserably
miserably enslaved by our Passions, eight Days and an hundred Years would, upon this View, appear the same Thing.

What Damage are you like to sustain by embracing the Affirmative? Why, you are engaged by this Principle, to be faithful, honest, humble, grateful, beneficent, hearty, and sincere. It is true, you will not bed in Possession of base and infamous Pleasure, of fading Glory, of empty Delight. But is not their Room to be supplied by more desirable Enjoyments? I tell you, you'll be a Gainer, even in this Life; and every Step you take in the Way to which you are now directed, you will discover so much Certainty of a future Advantage, and so much Emptines, and mere Nullity in what you hazard, as at length to find, that you have traffick'd for a sure and infinite Reversion, and yet, in effect, have given nothing for the Purchase.

But, you say, you are so made as to be incapable of believing: At least, therefore, endeavour to understand this your Incapacity, and to find what it is that debars you of Faith, when Reason so manifestly invites you to it. Labour then, in your own Conviction, not by increasing the Proofs of a Deity, but by diminishing the Power of your Passions. You are willing to be brought
brought to Faith, but you know not the Way: You would be cured of your Insi-
delity, and you desire to be informed of the proper Remedies: Learn them from those who were once in your Condition, but are at present clear from all Scruple and Doubt. They are acquainted with the Path which you would gladly find: They have reco-
vered from a Disease which you wish to overcome. Observe the Method with which they began their Cure: Imitate their external Actions, if you are, as yet, unable to tran-
scribe their inward Dispositions: Banish those Amusements which have hitherto entirely possest you.

O! I should soon bid Adieu to these Pleasures, say you, were I once but Master of Faith. And, I say, on the other hand, you would soon be Master of Faith, had you once bidden Adieu to these Pleasures. 'Tis your Part to begin. Were it in my Power, I would oblige you with the Gift of Faith. This I am unable to do, and, con-
sequently, to make out the Truth of what you suppose: But you may easily abandon your Pleasures; and, by Consequence, evince the Certainty of what I affirm.

* We must not mistake our own Nature, we are Body as well as Spirit; and hence it comes to pass, that the Instrument by which Persuasion conveys itself to us, is not
not Demonstration only. How few Things
do we see demonstrated? Rational Proof
and Evidence acts immediately on the Mind;
but Custom is the strongest Argument:
This engages the Senses, and they incline
the Understanding, without giving it Time
for Thought. Who has ever yet demon-
strated the Certainty of To-morrow’s Light,
or of our own Deaths? And yet what is
more universally believed than both? ’Tis
Custom, therefore, which has confirmed us
in this Judgment; ’tis Custom which makes
so many Artisans, Soldiers, &c. I confess
we ought not to begin with this in the
Search of Truth; yet we ought to have Re-
course to it, when we have once discovered
where Truth is, to refresh and invigorate
our Belief, which decays every Moment;
for that the regular Method and Train of
Arguments should be always present to our
Minds, the Business of Life will not per-
mit. We ought to acquire a more easy
Principle, such as is the Habit of believing,
which, without Violence, without Art, with-
out Argument, recommends Things to our
Affent; and, by some secret Charm, so
inclines all our Powers towards any Per-
suasion, as that we naturally fall into it.
To be ready to believe any Doctrine, upon
the Force of Conviction, is not sufficient,
when our Senses solicit us to embrace the
opposite Side. These two Parts of ourselves should be so regulated, as always to proceed in Concert; the Understanding by such Arguments and Evidences as 'tis sufficient to have once attained in our whole Life; the Senses by Custom, and by our not suffering them to take a contrary Bias.

VIII.

The Portrait of a Man, who has wearied himself with searching after God by his bare Reason, and who begins to read the Scripture.

When I consider the Blindness and Misery of Man, and those amazing Contrarieties which discover themselves in his Nature; when I observe the whole Creation to be silent, and Man to be without Comfort, abandoned to himself, and, as it were, strayed into this Corner of the Universe, neither apprehending by whose Means he came hither, nor what is the End of his Coming, nor what will befall him at his Departure hence; I am struck with the same Horror as a Person who has been carried
ried in his Sleep into a desolate and frightful Island, and who awakes without knowing where he is, or by what Way he may get out and escape. And, upon this View, I am at a Loss to conceive how so miserable an Estate can produce any Thing but Despair. I behold other Persons near me, of the same Nature and Constitution: I ask if they are any better informed than myself; and they assure me, they are not. Immediately after which, I take Notice, that these unfortunate Wanderers, having looked about them, and espied certain Objects of Pleasure, are contented to seek no farther; but swallow the Bait, embrace the Charm, and fasten themselves down to the Enjoyment. For my own Part, I can obtain no Satisfaction or Repose in the Society of Persons like myself, labouring under the same Weakness, and the same Distress. I find they will be able to give me no Assistance at my Death: I shall be obliged to die alone; and therefore, I ought to proceed, in this Respect, as if I liv’d alone. Now in a Condition of Solitude, I would entertain no Projects of Building; I would perplex myself with none of the tumultuary Affairs of Life; I would court the Esteem of no Person; but would devote myself, and my Pains, to the Discovery of Truth.
Hence reflecting how probable it seems, that there may be something else besides that which now presents itself to my Eye, I begin to examine, whether that supreme and divine Being, which is so much talked of by all the World, has been pleased to leave any Marks or Footsteps of himself. I look round on all Sides, and see nothing throughout, but universal Obscurity. Nature offers no Consideration, but what is the Subject of Doubt and Disquiet. Could I no where discern the least Token of Divinity, I would resolve not to believe at all: Could I in every Thing trace the Image of a Creator, I would rest myself upon a sure and settled Belief. But while I see too much to deny, and too little to affirm the Question with any Certainty, my Condition renders me an Object of Pity; and I have a thousand Times wished, that if Nature have indeed a divine Author and Supporter, she would present us with the lively Draught, and uncontested Characters of his Being: But, if the Marks which she bears about her, are fallacious, she would entirely conceal him from our View; that she would either say All, or say Nothing; so as to determine my Judgment on either Side. Whereas, under my present Suspence, being ignorant as well of what I am, as of that which is expected from me,
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I remain an equal Stranger to my Condition and my Duty. In the mean Time, my Heart is absolutely bent on the Search of real and solid Good, such as, when found, may complete my Hopes, and regulate my Conduct. I should think no Price too dear for this Acquisition.

I observe a Multitude of Religions in all Countries and Times. But they are such as neither please me with their Morals, nor move me with their Proofs. Thus, I would, without Distinction, at once reject the Religion of Mahomet, or of the Chinese, of ancient Egypt, or Rome, upon this single Reason, because neither of them being able to produce more Signs of Truth than another, neither of them affording any Thing to incline and fix our Thought, Reason cannot shew a greater Propension to one Mode than to any of the rest.

But while I am making Reflexions on this strange and unaccountable Variety of Manners and of Belief in different Countries and Periods, I find in one little Corner of the World, a peculiar People, separated from all the Nations under Heaven, whose Registers exceed, by many Ages, the most ancient Stories now on Record. I discover a great and numerous Race, who worship one God, and are governed by a Law which they affirm themselves to have received
received from his Hand. The Sum of what they maintain is this; That they are the only Persons whom God has honoured with the Communication of his Mysteries; that all other Men, having corrupted themselves, and merited the divine Displeasure, are abandoned to their own Sense and Imagination; whence arise the endless Wanderings and continual Alterations amongst them, whether in Religion, or in Civil Discipline; while their Nation alone has preserved an immoveable Establishment: But, that God will not for ever leave the rest of the World under so miserable Darkness; that a common Saviour shall at length arrive; that the sole End of their Polity is to prefigure and proclaim his Arrival; that they were formed and constituted with express Design to be the Heralds of his great Appearance, and to give Warning to all Nations, that they should unite in the blessed Expectation of a Redeemer.

My Adventure amongst this People, as it gives me the greatest Surprize, so it seems to me, deserving the highest Regard and Attention, on Account of the many wonderful and singular Curiosities discoverable in their Frame.

They are a People composed entirely of Brethren: And whereas all others have been constituted by an Assemblage of almost infinite
finite Races and Bloods, these, though so prodigiously fruitful, have descended all from the same Man; whence, being as one Flesh, and as Members one of another, they form the most compacted Strength of one undivided Family. This is most peculiar and distinguishing.

They are the most ancient People that fall under our Knowledge and Discovery; a Circumstance, which, in my Judgment, ought to procure them a very particular Veneration, especially in regard to our present Enquiry; because, if God has, at any Time, vouchsafed to reveal himself to Mankind, these are the Persons from whose Hands we are to receive the Tradition.

Nor are they only considerable in Point of Antiquity, but no less singular in their Duration, from their Original to this Day. For while the several People of Greece, of Italy, of Sparta, of Athens, and of Rome, together with others which sprung up long after them, have been extinct many Ages, these have always subsisted, and, in spite of the various Designs of many great and powerful Princes, who have a thousand Times attempted their Destruction, (as Historians testify, and as it is natural to infer, from the ordinary Changes and Revolutions of Things,) have maintained themselves during so vast a Course of Years, and,
and, stretching themselves from the earliest to the latest Memory, have caused the Annals of their own Nation to be co-extended with the History of the World.

The Law by which this People is governed, appears, in all Respects, to be the most ancient and most perfect that has obtained amongst Men, and the only one which was able to endure without Change or Interruption in a State, as Philo the Jew has demonstrated on many Occasions, and Josephus, most admirably, in his Discourse against Appian, where the same excellent Author observes it to have stood so high in respect of Antiquity, as that the very Name of Law was not known in other Countries till a thousand Years after, insomuch, that Homer, though obliged to speak of so many different Nations, has not once used the Word. And as to the Perfection of this Law, we may easily make an Estimate of it, from the bare Reading; by which we shall discern it to have disposed all Things with so much Wisdom, Justice, and Equity, that it is no Wonder the famed Legislators of Greece and Rome should borrow thence their principal Institutions, as we find they did by the Laws of the twelve Tables, and by other Evidences which Josephus has produced at large.
Yet this Law is, at the same Time, severe and rigorous beyond all others, obliging its Votaries, the better to secure them in their Duty, to a thousand peculiar and painful Observances, under a capital Penalty: Whence we cannot, without Afto-nishment, reflect, that it should for so many Ages be preserved inviolable, amongst a rebellious and impatient People, such as we know the Jews to have been; while all other States have, from Time to Time, changed the Body of their Laws, though (on the contrary) mild and gentle, and easy to be obeyed.

The same People are still no less to be admired for their great Sincerity: They preserve, with the utmost Faithfulness and Zeal, the very Book in which Moses has left it recorded, that they were ever stubborn and ungrateful towards God, and that he foresaw they would be more perverse after his Death; that he, therefore, calls Heaven and Earth to witness against them, as to the Sufficiency of the Warning which he had given them; that finally, God being incensed by their Transgressions, should scatter them through all Lands; and, as they had provoked him to Jealousy by serving Gods which were no Gods, he also should provoke them, by calling a People which were not a People.
To conclude: I find no reason to suspect the authority of the book which relates all these particulars: For there is the vastest difference imaginable between a book composed by a private hand, and dispersed amongst a whole people, and a book of which the people themselves seem to be the joint-authors, as well as the common subject. In this case the antiquity of the book and of the people is confessedly the same.

'Tis no inconsiderable recommendation of these writings, that they were composed by authors contemporary to the facts which they record. All histories compiled by persons not equal in age to the actions described, are suspicious; as the books of the Sibyls, of Hermes Trismegistus, and many others, which having for a while passed with credit in the world, have been detected as forgeries, by succeeding times. Contemporary authors are neither capable of this fraud, nor liable to this censure.
IX.

The Injustice and Corruption of Man.

Man is visibly made for Thinking: This is all the Merit which he boasts, and all the Glory to which he aspires. To think as we ought, is the Sum of human Duty; and the true Art of Thinking, is to begin with ourselves, our Author, and our End: And yet what is that which engrosses the Thoughts of the whole World? Not one of these Objects; but the Pursuit of Pleasure, the Improvement of Wealth, the Encrease of Honour and Esteem; in fine, the making ourselves Kings, without reflecting what it is to be a King, or to be a Man.

* Human Thought is a Thing naturally excellent and noble: It must have prodigious Defaults, e'er it can be exposed to Contempt; and yet such it has, that nothing is, indeed, more ridiculous. How great does it appear in its genuine Nature! how little under its Corruption and Abuse!

* If we believe a God, the Duty of loving him, and not the Creatures, will be
necessarily inferred. The Reasoning of those profane Epicures, described in the Book of \textit{Wijdom}, was grounded on the Denial of God's Existence. Upon this Hypothesis they resolved to take their Fill of the Creatures: But had they known the Falleness of their Principle, they would have concluded the quite contrary. And this is the Conclusion of the Wise and the Good: There is a God; the Creatures, therefore, ought not to engage our Study, or attract our Desire. Every Thing which incites to an Union with the Creatures is evil, because it either hinders us from serving God, if we already know him, or from seeking him if as yet we know him not. But now we find ourselves to be full of these Incitements, and to be wholly made up of Cupidity. We are, therefore, full of Evil; and if so, we ought to hate and detest ourselves, together with all that which allures or endears us to any Thing but to God alone.

* If at any Time we endeavour to fix our Thought and Attention upon God, how many Things do we feel which divert us from him, and which tempt us to muse of other Subjects? All this cometh of Evil; but of such Evil as we have the Misfortune to bring with us into the World.

* 'Tis
*'Tis utterly false, that we deserve the Esteem or Affection of Men; and 'tis Injustice so eagerly to covet it. Were we born Masters of Reason, and with some Knowledge of ourselves, we should not entertain such a Desire. And yet this very Desire accompanies our Birth. From our very Birth, therefore, we are unjust; while every one of us sets up himself as the great Mark of all that he acts or thinks. This is contrary to the Order of Nature. Our Inclinations ought to stand towards the Publick: And this Bias towards ourselves, is the first Spring of all Disorder, in War, in Politicks, in Economics, &c.

* As there ought to be a Tendency in all the Members of Communities, whether Natural or Civil, towards promoting the Good of their respective Bodies; so the Communities themselves ought to tend to the Welfare of another Body, such as is still more general and comprehensive.

* Whosoever does not detest in his own Heart, this Self-Love, and this Instinct which prompts him to affect a Preheminence above all Persons and Things, is most wretchedly blind; because nothing has a greater Repugnancy to Justice and Truth. For, as it is false, that we deserve such a Preference; so is it unjust (and, indeed, impossible) to arrive at it, because all are ready to put in their
their Claim to the like Supremacy. This, then, is a manifest Piece of Injustice, such as attends our Birth, such as we are obliged to correct, and yet such as, humanly speaking, is above our Correction.

Nevertheless, of all Religions except the Christian, none has informed us, either that this is a Sin, or that we are born under its Power, or that we are bound to strive against it; none has once thought of prescribing a Method for its Cure.

* There is an intestine War in Man, between the Reason and the Passions. He might enjoy some Sort of Repose, were he only swayed by Reason without Passion; or only by Passion without Reason. But, since he is acted by both, he must live in continual Disquiet, not being able to maintain the Peace with one, without entering into Hostility with the other. And hence he is always divided, and always at Variance with himself.

* It is to be looked upon as monstrous and unnatural to live carelessly, while we are under an utter Ignorance of ourselves: It is, however, far more terrible to live wickedly, while we are under a religious Persuasion and Belief. The greatest Part of Mankind seem to be possessed with one or the other of these Infatuations.
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X.

The JEWS.

 Almighty God intending to shew the World, that he was able to form a People, spiritually good and righteous, and to fill them with eternal Glory, was pleased to represent by the Goods of Nature, what he proposed to accomplish in those of Grace, that Men might learn to acknowledge the invisible Effects of his Power, by their Experience of the visible.

Thus he saved his People from the Deluge, in the Person of Noab: He caused them to spring from Abraham: He redeemed them out of the Hands of their Enemies, and established them in Rest and Peace.

The Design of Providence in rescuing them from the common Ruin, and in deducing their Nation from one Stock, was not barely to conduct them to a Land of Plenty. But as Nature is the Image and Resemblance of Grace, so these visible Miracles were Symbols and Pledges of the invisible,
invisible, to be performed in their Season.

* Another Cause, why it pleased God, in so wonderful a Manner, to institute and train up the Jewish People, seems to have been, that, having resolved to abridge his faithful Servants of carnal and perishable Enjoyments, he might evince, by such a Series of Miracles, that he did not deny for want of Power to bestow.

* This People have been always immersed in gross and earthly Conceits: As that their Father Abraham, even in respect of his Flesh, was dear to God, and, consequently, all who descended from him: That, for this Reason, God had multiplied them on the Earth, and by giving them special Marks of Distinction, had prevented their mixing with other Nations; had recovered them out of Egypt, by many great and wonderful Signs, performed in their Favour; had fed them with Manna in the Wilderness; had brought them into a fruitful and happy Seat, had appointed over them Kings of their own Race; had raised them a magnificent Temple, for the offering up of Beasts, and the purifying themselves by the Blood of their Sacrifices; and would, in Conclusion, send them a victorious Messias, who should make them Masters of the World.

* The
* The Jews were accustomed to great and splendid Miracles; and, hence, looking on the Wonders of the Red-Sea, and of the promised Land only as an Abridgment of the mighty Things of their Messias, they expected from him still more illustrious and surprizing Performances, of which all the Acts of Moses should seem but an imperfect Specimen.

When they were now grown old in carnal Errors, Jesus Christ actually came at the Time foretold, but not with that outward Splendor which had possessed their Thought: And hence they apprehended him not to be the Messias. After his Death St. Paul was sent to instruct Men; that all these Things happened in Figure, that the Kingdom of God was in the Spirit, not in the Flesh; that their Enemies were not Babylonians, but their own Lusts and Passions; that God delighted not in Temples made with Hands, but in a pure and humble Mind; that bodily Circumcision was unprofitable, but the Circumcision of the Heart greatly necessary and important, &c.

* God having not thought fit wholly to disclose these Truths to so unworthy a People, and yet designing to foretell them, that they might hereafter gain the more easy Acceptation and Belief, signified the Time
of their Accomplishment in express Terms, and sometimes clearly imparted the Things themselves, but generally represented them under Shades and Figures, to the Intent, that those who loved the Representation, might fix on it without looking farther; and that those who loved the Reality, might be able to discern it through the Representation. Agreeably to this Design, we see the Nation dividing itself at the Messiah's Appearance: The spiritual Part received and embraced him; and the carnal Part, who rejected him, remain his Witnesses to this Day.

* The carnal Jews understood neither the Greatness, nor the Humiliation of the Messiah, foretold by their Prophets. They did not know him in his Greatness and Exaltation: As when they were assured, that he should be David's Lord, though his Son; that he preceded Abraham, and had seen him; they conceived him not so great, as to have been from all Eternity. Nor did they else mistake him in his Humiliation and Death. "Christ (say they) abideth ever, and this Man professeth of himself, that he shall die." They neither believed him therefore to be immortal, nor yet to be eternal: They considered him with no other Regard, but to worldly Pomp and State.
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* They so much doated on the Shadows of good Things, and so entirely fixed them as the Objects of their Hope, that they, at last, mistook the Substance, when appearing at the Time, and in the Manner described by the Prophets.

* Men indisposed to believing, are wont to have Recourse, for Shelter, to the Unbelief of the Jews. If Matters (say they) were indeed so clear and notorious, what should hinder those who were the Eye-Witnesses of them, from being perfectly convinced? Whereas, their Infidelity is really one of the Foundations of our Faith. Had they been indifferent Persons, their Obstinate might have increased our Aversion, and have given us a better Colour for Jealousy and Distrust. But here's the Miracle, that the same People, who were so violent Lovers of the Predictions, should be no less violent Haters and Opposers of the Accomplishments; and that this very Hatred and Opposition should itself be one of the chief Predictions.

* To procure Authority and Reputation to the Messias, it was necessary, that certain Prophecies should precede his Appearance, and should remain in the Custody of unsuspected Persons, such as were eminent for Diligence and Fidelity, and, above all, for Zeal,
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Zeal, and such as were remarkably known to the rest of Mankind.

That Things might succeed accordingly, God was pleased to make Choice of this carnal People, and to give them in Charge the Predictions concerning the Messiah, which described him after the Manner of a temporal Deliverer, and a Dispenser of sensible Goods, such as their Hearts were particularly affected with. Hence, as they received the Prophets with the greatest Demonstrations of Affection and Reverence, so they communicated to all Nations those Books of the Prophets which foretold the Coming of the Mighty One; assuring them, that he would most certainly come, and in the very Manner expressed by their Records, which they kept open to the View of the whole World. But being finally deceived by the Manners and Ignominy of his Condition here on Earth, they became his greatest Opposers. So that we have now a People, who of all Mankind can be least suspected of partial Favour towards us, thus lending their Assistance to support our Cause, and, by the Zeal which they shew for their Law and their Prophets, preserving, with the most exact Fidelity, our Evidences, and their own Condemnation.

* Those who rejected and crucified our Lord, being offended at him, are the same
same People with whom those Writings still remain which testify concerning him, and which affirm that he shall be rejected by them, and shall be a Rock of Offence. Thus has their Refusal added an eminent Mark to the Truth of his Credentials; and he has been equally demonstrated for the Messias by the righteous Part of the Jewish Nation who embraced him, and by the wicked Part who despised him; the one Event no less than the other, having been long before prophetically declared.

* The Reason why the Prophecies were conceived with a double Sense, a remote and spiritual, to which this People were strongly averse, under an obvious and carnal, to which they were eagerly inclined, seems to have been this: Had the spiritual Sense been entirely disclosed to them, it being such as they were unable to love, to embrace, or even to bear, they would have had very little Zeal to preserve their Writings and Institutions: Or, if they could have relished these spiritual Promises, and had, therefore, kept their Books uncorrupted till the Time of the Messias, then their Evidence must have suffered in its Force, as being the Testimony of Friends. We see, therefore, on the one hand, the Necessity of concealing the spiritual Sense: Yet, on the other hand, should this Concealment have
have been too deep for all Light and Discovery, the great Evidences of the Melchised had been suppressed. What Expedient therefore was applied? The spiritual Sense was, as to the main, disguised under the carnal, yet, in some Places, was expressly delivered without the least Covert or Shade. Again, the Time and State of the World were so exactly, and with so many Circumstances, described and determined, that the Sun is not clearer at Noon-Day. And there are some Passages in which the spiritual Import is so apparently taught, that no less Degree of Blindness than that which the Mind suffers when entirely oppressed and enslaved by the Body, can with-hold us from discerning it.

See then the admirable Disposal of Providence! In an infinite Number of Places the spiritual Sense is covered over with another; yet in some (though rarely occurring) it is openly revealed; and this in such a Manner, as that the Passages in which it is suppressed are capable of both Senses; but those in which it is declared can agree only to the spiritual.

So that this Proceeding can by no Means be accused, as tending to lead Men into Error; nor could by any, but by a People whose Heart was so entirely carnal, have been perverted or misunderstood.
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Thus when good Things were promised them in great Abundance, what could hinder them from interpreting this Promise of true and real Goods, but their Covetousness? which determined their Apprehension to earthly Riches: Whereas, those who placed their only Treasure in Heaven, would have referred the Promise to God alone. For there are two Principles which divide the Wills of Men, Covetousness and Charity. It is not, indeed, impossible that Covetousness should subsist with Faith, or Charity with temporal Possessions: But here is the Difference; the former employs itself in using God, and enjoying the World; the latter in using the World, and enjoying God.

Again, the End which we pursue is that which gives Names to Things; and whatever hinders us in the Prosecution of this, is said to be at Enmity with us. Thus the Creatures, which are good in themselves, do yet become the Enemies of good Men, when they divert them from God; and God himself is stiled an Enemy by those whom he opposes in their Lufts.

Hence, the Appellation of Enemy, changing its Construction according to the different End which Men propose, good Men by it understood their Passions, and carnal Men the Babylonians; so that this Term was
was obscure only with respect to the Wicked. And 'tis on this Account that Isaiah says, Signa Legem in Discipulis meis, Seal the Law among my Disciples; and that he tells us, Christ shall be a Stone of stumbling, and a Rock of Offence; though, as our Lord himself declares, Blessed are those who shall not be offended in him.

The Prophet Hosea evidently declares the same Difference: Who is wise, and he shall understand these Things; prudent, and he shall know them? For the Ways of the Lord are right, and the Just shall walk in them; but Transgressors shall fall there in.

Yet this Book of the Old Testament, which was in such a Manner framed and compiled, as that while it enlightened some, it no less blinded others, did, nevertheless, demonstrate in the latter the Truth which it discovered to the former. For the visible and temporal Goods which they received from God, were so great and divine, as to testify his Power of conferring all invisible and spiritual Blessings, together with the End of all, the Messiah.

* The Time of our Lord's first Coming was expressly foretold; but that of his second is not. Because at his first Coming he was to appear in a private Manner, and without any splendid Marks of Distinction; whereas,
whereas, his second Advent shall be surpriz-
ing, publick, illustrious, and visible to his
greatest Enemies. But though his first Ap-
pearance was to be thus obscure, discernable
only by those who searched the Scriptures,
yet were Things so providentially disposed,
that all this contributed to the making him
known. The Jews were his Witnesses by
receiving him; because they were the Guar-
dians of the Prophecies, and they were no
less his Witnesses by rejecting him, because
in this they very signally accomplished the
same Prophecies.

* The Jews were in Possession of Mi-
racles which they had seen performed, and
of Prophecies which they had seen fulfilled.
Again, the Doctrine of their Law was
comprized in the Love and Adoration of one God; and this Doctrine was perpetual:
It had, therefore, all the Marks of the true
Religion. And so it really was; for we
ought to distinguish between the Doctrine
of the Jews, and the Doctrine of the Law
of the Jews. The Doctrine of the Jews
could not have been true, though we
should suppose it to have had Miracles and
Prophecies, and Perpetuity on its Side;
because it was deficient in the main Prin-
ciple, the loving and adoring of God
alone.
The Jewish Religion ought to be considered very differently in the Tradition of holy Men, and in the Tradition of the Vulgar. The Moral it teaches, and the Blessedness it proposes, are both ridiculous, according to the Tradition of the Vulgar; but they are incomparably great and excellent in the Tradition of holy Men. Its Foundation is wonderful; it is the most ancient and most authentick Book in the World: And whereas Mabomet, to procure the Establishment of his Writings, has forbidden them to be read, Mofes, to confirm the Authority of his, has commanded all the World to read them.

* The Jewish Religion is altogether divine in its Authority, in its Duration, in its perpetual Obligation, in its Morality, in its Conduct, in its Doctrine, in its Effects.

This whole Model and Pattern was formed with Resemblance to the Truth of the Messias; and the Truth of the Messias was discovered and testified by this its Model and Pattern.

Under the Jewish OEconomy Truth appeared but in Figure: In Heaven it is open and without Veil: In the Church Militant it is so veiled as to be yet discerned by its Correspondence to the Figure. As the Figure was first built upon the Truth,
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so the Truth is now distinguishable by the Figure.

* He that takes his Estimate of the Jewish Religion from the Grossness of the Jewish Multitude, cannot fail of making a very wrong Judgment. It is to be sought for in the sacred Writings, and in the Traditions of the Prophets, who have given us sufficient Assurance that they understood the Law not according to the Letter. Our Religion, in like Manner, is true and divine in the Gospels, in the Preaching of the Apostles, and in the Traditions of the Church; but it appears utterly disfigured in those who maim or corrupt it.

* The Jews seem to have been of two Sorts, according to their different Passions and Desires; which in some were merely Pagan, in others altogether Christian.

* The Messias, according to the carnal Jews, was to come like a mighty temporal Prince. According to carnal Christians, he is come to dispense with our loving God, and to give us Sacraments which shall operate without our Concurrence. This is no more the Religion of Christians, than that was properly the Religion of Jews.

* The true Votaries of both Religions agree in acknowledging a Messias, who shall inspire them with the Love of God, and
and by that Love shall make them triumph over their Enemies.

* The Veil which is upon the Scriptures, in respect of the carnal Jews, holds, likewise, in respect of wicked Christians, and of all those who will not submit to hate and detest themselves. But how well are we disposed for the understanding of the Scriptures, and for the Knowledge of Jesus Christ, when we have once made ourselves the Objects of our real Aversion and Abhorrence?

* The carnal Jews fill the middle Place between Christians and Pagans. The Pagans knew not God, and, therefore, loved nothing but the World: The Jews knew the true God, and still loved nothing but the World: While we Christians, as we have received the Knowledge of the true God, so we have renounced the Love of the World. Jews and Pagans love the same World: Christians and Jews know the same God.

* The Jews are a People visibly framed to be the standing Witnesses of the Messiah. They preserve the Scripture with the greatest Diligence; they love it with the greatest Ardour; but they are wholly at a Loss in apprehending it. And all this has been expressly foretold; for it is said, that the Statutes
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Statutes of God should be delivered to them but as a Book that is sealed.

* So long as there was a Succession of Prophets to guard the Law, the People were entirely negligent as to its Custody. But upon the Ceasing of the Prophets, the Zeal of the People supplied their Room. And this, amongst others, is a Providence too remarkable to be overlooked.

XI.

M O S E S

WHEN the Creation of the World began now to stand at a remoter Distance, God was pleased to provide a contemporary Historian, and to appoint a whole Nation for the Keepers of his History, as well that this Register might be the most authentick in the World, as that all Mankind might hence be instructed in a Fact, which was so necessary for them to know, and yet so impossible otherwise to be known.

* M O S E S was a Person of very great Genius and Capacity. This is on all Hands
confessed. Had he, therefore, written with an Intention of deceiving, he would have executed it in such a Manner, as not to be convicted of the Deceit. His Conduct we find to be quite different: Insomuch, that had he delivered what was fabulous, there was not one Jew, but could have detected the Imposture.

Why, for Instance, does he make the Lives of the first Men so vastly long, and so very few Generations of them? In a Multitude of Generations he might have sheltered himself from Discovery; but in a few this Artifice was impracticable. For 'tis not the Number of Years, but of Generations, which renders Things obscure.

Truth never decays, or is impaired, but by the Succession and Change of Men. And yet we find this Historian placing the two greatest Events that can enter into human Thought, the Creation and the Deluge, so close together, as even to make them touch, by Means of the few Generations which he counts between. Insomuch, that at the Time of his registering these Things, the Memory of them could not but be still fresh and lively in the Minds of all the Jewish Nation.

* LAMEC had a Sight of Adam, Sem of Lamec, Abraham of Sem, Jacob of Abraham, and Moses of those who had seen Jacob.
Therefore the Creation and the Deluge are indubitably true. This Argument must be acknowledged for conclusive, by those who apprehend its Process.

* The Longevity of the Patriarchs, instead of contributing to the Decay of past Memory, was in the highest Degree serviceable to its Preservation. For if we are sometimes hindered from being sufficiently expert in the Story of our Ancestors, it is because we have seldom lived in their Company, or because they left the World before we arrived at the Age of Reason. But when human Life ran out to such an Extent, Children enjoyed the Means of conversing long with their Parents. And what could be the Subject of this Conversation, but the Lives and Actions of their Progenitors: Since these comprised the Body of Universal History, and since Men were as yet unacquainted with Arts and Sciences, which now take up so large a Share in our Discourse? It seems evident, therefore, that the keeping exact Genealogies was the peculiar Care, and almost the whole Employment of those earlier Times.
XII.

FIGURES.

As there are some Figures clear and demonstrative, so there are others which seem less natural, and which prove nothing but to those who have discovered the same Truths by other Lights. The latter Figures may seem to resemble those invented by some Men who build Prophecies on the Revelations expounded according to their own Fancy. But here's the Difference: Such Persons have no infallible Predictions to support the doubtful ones, which they would introduce. So that they are guilty of the highest Injustice, while they pretend theirs to be alike well grounded with some of ours; because they have not others, which are incontestable, to prove them by, as we have. This is by no Means, therefore, a parallel Case; nor ought we to compare and confound Things which agree in one Respect, when they are so vastly distant in all others.

* Jesus Christ, prefigured by Joseph, the Beloved of his Father, and by
by him sent to visit his Brethren, is the innocent Person whom his Brethren sold for a few Pieces of Silver, and who, by this Means, became their Lord and Saviour, nay, the Saviour of Strangers, and of the whole World; which had not happened but for this Plot of destroying him, this Act of rejecting him, and of exposing him to Sale.

Consider in both Examples the same Fortune, and the same Innocence; Joseph in the Prison between two Criminals, Jesus on the Cross between two Thieves: Joseph foretells Deliverance to one of his Companions, and Death to the other, from the same Omens; Jesus Christ saves one Companion, and deserts the other, after the same Crimes: Joseph could barely foretell; Jesus Christ, by his own Action, performs what he had foretold: Joseph requests the Person who should be delivered, to be mindful of him in his Glory; the Person, saved by Jesus Christ, entreats his Deliverer to remember him when he came into his Kingdom.

* The Jewish Synagogue never totally ceased, and became extinct, because it was the Figure of the Christian Church: And yet because it was only the Figure, it was suffered to fall into Servitude. The Figure subsisted till the Arrival of the Truth; to the Intent that the Church might be always
always visible, either in the Shadow and Representation, or in the Substance and Reality.

XIII.

That the Law was Figurative.

To evince the Authority of both Testaments at once, we are only to observe, whether that which is prophesied in the one, be performed and accomplished in the other.

* If we would effectually try and examine the Prophecies, we ought first of all to be sure, that we rightly understand them. For, supposing them to have but one Sense, it is certain the Messias cannot yet be come; but, supposing them to have two Senses, the Messias is certainly come, in the Person of Jesus Christ.

All the Question, therefore, is, whether they are indeed capable of a double Meaning? whether they are Figures or Realities, that is, whether we ought not to seek something farther in them than what they immediately present? or whether we ought to acquiesce in that Construction which offers itself to us at the first View?
If the Law and the Sacrifices are real, 'tis necessary, that they should please God, and, on no Account be displeasing to him. If they are figurative, 'tis necessary they should be pleasing and displeasing to God, in different Regards. But now, through the whole Series of Scripture, they are sometimes affirmed to please God, sometimes to displease him, and, by Consequence, they are only figurative.

* It is said, that the Law shall be changed; that the Sacrifices shall cease; that the People shall continue without a King, without a Prince, and without a Sacrifice; that a new Covenant shall be established; that a Reform shall be made in the Law; that the Jews received Commandments which were not good; that their Sacrifices were Abominations, and Things which God required not at their Hands.

It is said, again, that the Law shall abide for ever; that the Covenant shall be eternal, the Sacrifices perpetual; and that the Scepter shall never depart from Judah, because 'tis to continue till the Everlasting King shall commence his Reign. Do such Expressions evince all this to be real? No. Do they demonstrate it to be figurative? No. They only shew, that it must be either Reality or Figure. But the former compared
with these latter, exclude the Reality, and establish the Figure.

All these Passages taken together cannot be applied to the Reality; but they may be all applied to the Figure: Therefore, they were spoken in Figure, not in Reality.

* Would we know, whether the Law and the Sacrifices are real or figurative, we ought to discover, whether the Prophets, in speaking of these Things, had their Eyes and Thoughts entirely fixed on them, so as to look no farther than the old Covenant; or whether they did not carry their Intention to somewhat else, of which all this was but the Shadow and Semblance; as in a Picture we contemplate the Thing represented. And in order to this Discovery, we need only hear what they say.

Now when they speak of the Covenant, as being everlasting, is it possible they should mean the same Covenant, which they elsewhere testify shall be changed? The like may be observed of the Sacrifices, &c.

* The Prophets have expressly said, that Israel shall be always beloved of God, and that the Law shall be an Ordinance for ever. But they have likewise said, that their Words were veiled, and their Meaning not to be fathomed by their Hearers.

* We
* We may illustrate this whole Case by the familiar Instance of writing in Cyphers. Suppose we intercept a Letter of Importance, in which we discern one plain and obvious Meaning, and are told, at the same Time, that the Sense is yet so obscured, as that we shall even see the Words without seeing it, and understand them without understanding it; what are we to judge, but that the Piece has been penn’d in Cyphers? and so much the rather, the more apparent Contrarieties we meet with in the literal Construction? How great Esteem and Veneration ought we, therefore, to express for those who decipher this Writing to us, and bring us acquainted with its Secrets, especially if the Key, which they make use of, be easy, agreeable, and natural? This is what was performed by our Lord and his Apostles: They have opened the Seal, and rent the Veil, and rescued the spiritual Sense from the literal Disguise. They have taught us, that our Enemies are our own carnal Affections, and that our Redeemer is to be a spiritual Conqueror; that he is to have a first and a second Coming, the one in Humility to abase the Proud, the other in Glory to exalt the Humble: In a Word, that JESUS CHRIST is to be God, as well as Man.

* It
**It** was our Lord's chief Employment to inform Men, that they were Lovers of themselves; that they were Sinners and Slaves, blind, distempered, and miserable; that hereupon, it was needful he should deliver and heal them, should enlighten, restore, and bless them: That all this was to be performed by their hating themselves, and by their taking up each his Cross, and following him, their Master, to Affliction and Death.

**The Letter killeth.** It was necessary, that Christ should suffer, that God should humble himself; that there should be a Circumcision of the Heart; a true Fast, a true Sacrifice, a true Temple, a two-fold Law (as well as a two-fold Table of the Law) a two-fold Temple, a two-fold Captivity. This was the difficult Cypher presented to us.

We have, at length, been taught by our Lord to unfold the Intricacy of these Figures: We have been informed what it is to be truly free, to be a true Israelite; we have been shewn the true Circumcision, the true Bread of Heaven, &c.

**In the Promises of the Old Testament** every one finds what he chiefly delights to seek, what is most agreeable to his own Heart and Affections; Spiritual Goods or Temporal, God or the Creatures: But with this
this Difference, that they who seek the Creatures find them attended with numerous Contradictions, with a Prohibition to love them, and with a difficult Injunction to love and worship God alone; Whereas they who seek God, find him without the least Repugnancy, and with a pleasing Command to admit no other Object of Worship or of Love.

* The main Sources of verbal Contrarities in Scriptures, are the Mysteries of a God humbled to the Death of the Cross; of a Messiah triumphing over Death by dying himself; of the two Natures in Jesus Christ; of his twofold Coming; of the two Estates and Conditions of human Nature.

* As we cannot justly compose a Man's Character, but by accounting for all the Contrarities in this Humour or Conduct; and as it is not enough to pursue a Train of agreeable Qualities, without giving the Resolution of those which appear to be opposite; so e'er we can perfectly understand the Sense of an Author, it's necessary, that all the contrary Passages should be reconcil'd.

Wherefore in order to a right Apprehension of the Scripture, we ought to find out a Sense in which all the seemingly opposite Places shall agree. Nor is it sufficient to have an Interpretation in which many consonant Passages shall be united, but
we must have one in which the most diverse shall meet and conspire.

Every Author either has one principal Aim and Purport, in which all the supposed Differences will be found consistent, or he has no Meaning at all. The latter cannot be said of the Scriptures and Prophecies. They unquestionably abound in good Sense. Some one Meaning, then, they will afford us, by which the several Repugnancies in Style may be adjusted and compos'd.

Their true Sense, therefore, cannot be that which is given them by the Jews. But in Jesus Christ all the various Diffkonancies are reduced to perfect Harmony.

The Jews had not Skill enough to make the Abrogation of the Royalty and Principality, foretold by Hosea, accord with the Prophecy of Jacob.

If we take the Law, the Sacrifices, and the Kingdom, for Things really and ultimately designed, we shall not be able to reconcile all the Passages of the same Author, nor of the same Book, nor, many Times, of the same Chapter. Which sufficiently discovers the Intention of the Writers.

* The Jews were not permitted to offer Sacrifice, or so much as to eat the Tenth,
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eitherwhere than at Jerusalem only, the Place which the Lord had chosen.

* Hosea foretold, that the Jews should be without a King, without a Prince, without Sacrifices, and without Images. Which Prediction we now see fully accomplished; no Sacrifice being legally to be offered but at Jerusalem.

* Whenever the Word of God, which is eternally true, seems to be false in the literal Construction, its Truth is preserved in the spiritual. Sit thou on my right Hand: This is false if spoken literally, yet 'tis spiritually true. Such Expressions as these describe God after the Manner of Men: And this, in particular, only implies, that the same Honour which Men intend in setting others at their right Hand, God will also confer, in the Exaltation of the Messiah. It is, therefore, a Note of the divine Intention, but affects not the precise Manner of the Execution.

Thus again, when 'tis said to the Israelites, God has received the Odour of your Incense, and will give you in Recompence a fertile and plentiful Land, the Meaning is no more than this, That the same Affection which Men, delighted with your Perfumes, would express by rewarding you with a fruitful Land, the same will God express towards you in his Blessings; because you

also
also entertain the like grateful Disposition towards God, as a Man does towards his Superiors, when he thus presents them with sweet Odours.

The sole Aim and Intention of the whole Scripture is Charity. All that tends not to this End, is merely Figure. For since there can be but one Point and ultimate Scope, whatever is not directed thither in express Terms, must, at least, be couched under such as are ambiguous.

God, in Compassion to our Weakness, which Variety alone can please, has so varied this one Precept of Charity, as to conduct us every Way to our real Interest and Welfare. For one Thing alone being strictly necessary, and yet our Hearts being set on divers Things, God has provided for the Satisfaction of both these Inclinations together, by giving us such a Diversity as still leads us forward to the one Thing necessary.

* The Rabbins take the Breasts of his Spouse for Figure; as they do every Thing which has not a Tendency to the sole Mark of their Expectation, worldly and carnal Goods.

* There are, and always have been, Men who rightly apprehend, that the only Enemy of human Nature is Concupiscence, which turns us away from God; and that God himself, not a fruitful Land, is our only Good and Happiness. Those who fancy
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fancy the Good of Man to consist in gratifying the Flesh, and his Evil in the Disappointment of sensual Desire, let them wallow in their Pleasures, let them die in their Enjoyments: But as for those who seek God with their whole Heart, whom nothing can grieve but the being deprived of the Light of his Countenance, who have no Desire but to enjoy his Favour, no Enemies but such as divert or with-hold them from him, and whose greatest Affliction is to see themselves encompassed, and even subdued by such Enemies, let them be comforted: For them there is a Deliverer, for them there is a God!

A MESSIAS was promised, who should rescue Men from their Enemies. A Messias is come; but to rescue Men from no other Enemies than their Sins.

* When David says that the Messias shall deliver the People from their Enemies, this, by a carnal Expositor, may be applied to the Egyptians: And then, I confess, I am at a Loss to shew him how the Prophecy has been fulfilled. Yet it may be likewise applied to Mens Iniquities; since these, and not the Egyptians, are to be looked on as real Enemies.

But if in other Places he declares, as he does, (together with Isaiah, and others,) that the Messias shall deliver his People
People from their Sins; the Ambiguity is taken off, and the double Sense of Enemies reduced to the single Meaning of Iniquities. For if these latter were chiefly in his Thought, he might well express them by borrowing the Name of the former: But if his Mind was wholly bent on the former, 'twas impossible he should signify them under the Appellation of the latter.

Moses, David, and Isaiah, all speak of this Victory in the same Terms. Must we not, therefore, acknowledge, that these Terms have the same Sense; and that Mojes and David had but one Intention, while both speak of Mens Enemies, and the latter visibly alludes to Mens Sins.

Daniel, in his ninth Chapter, prays that the People may be delivered from the Captivity of their Enemies; but his Eye was plainly fixed on their Transgressions. And to shew that it was so, he proceeds to relate the sending of Gabriel to him, with an Assurance that his Prayer was heard; and that after the seventy Weeks, the People should obtain Deliverance from their Iniquity, that Transgressions should then have an End, and the Redeemer, the most Holy, should bring in (not legal, but) everlasting Righteousness.

When
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When we are once let into these secrets, it is impossible for us not to discern and apprehend them. Let us read the Books of the Old Testament by this Light: Let us see whether Abraham’s Lineage and Descent were the real Causes of his being stiled the Friend of God? Whether the promised Land was the true Seat of Rest? Neither of these can be affirm’d; therefore both were Symbolical. In a Word, let us examine all the legal Ceremonies, and all the Precepts which are not of Charity, and we shall find them composing one general Image, one uninterrupted Allegory and Prefiguration.

XIV.

JESUS CHRIST.

The infinite Distance that there is between Body and Spirit, does but imperfectly represent to us the Distance between Spirit and Charity, which being altogether supernatural, may be said to be infinitely more infinite.

All the Splendor of outward Greatness casts no Lustre towards the Eyes of those
those who are engaged in the Pursuits of Wit.

The Greatness of Wit and Parts is wholly indiscernable to the Rich, to Kings, and Conquerors, and to all the great Ones of the World.

The Greatness of that Wisdom which cometh from above, is alike imperceptible to the Worldly, and to the Witty. These are three Orders of quite different Kinds.

Great Geniuses have their Kingdom and Splendor, their Victory and Glory; and want not carnal Greatness, because it has no relation to the Grandeur which they pursue. This Grandeur does not, indeed, strike the Eyes, but 'tis enough that it casts a distinguishable Radiancy on the Soul.

The Saints likewise have their Empire, their Lustre, their Greatness, and their Triumphs; and want not the Pomp of Honour, or the Pride of Genius; for these Things are quite out of their Sphere and Order, and such as neither increase nor diminish the Grandeur to which they aspire. These truly great Ones are equally invisible to bodily Eyes, and to curious and subtle Wits; but they are manifested to God and Angels, and are not ambitious of other Spectators.

ARCHIMEDES would have gained the same Esteem, without his Relation to the
the Royal Blood of Sicily. It is true he won no Battles; but he has left to all the World the Benefit of his admirable Inventions. O! how great, how bright does he appear to the Eyes of the Mind!

\textit{Jesus Christ,} without worldly Riches, without the exterior Productions of Science, was infinitely great in his sublime Order of Holiness. He neither published Inventions, nor possessed Kingdoms; but he was humble, patient, pure before God, terrible to evil Spirits, and without Spot of Sin. O! with what illustrious Pomp, with what transcendent Magnificence, did he come attended, to such as beheld with the Eyes of the Heart, and with those Faculties which are the Judges and Discerners of true Wisdom!

It had been needless for Archimedes, tho' of princely Descent, to have acted the Prince in his Book of Geometry.

It had been needless for our Lord \textit{Jesus Christ} to have assumed the State of an earthly King, for the Illustration of his Kingdom of Holiness. But how great, how excellent, did he appear in the Brightness of his proper Order!

'Tis most unreasonable to be scandalized at the mean Condition of our Lord, as if it were opposed in the same Order and Kind, to the Greatness which he came to display.
display. Let us consider this Greatness in his Life, in his Sufferings, in his Solitude, in his Death, in the Choice of his Attendants, in their Act of forsaking him, in the Privacy of his Resurrection, and in all the other Parts of his History; we shall find it so truly rais'd, and noble, as to leave no Ground for our being offended at a Mean-ness which was quite of another Order.

But there are some who can admire only the Greatness of this World; as if there were no proper Greatness in Wit: And others who are charm'd only with Greatness of Wit, as if there were not still a more noble, a more sublime Greatness in Wisdom.

The whole System of Bodies, the Firmament, the Stars, the Earth, and the Kingdoms of it, are not fit to be opposed in Value to the lowest Mind or Spirit; because Spirit is endued with the Knowledge and Apprehension of all this; whereas Body is utterly stupid and insensible. Again, the whole united Systems of Bodies and Spirits, are not comparable to the least Motion of Charity; because this is still of an Order infinitely more exalted and divine.

From all Body together, we are not able to extract one Thought. This is impossible, and quite of another Order. Again, all Body and Spirit together are unable to
to produce one Spark of Charity. This is likewise impossible, and of an Order above Nature.

* JESUS CHRIST lived in so much Obscurity, (as to what the World terms obscure,) that the Pagan Historians, who were wont to record only Persons of Eminence, and Things of Importance, have scarce afforded him a slender Notice.

* Who amongst Men was ever array’d with so much Splendor as our Lord? The whole Jewish Nation prophesied of him before his Coming: The Gentile World adored him at his Coming: Both Jews and Gentiles regarded him as their common Centre, their Expectation, and Desire. And yet who had ever so little Enjoyment of so abundant Glory? Of thirty three Years, thirty he spent in Privacy, and at a Distance from the World. During the three which remained, he was cenfured for an Impostor, he was rejected by the Priests and Rulers of his Nation, despised by his Kinsmen and Friends; and, in Conclusion, he suffered a shameful Death, betray’d by one of his Attendants, abjur’d by another, and deserted by all.

What Share then can he be supposed to have borne in all this Splendor? Never Person was in greater Glory; never Person was in deeper Disgrace. His whole Splendor,
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dor, therefore, was designed for our Sakes, and to render him discernable to us; but not the least Ray was reflected back upon himself.

Our Lord discourseth of the sublimest Subjects in a Phrase so plain and natural, as if it had not been deeply considered, but withal so pure and exact, as to shew that it proceeded from the greatest Depth of Thought. The joining of this Accuracy with this Simplicity is admirable.

* Who made the Evangelists acquainted with the Perfections and Qualities of a Soul truly Heroic, that they should be able to paint it after so inimitable a Manner in the Person of Jesus Christ? What is the Reason that they describe him weak and despairing in his Agony? Did they want Skill or Colours to represent a patient and constant Death? No certainly: For St. Luke has drawn that of St. Stephen with more Bravery than that of our Lord. It was, therefore, wise and just to make him capable of Fear, while the Necessity of Death remain'd at a Distance, but fearless when it arriv'd. And here, again, is the remarkable Difference; when he appears dejected, the Affliction is such as proceeds from himself; but when afflicted by Men, he is all Courage and Resolution.

* BF-
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* Before the Birth of Jesus Christ, the Gospel speaks little of the Virgin-state of his holy Mother; that there might be no Part of sacred History but what should directly bear a Reference to her Son.

* The Old and New Testament equally regard Jesus Christ; the former as its Hope and Expectation; the latter as its Author and Example; both as their common Centre and Aim.

* The Prophets had the Gift of foretelling; but never were foretold themselves: The Saints, which follow'd, were foretold; but had not the Power of foretelling: Our Lord, as he was the great Subject of Prophecies, so he was himself the Chief of Prophets.

* Jesus Christ for all Mankind; Moses for a single Nation.

* The Jews were bless'd in Abraham: (I will bless them that bless thee;) But all the Nations of the Earth are bless'd in Abraham's Seed: (A Light to lighten the Gentiles, &c.) He has not done so to any Nation, says David, speaking of the Law: He has done so to all Nations, may we say, speaking of the Gospel.

Thus is it the sole Prerogative of Jesus Christ to be an universal Benefit and Blessing. The Sacraments and Service of the Church have an Effect only on actual Believers;
believers; the Sacrifice of our Lord on the Cross, extends its meritorious Influence to the whole World.

* Let us then stretch out our Arms to embrace our merciful Deliverer; who, having been promised four thousand Years before, came at length to suffer and to die for us, at the Time and with the Circumstances of the Promise: And, waiting by his gracious Assistance, till we shall die in Peace, thro' the Hope of being eternally united to him, let us in the mean While live with Comfort; whether amongst the good Things which he so bountifully gives us to enjoy, or amongst the evil Things which he shall please to bring on us, for our Soul's Health, and which, by his own Example, he has taught us to sustain.

---

XV.

The Evidences of JESUS CHRIST from the Prophecies.

The noblest Evidences of our Lord, are the Prophecies which preceded him. And accordingly it has pleas'd God to exercise a peculiar Care in this Behalf. For
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For the full Accomplishment of them, being a perpetual Miracle which reacheth from the Beginning to the End of the Church, sixteen hundred Years together, God rais’d up a Succession of Prophets; and during the Space of four hundred Years after, he dispers’d these Prophecies, together with the Jews that kept them, thro’ all Regions of the World. See the wonderful Preparation to our Lord’s Appearance! As his Gospel was to be embraced and believed by all Nations, there was a Necessity not only of Prophecies to gain it this Belief, but likewise of diffusing these Prophecies to the same Extent with human Race.

* Supposing one single Man to have left a Book of Predictions concerning Jesus Christ, as to the Time and Manner of his Coming, and supposing him to have come agreeably to these Predictions, the Argument would be of almost infinite Force. Yet, here the Evidence is stronger, beyond all Comparison. A Succession of Men, for the Space of four thousand Years, follow one another, without Interruption or Variation, in foretelling the same great Event. A whole People are the Harbingers of the Messiah; and such a People as subsisted four thousand Years, to testify in a general Body, their assured Hope and Expectation,
itation, from which no Severity of Threats or Persecutions could oblige them to depart. This is a Case which challengeth, in a far more transcendent Degree, our Assent and Wonder.

* The Time of our Lord's Appearance was signified by the State of the Jews; by the Condition of the heathen World; by the Comparison between the two Temples; and even by the precise Number of Years which should intervene.

* The Prophets having given various Marks of the Messias who was to come, it seem'd necessary that these Marks should all concur at the same Period. Thus 'twas necessary that the fourth Monarchy should be establish'd e'er the Expiration of Daniel's seventy Weeks; that the Scepter should then depart from Judah, and that the Messias should then immediately appear. In Pursuit of which Predictions, our Lord appeared at this Juncture, and demonstrated his Claim to the Stile and Character of the Messias.

* It is foretold, that under the fourth Monarchy, before the Destruction of the second Temple, before the Dominion of the Jews was taken away, and in the seventieth of Daniel's Weeks, the Heathens should be led into the Knowledge of the only true God, worship'd by the Jews; that
that those who sincerely fear'd and lov'd him should be deliver'd from their Enemies, and should be replenish'd with higher Degrees of his Fear and Love.

We see the Event answer in all Points. During the Time of the fourth Monarchy, before the Destruction of the second Temple, &c. the Pagans in Multitudes adored the true God, and embraced a Life altogether spiritual and angelick; Women consecrated to Religion their Virginity, and their Life; Men voluntarily renounced all the Pleasures and Enjoyments of Sense. That which Plato was unable to effect upon a few Persons, and those the wisest and best instituted of his Time, a secret Force, by the Help only of a few Words, now wrought upon Thousands of ignorant, uneducated Men.

What means this prodigious Change? It is no other than was foretold so many Ages since. Effundam Spiritum meum super omnem Carnem. The whole World, which lay enslaved to Lust and Unbelief, was now surprizingly inflamed with the Fire of Charity. Princes resign'd their Crowns; the Rich abandon'd their Possessions; the Daughters, with astonishing Courage, contended for the Cause of Martyrdom;
tyrdom; the Sons forsook their Parents and Habitations, to embrace the Solitude of Deserts. Whence springs this unknown and invisible Force? The Messias is arrived, behold the Effects and the Tokens of his Coming.

For two thousand Years together, the God of the Jews remained unknown to an infinite Variety of Nations overspread with Paganism. Yet, at the precise Time foretold, the Pagans in all Nations adore this only true God: The Idol Temples are everywhere destroyed: Kings themselves submit their Scepters to the Cross. What new Thing is this? It is the Spirit of God poured out upon all the Earth.

It was testified, that the Messias should come to establish a new Covenant with his People; such as might make them forget their Departure out of Egypt, in Comparison with this great Deliverance: That he would put his Law and his Fear into their Hearts; both which rested before in Externals only.

That the Jews should reject our Lord; and should themselves be rejected of God, the beloved Vine bringing forth only wild Grapes. That the chosen People should prove disloyal, ungrateful, and incredulous.
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Populus non credens & contradicere. That God should strike them with Blindness; and that, like blind Men, they should stumble at Noon-Day.

That the Church should be narrow in its Beginning, and should afterwards diffuse itself to a prodigious Extent.

That Idolatry should then be extirpated: That the Messiah should vanquish and expel the false Deities, and reduce Men to the Worship of the true God.

That the Idol Temples should be cast down; and that in all Places of the World Men should offer to God a pure, and holy, and living Sacrifice, in the Room of the slain Beasts.

That the Messiah should instruct Men in the true and perfect Way.

That he should reign over the Jews and Gentiles.

No Person before, or since our Lord, has been known to teach any Thing which bears the least Affinity to these Predictions.

* After so many Messengers sent to notify his Coming, the Messiah was pleased himself to appear, with all the assured Evidences of the Person, and all the concurring Circumstances of the Time. He came to inform

---

* Ezek. xxx. 12.  d. Mal. i. 11.
inform Men, that they had properly no other Enemies than themselves; or, than those Passions which separated them from God: That his Office was to set them free from these Enemies; to strengthen them with his Grace; to unite them all in one holy Church; to reconcile Jews and Gentiles, by destroying the Superstition of the former, and the Idolatry of the latter.

What the Prophets have farther intimated, my Apostles (might he say) shall shortly accomplish. The Jews are on the Point of being rejected; and the Desolation of Jerusalem draws nigh: The Gentiles shall soon be admitted to the Knowledge of the true God; and these my Apostles shall be their Introducers, when you shall have first extinguished your Title by slaying the Heir of the Vineyard.

And the Issue of all this was, that the Apostles accordingly pronounced the Sentence of Rejection on the Jews, and declared the glad Tidings of Acceptance and Salvation to the Gentiles.

And yet, through the Power of natural Concipitence, was this most divine Undertaking opposed by the united Force of all Mankind. This King of Jews and Gentiles was denied, was oppressed, by both equally conspiring against his Life. Whatever is wont to stile itself great in the World, at-
tackled this Religion in its very Infancy, the Learned, the Wife, and the Princes of the Earth. The first persectuted it with their Pen; the second with their Tongue; the last with their Sword. But in spite of all Opposition, within how little a Space do we behold our Lord reigning victoriously over his Enemies of every Kind? and destroying as well the Jewish as the Gentile Worship, each in its chief Seat and Metropolis, Jerusalem and Rome, planting in one of them the first, in the other the greatest of Churches?

Persons of mean Endowments, and of no Authority or Strength, such as were the Apostles and primitive Christians, bore up against all the Powers of the Earth; overcame the Learned, the Wife, and the Mighty; gave a total Subversion to the Idol Worship, which had so firmly established itself in the World. And all this was brought to pass by the sole Virtue and Influence of that divine Word which foretold our Lord’s Appearance.

* The Jews in putting to Death JESUS CHRIST, whom they believed not to be the Messias, gave him the final Mark and Assurance of the Messiah’s Character. The more they persisted in denying him, they still became the more infallible Witnesses of his Truth: For to disown, and to slay him, was but to join their own Testimony to that of the Prophecies, which they fulfilled.

* Who
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* Who is so ignorant, as not to distinguish and acknowledge our Lord, after the numerous prophetic Tokens and Circumstances of his History? For it was expressly declared,

a That he should have one special Messenger and Forerunner:

b That he should be born an Infant:

c That his Birth-place should be the City of Bethlehem; that he should spring from the Tribe of Judah, and House of David; that he should exhibit himself more especially at Jerusalem.

d That he should veil the Eyes of the Wise and Learned, and preach the Gospel to the Poor; that he should restore Sight to the Blind, Health to the Diseased, and Light to those who languished under Darkness.

e That he should teach the true and perfect Way, and should be the great Instructor of the Gentiles:

f That he should offer himself as a Sacrifice for the Sins of the whole World:

g That he should be the chief Corner-Stone, elect and precious:

h That he should, at the same Time, be a Stone of Stumbling, and Rock of Offence:

a That

a Mal. iii. 1. b Isai. ix. 6. c Mich. v. 2. d Isai. vi. 8. 29. e Isai. xiii. 5. f Isai. lxxi. 8. Isai. xxviii. 16. g Isai. viii. 14.
THAT the Jews should fall upon this Rock.

THAT this Stone should be rejected by the Builders; should be made by God the Head of the Corner, should grow into a great Mountain, and fill the whole Earth.

THAT the Messias should be disowned, rejected, betrayed, sold, buffeted, derided, afflicted by a thousand different Methods; that they should give him Gall to eat, should pierce his Hand and his Feet, should strike him on the Face, should kill him, and cast Lots upon his Vesture.

THAT he should rise again the third Day from the Dead.

THAT he should ascend into Heaven, and sit at the Right Hand of God.

THAT Kings should arm themselves to oppose his Authority.

THAT sitting at the Right Hand of the Father, he should triumph over all his Enemies.

THAT the Kings of the Earth should fall down before him, and all Nations do him Homage and Service.

THAT the Jews should still remain.

L
THAT they should remain in a wandering and desolate Condition, without Princes, without Sacrifices, without Altars, without Prophets; ever hoping for Safety, and ever disappointed of their Hope.

IT was necessary, according to the prophetical Descriptions, that the Messias, by his own Strength, should gather to himself a numerous People, elect, sacred, and peculiar; should govern and support them; should lead them into a Place of Rest and of Holiness; should present them blameless before God; should make them Temples of the divine Presence; should deliver them from the Wrath of God, and restore them to his Favour; should rescue them from the Tyranny of Sin, which so visibly reigned over Adam's Posterity; that he should give Laws to his People, and should grave these Laws in their Hearts, and write them in their Minds; that he should be at once a holy Priest, and a spotless Sacrifice; and that, while he offered to God Bread and Wine, he should no less offer his own Body and Blood. Each of these Particulars have we seen exactly performed by JESUS CHRIST.

AGAIN, It was foretold, that he should come as a mighty Deliverer; that he should bruise

Hos. iii. 4. Amos. 5. 18.
bruiſe Satan's Head, and should redeem his People from their Sins; ab omnibus Iniquitatibus. That there should be a new and an eternal Covenant, and another Priesthood for ever, after the Order of Melchisedec: That the Messias should be powerful, mighty, and glorious; and yet so weak, so miserable, and so contemptible, as not to be distinguished, or credited, but rejected and slain: That the People who thus rejected him, should be no more a People: That the Gentiles should receive him, and trust in him: That he should remove from the Hill of Sion, and reign in the chief Seats of idolatrous Worship: And that the Jews should nevertheless continue for ever. Lastly, That he should arise out of Judah, and at the precise Time, when the Scepter was departed from them.

* The Prophets have interwoven particular Prophecies with those concerning the Messias: That neither the Prophecies concerning the Messias should be without their Proof; nor the particular Prophecies without their Fruit.

* NON habemus regem, nisi Caesarem, said the Jews. Therefore JESUS CHRIST was the Messias; because their Scepter was departed to a Stranger; and because they would admit of no other King.
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* Daniel’s seventy Weeks are rendered disputable, as to their Beginning, by the Terms of the Prophecy; and, as to their End, by the Difference of Chronologists. And yet all this Variety, taken together, amounts to no more than the Space of two hundred Years.

* * * The time Prophecies which represent our Lord as under Poverty and Contempt, describe him likewise as the Prince and Master of the World.

Those Prophecies which express the Time of our Lord’s Coming, describe him as upon Earth, and in the Condition of a Sufferer; not, as in the Clouds, and in the Majesty of a Judge; and those which represent him in Glory, and judging the Nations, give not the least Mark whereby to determine the Season of his Appearance.

* * * When the Scriptures speak of the Messiah as great, and triumphant, and glorious, ’tis evident they are to be understood of his coming to judge the World, not to redeem it.

XVI.

* Ifai. lxi. 15, 16.
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XVI.

Divers Proofs of JESUS CHRIST.

IN refusing to give Credit to the Apostles, it is necessary we should suppose one of these two Things, either that they were deceived themselves, or that they had an Intention of deceiving others. As to the first, it seems next to impossible, that Men should be abused into a Belief of a Person's rising from the Dead. And as for the other, the Supposition of their being Impostors, is loaded with Absurdities of every Kind. Let us be at the Pains of examining its Process: We are, then, to conceive these twelve Men, after the Death of their Master, combining to delude the whole World with a Report of his Resurrection. As they could not embark in this Design, without bringing upon their Heads all the Opposition of united Strength and Power; for the Heart of Man has a strange Inclination towards Lightness and Change, towards closing with the bribes of Promises and Rewards. Now should so much as any
one of them have been drawn from his Resolution by these Charms, or have been shaken by Prisons, by Tortures, or by Death itself, all had been undone beyond Recovery. This Consideration, if pursued, cannot fail of appearing with great Weight and Advantage.

* While their Lord continued amongst them, his Presence might encourage and support them: But afterwards what could possibly engage them to proceed, except his real Appearance and Return?

* The Stile of the Gospel is admirable in a thousand different Views; and in this amongst others, that we meet there with no Invectives, on the Part of the Historians, against Judas, or Pilate, nor against any of the Enemies, or the very Murderers of their Lord.

Had the Modesty and Temper of the Evangelical Writers been affected, like the many Strokes of Art, which we admire in vulgar History; and had they despised it only to be taken Notice of, either they could not have forborne to give some Infusion of it themselves; or, at least, they would have procured Friends who should observe it to their Advantage and Honour. But as they acted without any Manner of Affectation, and with altogether deficient...
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disinterested Motions, they never took Care to provide any Person who should make these Reflexions in their Favour. This, I believe, is what no Man has hitherto re-marked, and yet what seems an admirable Evidence of the great Simplicity used in this whole Affair.

* As our Lord performed Miracles in Person, and his Apostles after him, so many others were wrought by the holy Men in the first Ages of Christianity; because the Prophecies being, in some Measure, still imperfect, till they should receive an Accomplishment from their Hands, their Miracles were the only sufficient Testimony of their Commission. It was foretold, that the Messias should convert the Gentiles. But now the Gentiles could not be converted to the Messias, without beholding this final Effect of the Prophecies concerning him. Before, therefore, that he died, and rose again, and that the Gentiles were converted through his Name, all was not yet fulfilled. So that a constant Series of Miracles was necessary during this Period. But in our Days there is no Need of miraculous Performances to evince the Truth of our Christian Faith; inasmuch as the full Completion of the Prophecies is a standing and perpetual Miracle.
Another signal Confirmation of our Faith, is the present Condition of the Jews. 'Tis astonishing to see this People, during so vast a Course of Years, never extinguished, and yet ever miserable; it being alike necessary to the Demonstration of the Messiah, both that they should subsist to be his Witnesses, and should be miserable, as having been his Crucifiers. And though to subsist, and to be miserable, are Contrarieties ungrateful to Nature, yet they fail not to maintain their Subsistence, under all the Power of their Misery.

But were they not reduced to almost the same Extremities, during their captive Estate? No: The Scepter and regal Line was not in the least interrupted by their Captivity in Babylon; because their happy Return was expressly promised and determined. When Nabuchodonosor carried away the People, for fear they should imagine the Scepter to have then departed from Judah, they were before-hand assured, that they should sojourn but a few Years, and at the End of them should certainly be re-established. They were never without the Comfort of their Prophets, or the Presence of their Kings. But the second Ruin of their City and Polity is without Promise of a Restauration; without Prophets, without Kings, without Comfort, or Hopes; the Scep-
Scepter being now for ever departed from them.

To be detained in an Enemy's Country with an Assurance of being delivered after seventy Years, can scarce be looked on as a State of Captivity, in respect of a whole People. But their present Dispersion and Banishment into strange Lands is not only without Assurance, but without the least Hope of Recovery and Restitution.

* We find it a solemn Promise of God to them, that though they should be scattered to the Corners of the Earth, yet upon their Perseverance in his Law, he would gather them again. They are now in the highest Manner constant to their Worship, and tenacious of their Rites; and yet remain dispersed and distressed. It follows therefore, of Necessity, that the Messias is come, and that the Old Law, which contained these Promises, has been disannulled by the Establishment of the New.

* Had the Jews been entirely converted by our Lord, we should have none but suspected Witnesses; had they been entirely destroyed, we should have no Witnesses at all.

* As the Jews rejected Christ, but not universally, so spiritual Men now embrace him, but not carnal. And this is so far from diminishing or impairing his Glory, that
that 'tis the last Stroke which perfects and adorns it.

* The only Argument of the Jews which we find insisted on in their Writings, the Talmud, and the Rabbins, is, that JESUS CHRIST did not appear as a mighty Prince and Conqueror, did not subdue the Nations by the Force and Terror of Arms. JESUS CHRIST, say they, suffer'd and dy'd; he overcame not the Gentiles by Martial Power; he loaded us not with their Spoils; he neither enlarged our Dominions, nor increas'd our Stores. And is this all they have to alledge? This is what we have especially to boast. 'Tis in this that he appears so peculiarly amiable to my Eyes: I would not wish for a Messias of their Description and Character.

* How lovely a Sight is it, to behold with the Eye of Faith, Darius, Cyrus, and Alexander, the Romans, Pompey, and Herod, all ignorantly conspiring to advance the Triumphs of the Crois?
XVII.

Against MAHOMET.

The Mahometan Religion has for its Foundation the Alcoran, and its Compiler Mahomet. But now as for this great Prophet, who was to be the last Expectation of Mankind, where do we find him once foretold? Or, what Token has he to shew, which any Man might not as well produce, who should please to assume the Pretensions of Prophecy? What Miracles does he himself tell us that he wrought? What Mysteries does he teach, even according to his own Report and Tradition? What Morality has he establish'd? What Felicity has he proposed?

*MAHOMET brings not with him the least Authority or Credentials: His Reasons, therefore, ought to be the most cogent in the World, as having nothing to support them but their own proper Force.

*Suppose
Suppose two Persons should both of them deliver Things in Appearance of a low and mean Character; but so that the Discourses of the one should have a twofold Sense, understood by his Friends and Followers, while those of the other had but one Meaning only: A Stranger, who had not been admitted into the Secret, hearing them speak in this Manner, would be inclined to pass the same Judgment on both. But if afterwards, in the remaining Part of their Conversation, the one should disclose sublime and angelical Truths; the other should persist in uttering Things base and vulgar, and even foolish and impertinent, he must conclude, that the one spake mysteriously, and not the other; the one having evidenced, that he is incapable of Absurdity, and capable of being mysterious; the other, that he is incapable of Mystery, but very capable of being absurd.

It is not by the obscurer Parts of Mahomet's Doctrine, and those which bear an Appearance of some hidden Meaning, that I would have Persons judge of the Author; but by those Things which are clear and express, as his Paradise, and the like. 'Tis in these that he is most peculiarly ridiculous. No such Imputation can pass on the holy Scriptures. They too, it must be confessed, have their Obscurities; but then.
then their plainer Doctrines are admirably just and true; and the Prophecies they allege, are such as have been notoriously accomplish'd. The Case, therefore, is as different as can be conceive'd; nor ought we to compare and confound Things which resemble each other only in Obscurity, not in their clear and open Parts; for the latter, when excellent and divine, should engage us to reverence the Obscurities with which they are attended.

* The Alcoran says, Matthew was a good Man. Hence I argue, that Mahomet was a false Prophet, either in calling wicked Men good, or in disbelieving these good Men, as to what they report of Jesus Christ.

* What Mahomet did, lies within any Man's Reach. He was authorized by no Miracle, he was countenanced by no Prediction. But what was perform'd by Jesus Christ, is absolutely above the Power and the Imitation of Man.

* Mahomet establish'd himself by killing; Jesus Christ, by commanding us to lay down our Lives: Mahomet, by forbidding his Law to be read; Jesus Christ, by engaging us to search and read. In a Word, the two Designs are in all Respects so directly opposite, that Mahomet took the Way, in human Probability, to succeed;
ceed; *Jesus Christ*, humanly speaking, to be disappointed. And hence, instead of so irrational a Conclusion, as that because *Mabomet* succeeded, *Jesus Christ* might, in like Manner, have succeeded before, we ought by the Rule of Contraries to infer, that since *Mabomet* has succeeded, Christianity must inevitably have perished, had it not been founded and supported by a Power altogether divine.

---

**XVIII.**

For what Reasons we may presume it has pleased *God* to hide himself from some, and to disclose himself to others.

It has been the gracious Purpose of God, to redeem Mankind, and to open a Door of Salvation to those who diligently seek him. But Men have shewn themselves so unworthy of this Design, that he justly denies to some, on Account of their Obstinacy, what he grants to others by a Mercy, which is not their Due. Were it his Pleasure
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Pleasure to overbear the Stubbornness of the most harden'd Unbelievers, he could easily effect it by discovering himself so manifestly to them, as to set the Truth of his Existence beyond the Possibility of their Disputes. And it is in this Manner that he will appear at the last Day; with such amazing Terrors, and such a Convulsion of all Nature, that the most blind shall behold, and shall confess him.

But this is not the Way which he has chose for his first and milder Coming. Because, so many Persons having render'd themselves thus unworthy of his Mercy, he has left them deprived of a Happines which they vouchsafed not to desire. It had not, therefore, been consistent with his Justice, to assume an Appearance every Way great and divine, and capable of working in all Men an absolute and undistinguish'd Conviction: Nor, on the other hand, would it have seem'd more equitable to have used so much Privacy and Concealment, as not to be discoverable by sincere Enquirers. So that intending no less to reveal himself to those who sought him with their whole Heart, than to hide himself from those who were alike injurious to fly and avoid him, he has so temper'd the Knowledge of himself, as to exhibit bright and visible Indications to those who
who seek him, and to turn the Pillar of a
Cloud towards those who seek him not.

*There* is a due Proportion of Light
for those, who, above all Things, with
that they may see; and a proper Mixture
of Shade, for those who are of a contrary
Disposition.

There is enough Brightness to illum-
ninate the Elect; and enough Obscurity to
humble them.

There is Obscurity enough to blind
the Reprobates; and Brightness enough to
condemn them, and to render them with-
out Excuse.

Did the World subsist purely to inform
Men of the Being of God, his Divinity
would shine thro' it, with irresistible and
uncontested Rays. But, in as much as it
subsists only by *JESUS CHRIST*, and
for *JESUS CHRIST*, and to inform Men
of their Corruption and Redemption, we
read these two Lessons in every Part of its
Frame. For all the Objects which we can
survey, are such as denote neither the total
Exclusion, nor the manifest Presence of
God; or they denote the Presence of a
*GOD who hides himself*. The Face of
Nature bears this universal Character and
Language.

*Had Men never been honour'd with
the Appearance of God, this eternal Priva-

tion
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I

ition might have been the Subject of Dispute, and as well have been interpreted of his utter Absence from the World, as of human Incapacity to enjoy his Presence. But by affording some, though not continual Appearances, he has taken away all Ground of Doubt and Debate. If he has appeared once, he exists for ever. So that we are obliged jointly to conclude from the Whole, the Being of God, and the Unworthiness of Man.

* It seems to be the divine Intention, to perfect the Will rather than the Understanding. But now a convincing Light and a perfect Brightness, while it assisted the Understanding, would forestall and defeat the Will.

* Were there no Intermixture of Darkness, Man would not be sensible of his Disease; and were there no Degree of Light, Man would despair of a Remedy. So that not only the divine Justice, but human Interest and Advantage seem concerned that God should discover himself in Part, and conceal himself in Part; it being alike dangerous for us to know God without apprehending our own Misery, and to know our own Misery, without the Apprehension of God.

* Every Thing instructs Man in his own Condition; but then this Maxim ought rightly
rightly to be understood. For 'tis neither true, that God altogether discovers himself, nor that he remains altogether concealed. But these are most constant Truths, that he hides himself from those who tempt him, and discloses himself to those who seek him. For Men, though unworthy of God, yet at the same Time are capable of God. They are unworthy of him by their Corruption; and they are capable of him by their original Perfection.

* There's no Object upon Earth which does not speak and proclaim either divine Mercy or human Misery; either the Impotence of Man, unassisted by God, or the Power of Man with God's Concurrence and Aid.

* The whole Universe teaches Man either that he is distempered and lapsed, or that he is recovered and redeemed. Every Thing informs him either of his Greatness, or of his Misery. The just Dereliction of God, we may read in the Pagans: His merciful Favour and Protection, in the ancient Jews.

* All Things work together for Good to the Elect; even the Obscurities of Scripture, which these honour and reverence, on Account of that divine Clearness and Beauty which they understand. And all Things work together for Evil to the Reprobates, even the divine Clearness and Beauty of
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Scripture; which these blaspheme, on Account of the Obscurities which they understand not.

* HAD the Design of our Lord's Coming been the Work of Justification only, the whole Series of Scripture, and Disposition of Things would have been directed towards this End: And it had been then the easiest Task in the World to convince an Unbeliever. But since he came, as ISAIAH prophetically speaks, in sanctificationem & in scandalum, perverse Infidelity is above our Strength to conquer, and our Art to cure. But then this Disappointment cannot be made an Exception against our own Belief: Because we affirm, that in all the Conduct and Methods of divine Grace, there is no Conviction for opiniative, obstinate Spirits, and such as do not sincerely seek the Truth.

* JESUS CHRIST is come, that those who see not, may see; and that those who see, may be made blind. He is come to heal the Sick, and to give over the Sound; to call Sinners to Repentance and Justification, and to leave those in their Sins, who trusted in themselves that they were Saints; to fill the Hungry with good Things, and to send the Rich empty away.

* It was to render the Messiah alike the Subject of Knowledge to the Good, and of Error to the Wicked, that it pleas'd God
so to dispose the Predictions concerning him. For had the Manner of his Appearance been expressly foretold, there would not have been Obscurity enough to mislead the worst of Men. On the other hand, had the Time been signified obscurely, the best of Men would have wanted Evidence and Light. For Instance; the Integrity of their Heart could never have allured them in expounding a single ☡ for the Numeral of six hundred Years. The Time, therefore, was declar'd in positive Words; but the Manner wrapt up in Shade and Figure.

By this Means the Wicked, apprehending the promised Goods to be temporal, deceiv'd themselves, notwithstanding the clear Indications of the Time; while the Righteous avoided this Danger of Mistake. For the Construction of the promised Goods depended on the Heart; which is wont to apply the Name of Good to the Object of its Love: Whereas the Construction of the promised Time has no Dependance on the Heart or Affections. And thus the plain Discovery of the Time, and the obscure Description of the Goods or Happiness expected, could be the Cause of Error only to the Wicked.

* What was the Design of that Opposition in the Marks of the Messias; that by his Hand the Scepter should be eternally
fix'd in Judah; and that at his Coming the Scepter should be taken from Judah?

To evince, that seeing, they should not see; and understanding, they should not understand. Nothing could have been dis-pos'd with more admirable Justice and Wisdom.

* Instead of complaining that God is so far remot'd from our Search, we ought to give him Thanks that he is so obvious to our Discovery. Nor ought we less to thank him that he still hides himself from the Wise and the Lofty, from those who are unworthy to know so pure and holy a God.

* The Genealogy of our Lord in the Old Testament, is intermix'd with so many Things of little Consequence, that there seems to be some Difficulty in discerning it. Had Moses kept no other Register but that of the Pedigree of Jesus Christ, the Series must have been visible; and even now, upon a closer Inspection, we may be able to trace it in Thamar, Ruth, &c.

* Those Things in the Gospels which have the greatest Appearance of Weakness, or Error, are of peculiar Force and Weight with discerning Judges. For Instance; the different Genealogies of St. Matthew and St. Luke; it being manifest that this could not be done by Confederacy.
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* Let Men, therefore, reproach us no more with the Want of perfect Light; for we profess ourselves to want it. But let them own the Power and Truth of Religion in its very Obscurity, in that Mixture of Darkness which surrounds us, and that Indifference which we find in ourselves towards the Knowledge of our Duty.

* Were there but one Religion in the World, the Discoveries of the divine Nature might seem too free and open, and with too little Distinction: And so likewise, if there were Martyrs in no Religion but the true.

* Jesus Christ, to leave the Impious in their Blindness, never expressly told them, that he was not of Nazareth, or that he was not the Son of Joseph.

* As our Lord remain'd unknown amongst Men, so Truth remains amongst vulgar Opinions, undisguish'd as to external Appearance. In like Manner, the holy Eucharist differs not outwardly from common Bread.

* If the Mercy of God be so abundant, as to afford us all saving Knowledge, even while he hides himself; what immense Light may we expect, when he shall please to unveil his Perfections?

* We can understand nothing of the Works of God, if we do not settle this
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as a Principle, that he blinds and infatuates some, while he inspires and illuminates others.

XIX.

That the true Professors of Judaism and of Christianity have ever been of one and the same Religion.

The Jewish Religion seems, at first View, to consist, as to its very Essence, in the Paternity of Abraham, in the Rite of Circumcision, in Sacrifices, in Ceremonies, in the Ark, in the Temple at Jerusalem, or, briefly, in the Law and the Covenant of Moses.

But we offer to maintain that it consisted in none of these, but purely in the Love of God; and that besides this, nothing ever obtain'd the divine Approbation and Acceptance.

That God bore no Manner of Regard to Israel after the Flesh, to those who proceeded out of the Loins of Abraham.
THAT the Jews, if they transgress'd, were to be punish'd after the Manner of Strangers. And it shall be, that if you do at all forget the LORD thy GOD, and walk after other Gods, and serve them, and worship them; I testify against you this Day, that ye shall surely perish: As the Nations which the LORD destroyeth before your Face, so shall ye perish.a

THAT Strangers, if they loved GOD, were to be received by him on the same Terms with the Jews.

THAT those who were Jews in Truth and Reality, ascribed all their Merit and Pretensions not to Abraham, but to GOD: Doubtless thou art our Father, tho' Abraham be ignorant of us, and Israel knoweth us not: Thou art our Father and our Redeemer.b

MOSES himself assured his Nation, that GOD was no Acceptor of Persons; the LORD your GOD, says he, regardeth not Persons, nor taketh Rewards.c

WE affirm that the Circumcision enjoin'd, was that of the Heart: Circumcise therefore the Foreskin of your Heart, and be no more stiff-neck'd. For the LORD your GOD is a great GOD, a mighty, and a terrible, who regardeth not Persons, &c.d &c.

THAT

THAT God particularly promised to bestow on them this Grace of spiritual Circumcision: And the LORD thy GOD will circumcise thy Heart, and the Heart of thy Seed, to love the LORD thy GOD with all thy Heart.

THAT the uncircumcised in Heart shall be judged of God: For GOD will judge all the Nations which are uncircumcised; and all the People of Israel, because they are uncircumcised in Heart.

We say, that Circumcision was purely a Figure, instituted to distinguish the People of the Jews from all other Nations. And this was the Reason that they used it not in the Wilderness, because there was then no Danger of their mixing with Strangers; as also that since the Appearance of our LORD it is become altogether unnecessary.

THAT the Love of God is, every where, principally commanded and enforced: I call Heaven and Earth to record this Day against you, that I have set before you Life and Death, Blessing and Cursing; therefore choose Life, that both thou and thy Seed may live; that thou mayest love the LORD thy GOD, and that thou mayest obey his Voice, and that thou mayest cleave unto him; for he is thy Life, &c.

---

* Deut. xxx. 6.  
* Jerem. ix. 25, 26.  
* Genef. xvii. 1.  
* Deut. xxx. 19, 20.
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IT was declared, that the Jews for want of this Love of God, should be abandon'd to their Sins, and the Gentiles admitted in their Stead: I will hide my Face from them, I will see what their End shall be; for they are a very froward Generation, Children in whom is no Faith. They have mov'd me to Jealousy with that which is not GOD, they have provoked me to Anger with their Vanities; and I will move them to Jealousy with those which are not a People, I will provoke them to Anger with a foolish Nation.a

THAT temporal Goods are false and vain; and that the only true and lasting Good is the divine Acceptance and Favour.b

THAT the Feasts of the Jews were displeasing to God.c

THAT their Sacrifices d were no less disagreeable. And not only those of the Wicked, but even of the Good; as appears from the fiftieth Psalm; where before the Discourse is peculiarly address'd to the Wicked by those Words, Peccatori autem dixit Deus, it is declared absolutely, that God has no Regard to the Flesh or the Blood of Beasts.

THAT the Offerings of the Gentiles should be received by God; and that he should

---

should withdraw his Acceptance from the Offerings of the Jews.\(^a\)

**That** God would make a new Covenant by the Messias; \(^b\) and that the old Covenant should be disannulled.

**That** the old Things should be universally forgotten, and should pass away.\(^c\)

**That** the Ark of the Covenant should come no more to Mind.\(^d\)

**That** the Temple should be given up and destroy'd.\(^e\)

**That** the legal Sacrifices should be abolished, and Sacrifices of a purer Kind established in their Room.\(^f\)

**That** the Aaronical Order of Priesthood should be dissolv'd; and the Order of Melchisedec introduc'd by the Messias.\(^g\)

**That** this latter Priesthood should be an Ordinance for ever.\(^h\)

**That** Jerusalem should be reprobated; and a new Name given to the elect People.\(^i\)

**That** this new Name should be more excellent than that of the Jews, and of eternal Duration.\(^k\)

\(^a\) Mal. i. 11. 1 Kings xv. 22. Hos. vi. 6. \(^b\) Jer. xxxii. 31. \(^c\) Isai. xiii. 18, 19. \(^d\) Jerem. iii. 6. \(^e\) Jer. vii. 12, 13, 14. \(^f\) Mal. i. 10. \(^g\) Psalm cx. \(^h\) Ibid. \(^i\) Isai. lvi. \(^k\) Isai. lvi. 5.
That the Jews should remain without Prophets, without Kings, without Sacrifices, and without an Altar; and should, nevertheless, subsist as a distinct People.

XX.

That GOD is not known to Advantage, but thro' JESUS CHRIST.

The greatest Part of those who attempt to demonstrate the Truth of the divine Being to the Ungodly and Profane, commonly begin with the Works of Nature; and in this Method they very rarely succeed. I would not seem to impair the Validity of these Proofs, which have been consecrated by the holy Scripture itself. They have, indeed, an undeniable Agreement with the Principles of sound Reason; but are very often not so well suited and proportion'd to that Disposition of Spirit which is peculiar to the Persons here described.

For we must observe, that Discourses of this Kind are not ordinarily address'd to Men.

* Hos. iii. 4.
Men whose Hearts abound with a lively Faith, and who immediately discern the whole System of Things to be no other than the Workmanship of that God whom they adore. To these the Heavens declare the Glory of GOD, and all Nature speaks in Behalf of its Author. But as for those in whom this Light is extinct, and in whom we endeavour to revive it, Persons who are destitute of Faith and Charity, and who behold nothing but Clouds and Darkness on the whole Face of Nature, it seems not the most probable Method of their Conversion, to offer them nothing more on a Subject of the last Importance, than the Course of the Moon or Planets; or than such Arguments as they every Day hear, and every Day despise. The Hardness and Obstinacy of their Temper has render'd them deaf to this Voice of Nature, which sounds continually in their Ears; and Experience informs us, that instead of our gaining them by such a Process, there's nothing which, on the contrary, is so great a Discouragement, and so apt to make them despair of ever finding the Truth, as when we undertake to convince them by this Way of reasoning, and pretend to tell them that Truth shines so bright in these Views, as to become really irresistible.
The Holy Scripture, which knows so much better than we the Things which belong to God, never speaks of them in this Manner. It informs us, indeed, that the Beauty of the Creature leads to the Knowledge of the Creator; but it does by no Means assure us that the Creatures produce this Effect indifferently in all Persons. On the contrary, it declares, that whenever they appear thus convincing, it is not by their own Force, but by Means of that Light which God diffuseth into the Hearts of those to whom he is pleas’d to discover himself by their Means and Intervention: Quod notum est Dei manifestum est in illis: Deus enim illis manifestavit. It teacheth, in general, that our God is a GOD who hideth himself; Verè tu es Deus absconditus: And that since the Corruption of human Nature, he has left Men under such a Blindness as they can only be deliver’d from by JESUS CHRIST; without whom we are cut off from all Communication with the Divinity: Nemo novit Patrem nisi Filius, aut cui revelerit Filius revelaret.

The Scripture gives us a farther Evidence of this Truth, when it so often testifies, that God is found by those who seek him; for it could never speak thus of a clear and certain Light, such as gives not Men the Trouble of searching after it, but freely
freely diffuseth itself around, and prevents the Observation of the Beholders.

* The metaphysical Proofs of God are so very intricate, and so far removed from the common Reasonings of Men, that they strike with little Force: Or, at best, the Impression continues but a short Space, and Men, the very next Hour, fall back into their old Jealousies, and their perpetual Fear and Suspicion of being deceiv'd: Quod curisitate cognoverant superbia amiserunt.

Again, all the Arguments of this abstracted Kind are able to lead us no farther than to a speculative Knowledge of God; and to know him only thus, is, in Effect, not to know him at all.

The God of Christians is not barely the supreme and infallible Author of geometrical Truths, or of the elementary Order, and the Disposition of Nature: This is the Divinity of Philosophers and Pagans. Nor barely the providential Disposer of the Lives and Fortunes of Men, so as to crown his Worshippers with a long and happy Series of Years: This was the Portion of the Jews. But the God of Abraham and of Isaac, the God of Christians, is a God of Love and Consolation; a God who possesth the Hearts and Souls of his Servants; gives them an inward Feeling of their own Misery, and of his infinite Mercy; unites him-
himself to their Spirit, replenishing it with Humility and Joy, with Affiance and Love; and renders them incapable of any Prospect, any Aim, but himself.

The God of Christians, is a God who makes the Soul perceive and know that he is her only Good, and that she can find Peace and Repose in him alone; no Delight, no Joy, but in his Love; and who, at the same Time, inspires her with an Abhorrence of those Obstacles and Impediments which with-hold her from loving him with all her Strength. As her two principal Hindrances, Self-love and Concupiscence, are grievous and insupportable to her; so it is this gracious God who makes her know and feel that she has these fatal Distempers rooted in her Constitution, and that his Hand alone can expel or subdue them.

This is to know God as a Christian. But to know him after this Manner, we must, at the same Time, know our own Misery and Unworthiness, together with the Need we have of a Mediator, in Order to our approaching his Presence, or uniting ourselves to him. We ought by no Means to separate these Parts of Knowledge; because each alone is not only unprofitable, but dangerous. The Knowledge of God, without the Knowledge of our own Misery, is the
the Nurse of Pride. The Knowledge of our own Misery without the Knowledge of \textit{Jesus Christ} is the Mother of Dearth. But the true Knowledge of \textit{Jesus Christ} exempt us alike from Pride and from Dearth; by giving us, at once, a Sight not only of \textit{God}, and of our Misery, but also of the Mercy of \textit{God} in the Relief of our Misery.

We may know \textit{God} without knowing our own Miseries; or we may know our own Miseries without knowing \textit{God}; or we may know both, without knowing the Means of obtaining from \textit{God} the Relief of our Miseries. But we cannot know \textit{Jesus Christ} without the Knowledge of \textit{God}, of our Miseries, and of their Cure. In as much as \textit{Jesus Christ} is not only \textit{God}, but he is \textit{God} under this Character, the Healer and Repairer of our Miseries.

Thus all they who seek \textit{God} without \textit{Jesus Christ} can never meet with such Light in their Enquiries as may afford them true Satisfaction, or solid Use. For either they advance not so far as to know that there is a \textit{God}; or if they do, yet they arrive hereby but at an unprofitable Knowledge, because they frame to themselves a Method of communicating with \textit{God}; without a Mediator, as without a Mediator they
they were capable of knowing him: so that they unavoidably fall either into Atheism, or Deism, Things which the Christian Religion does almost equally detest and abhor.

We ought therefore wholly to direct our Enquiries to the Knowledge of Jesus Christ, because 'tis by him alone that we can pretend to know God, in such a Manner as shall be really advantageous to us.

He alone is the true God to us Men, that is, to miserable and sinful Creatures: He is our chief Centre and supreme Object, in respect of all that we can wish, and all that we can understand. Whoever knows not him knows nothing either in the Order of the World or in his own Nature and Condition. For as we know God only by Jesus Christ, so 'tis by him alone that we know ourselves.

Without Jesus Christ Man is, of Necessity, to be consider'd as lying in Vice and Misery: With Jesus Christ Man appears as releas'd from Vice, and redeem'd from Misery. In him consists all our Happiness, and all our Virtue, our Life and Light, our Hope and Assurance: Out of him there is no prospect but of Sins and Miseries, of Darkness and Despair; nothing to be beheld by us but Obscurity and Confusion in the divine Nature, and in our own.
XXI.

The strange Contrarieties discoverable in Human Nature, with regard to Truth and Happiness, and many other Things.

Nothing can be more astonishing in the Nature of Man, than the Contrarieties which we there observe, with regard to all Things. He is made for the Knowledge of Truth: This is what he most ardently desires, and most eagerly pursues; yet when he endeavours to lay hold on it, he is so dazzled and confounded, as never to be secure of actual Possession. Hence the two Sects of the Pyrrhonians, and the Dogmatists took their Rife; of which the one would utterly deprive Men of all Truth; the other would infallibly ensure their Enquiries after it: But each with so improbable Reasons, as only to encrease our Confusion and Perplexity, while we are guided by no other Lights than those which we find in our own Bosom.

N 2  T H E
The principal Arguments of the Pyrrhonians, or Scepticks, are as follow. If we accept Faith and Revelation, we can have no other Certainty as to the Truth of Principles, than that we naturally feel and perceive them within ourselves. But now this inward Perception is no convictive Evidence of their Truth; because, since without Faith we have no Assurance whether we were made by a good God, or by some evil Daemon; may, whether we have not existed from Eternity, or been the Offspring of Chance. It may be doubted whether these Principles within us are true or false, or uncertain in Correspondence to our Original. Indeed, 'tis by Faith alone which we can distinguish whether we are asleep or awake; because in our Sleep we as strongly fancy ourselves to be waking as when we really are so: We imagine that we see Space, Figure, and Motion: We perceive the Time pass away; we measure it as it runs. In fine, we act, to all Intents, as in our most wakeful Hours. Since then, by our own Confession, one half of our Life is spent in Sleep, during which, whatever we may suppose, we have really no Idea of Truth, all that then passeth within us being mere Illusion. Who can tell but that the other Moiety of our Life, in which we fancy ourselves to be awake, is no more than a second Sleep.
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tittle differing from the former; and that we only rouze ourselves from our Sleep by Day when we enter into that at Night; as 'tis usual with us to dream that we dream, by heaping one fantastick Image upon another?

I WAVE the whole Discourse of the same Sect, against the Impressions of Custom, Education, Manners, and Climates, with other the like Prejudices; which they observe to govern the greatest Part of Mankind, who are wont to reason on no other than these false Foundations.

THE main Fort of the Dogmatists is this, that, would we but speak honestly and sincerely, there's no Man who can doubt of natural Principles. We are capable of Truth, say they, not only by Reasoning, but by Perception, and by a bright and lively Act of immediate Intelligence. 'Tis by this latter Way that we arrive at the Knowledge of first Principles; which the Forces of Reason would attack in vain, as here acting beyond the Province and Commission. The Scepticks who labour to bring all Things to their own Standard, are under a continual Disappointment. We may be very well assured of our being awake, tho' very unable to demonstrate it by Reason. This Inability shews indeed the Feebleness of our rational Powers, but not

N 3
the general Incertitude of our Knowledge. We apprehend with no less Confidence that there are such Things in the World as Space, Time, Motion, Number, and Matter, than the most regular and demonstrative Conclusions. Nay, it is upon this Certainty of Perception and Intellecction, that Reason ought to fix itself, and to found the whole Method of its Process. I perceive that there are three Dimensions in Space, and that Number is infinite: Hence my Reason demonstrates, that there are no two square Numbers assignable, one of which shall exactly double the other. We apprehend Principles, and we conclude Propositions: And both with the like Assurance, tho' by different Ways. Nor is it less ridiculous for Reason to demand of these perceptive and intellectual Faculties, a Proof of their Maxims e're it contents to them; than it would be for the said Faculties to demand of Reason a clear Perception and Intuition of all the Problems it demonstrates. This Defect, therefore, may serve to the Humbling of Reason, which pretends to be the Judge of all Things, but not to the shaking off Certainty, as if Reason were alone able to inform our Judgment. On the contrary, it were to be wished that we had less Occasion for rational Deductions; and that we knew all
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all Things by Instinct and immediate View. But Nature has denied us this Favour, and allows us but few Notices of so easy a kind, leaving us to work out the rest by laborious Consequences, and a continued Series of Argument.

We see here a universal War proclaim’d amongst Mankind. We must of Necessity lift ourselves on one Side or on the other: For he that pretends to stand neuter is most effectually of the Pyrrhonian Party: This Neutrality constitutes the very Essence of Pyrrhonism; and he that is not against the Scepticks, must be, in a superlative Manner for them. What shall a Man do under these Circumstances? Shall he question every Thing? Shall he doubt whether he is awake, whether another pinches him or burns him? Shall he doubt whether he doubts? Shall he doubt whether he exists? It seems impossible to come to this; and therefore, I believe, there never was a finish’d Sceptick, a Pyrrhonian in Perfection. There is a secret Force in Nature which sustains the Weakness of Reason, and hinders it from losing itself in such a Degree of Extravagance. Well, but shall a Man join himself to the opposite Faction? Shall he boast that he is in sure Possession of Truth, when, if we press him never so little, he can produce no
Title, and must be obliged to quit his
Hold?

What Measures can suppress or compose
this Embroilment? The Pyrrhonians, we
see, are confounded by Nature, and the
Dogmatists by Reason. To what a distract-
ing Misery will that Man, therefore, be
reduced, who shall seek the Knowledge of
his own Condition, by the bare Light and
Guidance of his own Powers; it being alike
impossible for him to avoid both these Sects,
and to repose himself in either!

Such is the Portrait of Man, with Re-
gard to Truth. Let us now behold him in
respect of Felicity, which he prosecutes
with so much Warmth thro' his whole
Course of Action: For all desire to be
Happy: This general Rule is without Ex-
ception. Whatever Variety there may be
in the Means employed, there is but one
End universally purposed. The Reason why
one Man embraceth the Hazard of War,
and why another declines it, is but the same
Desire, attended in each with a different
intermediate View. This is the sole Mo-
tive to every Action of every Person; and
even of such as most unnaturally become
their own Executioners.

And yet, after the Course of so many
Ages, no Person without Faith has ever
arrived at this Point, towards which all con-
tinually
tinually tend. The whole World is busy in complaining: Princes and Subjects, Nobles and Commons, Old and Young, the Strong and the Feeble, the Learned and the Ignorant, the Healthy and the Diseased, of all Countries, all Times, all Ages, and all Conditions.

So long, so constant, so regular, and uniform a Proof ought fully to convince us of the Disability we lie under towards the Acquisition of Happiness by our own Strength. But Example will not serve for our Instruction in this Case; because there being no Resemblance so exact as not to admit some nicer Difference, we are hence disposed to think that our Expectation is not so liable to be deceived on one Occasion as on another. Thus the present never satisfying us, the future decoys and lures us on, till from one Misfortune to another it leads us into Death, the Sum and Perfection of eternal complicated Misery.

This is next to a Miracle, that there should not be any one Thing in Nature which has not been some Time fix'd, as the last End and Happiness of Man; neither Stars, nor Elements, nor Plants, nor Animals, nor Insects, nor Diseases, nor War, nor Vice, nor Sin. Man being fallen from his natural Estate, there is no Object so extravagant
travagant as not to be capable of attracting his Desire. Ever since the Time that he left his real Good, every Thing cheats him with the Appearance of it; even his own Destruction, tho' the greatest Contradiction to Reason and Nature at once.

Some have sought after Felicity in Honour and Authority, others in Curiosity and Knowledge, and a third Tribe in the Pleasures and Enjoyments of Sense. These three leading Desires have constituted as many Factions; and those whom we compliment with the Name of Philosophers, have really done nothing else but resign'd themselves up to one of the three. Such amongst them as made the nearest Approaches to Truth and Happiness well considered, that 'twas necessary the universal Good which all desire, and in which each Man ought to be allowed his Portion, should not consist in any of the private Blessings of this World, which can be properly enjoyed but by one alone, and which, if divided, do more grieve and afflict each Possessor, for want of the Part which he has not, than they oblige and gratify him with the Part which he has. They rightly apprehended, that the true Good ought to be such as all may possess at once, without Diminution, and without Contention; and such as no Man can be deprived of against
against his Will. They apprehended this; but they were unable to attain and execute it; and instead of a solid substantial Happiness, took up at last, with the empty Shadow of a fantastick Virtue.

Our Instinct suggests to us, that we ought to seek our Happiness within ourselves. Our Passions hurry us abroad, even when there are no Objects to engage and incite them. The Things without are themselves our Tempters, and charm and attract us, while we think of nothing less. Therefore, the wisest Philosophers might weary themselves with crying, Keep within your selves, and your Felicity is in your own Gift and Power. The Generality never gave them Credit; and those who were so easy as to believe them, became only the more unsatisfied and the more ridiculous. For is there any Thing so vain as the Stoicks Happiness, or so groundless as the Reasons on which they build it?

They conclude, that what has been done once, may be done always; and that, because the Desire of Glory has sometimes spurr’d on its Votaries to great and worthy Actions, all others may use it with the same Success. But these are the Motions of Fever and Phrenzy, which found Health and Judgment can never imitate.

The
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The Civil War between Reason and Passion has occasion'd two opposite Projects, for the restoring of Peace to Mankind: The one, of those who were for renouncing their Passions, and becoming Gods; the other, of those who were for renouncing their Reason, and becoming Beasts. But neither the one nor the other could take Effect. Reason ever continues to accuse the Baseness and Injustice of the Passions, and to disturb the Repose of those who abandon themselves to their Dominion: And, on the contrary, the Passions remain lively and vigorous in the Hearts of those, who talk the most of their Extirpation.

This is the just Account of human Nature, and human Strength, in Respect of Truth and Happiness. We have an Idea of Truth, not to be effaced by all the Wiles of the Sceptick; we have an Incapacity of Argument, not to be rectified by all the Power of the Dogmatist. We wish for Truth, and find nothing in ourselves, but Uncertainty. We seek after Happiness, and are presented with nothing but Misery. Our double Aim is, in Effect, a double Torture; while we are alike unable to compass either, and to relinquish either. These Desires seem to have been left in us, partly as a Punishment of our Fall, and partly
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as an Indication and Remembrance whence we are fallen.

* If man was not made for GOD, why is GOD alone sufficient for human Happiness? If Man was made for GOD, why is the human Will, in all Things, repugnant to the Divine?

* Man is at a Loss where to fix himself, and now to recover his Rank in the World. He is unquestionably out of his Way; he feels within himself the small Remains of his once happy State, which he is now unable to retrieve. And yet this is what he daily courts and follows after, always with Solicitude, and never with Success; encompassed with Darkness, which he can neither escape, nor penetrate.

HENCE arose the grand Contention amongst the Philosophers: Some of whom endeavour'd to raise and exalt Man, by displaying his Greatness; others to depress and abase him, by representing his Misery. And what seems more strange, is, that each Party borrow'd from the other, the Ground of their own Opinion. For the Misery of Man may be inferred from his Greatness, as his Greatness is deducible from his Misery. Thus the one Sect, with more Evidence, demonstrated his Misery in that they derived it from his Greatness; and the other more strongly concluded his Greatness, be-
cause they founded it on his Misery. Whatever was offer'd to justify his Greatness, in Behalf of one Tribe, serv'd only to evince his Misery, in Behalf of the other; it being more miserable to have fallen from the greater Height. And the same Proportion holds vice versa. So that in this endless Circle of Dispute, each help'd to advance his Adversary's Cause; for 'tis certain, that the more Degrees of Light Men enjoy, the more Degrees they are able to discern of Misery and of Greatness. In a word, Man knows himself to be miserable: He is therefore exceedingly miserable, because he knows that he is so: But he likewise appears to be eminently great, from this very Act of knowing himself to be miserable.

What a Chimæra then is Man! What a surprizing Novelty! What a confused Chaos! What a Subject of Contradiction! A profess'd Judge of all Things, and yet a feeble Worm of the Earth; the great Depositary and Guardian of Truth, and yet a mere Huddle of Uncertainty; the Glory and the Scandal of the Universe: If he is too aspiring and lofty, we can lower and humble him; if too mean and little, we can raise and swell him. To conclude: We can bait him with Repugnancies and Contradictions, 'till at length, he apprehends
hends himself to be a Monster, even beyond Apprehension.

XXII.

The General Knowledge of Man.

The first Thing which offers itself to Man, when reflecting on himself, is his Body; or such a certain Portion of Matter allotted and appropriated to him. And yet to understand what this Portion is, he must be obliged to compare it with all Things that are above or below him, e're he can determine and adjust its Bounds. Let him not therefore content himself with the Sight of those Objects, which immediately surround him. Let him contemplate all Nature, in its Height of Perfection, and Fulness of Majesty. Let him consider the great Body of the Sun, set up as an eternal Lamp to enlighten the Universe. Let him suppose the Earth to be only a Point, in Respect of the vast Circuit which this Luminary describes. And, for his greater Astonishment, let him observe, that even this vast Cir-
Circuit is but a Point itself, compared with the Firmament and the Orb of the fix'd Stars. If his Sight be limited here, let his Imagination, at least, pass beyond. He may sooner exhaust the Power of conceiving, than Nature can want a new Store to furnish out his Conceptions. The whole Extent of visible Things, is but one Line or Stroke in the ample Bosom of Nature. No Idea can reach the immeasurable Compass of her Space. We may grow as big as we please with Notion; but we shall bring forth mere Atoms, instead of real and solid Discoveries. This is an infinite Sphere, the Centre of which is every where, and the Circumference no where. In a word, 'tis the greatest amongst all the sensible Marks and Characters of the Almighty Power of God. And let our Imagination lose itself in this Reflection.

If a Man can recover himself from such a Prospect, let him consider what he himself is, if compared with the whole Expansion of Being. Let him conclude, that he is accidentally stray'd into this blind Corner of Nature; and from what he finds of his present Dungeon, let him learn to set the proper Value on the Earth, on Kingdoms, on Cities, and on himself.

What is Man with regard to this Infinity about him? Who can fix his Distance, or
or comprehend his Proportion? But to shew him another Prodigy no less astonishing, let him turn his Thoughts on the smallest of those Things which fall within his Knowledge. Let a Mite, for instance, in the contemptible Minuteness of its Body, present him with Parts incomparably more minute; with jointed Legs, with Veins in those Legs, Blood in those Veins, Humours in that Blood, Drops in those Humours, Vapours in those Drops. Let him still apply all his Force, and strain his utmost Conception, to divide the least of those Particulars which we have mentioned; and when he has gone as far as his Mind can reach, let the concluding Atom be the Subject of our Discourse. He will probably suppose, that this is the remotest Extreme, the last Diminutive in Nature: But even in this, where he finds himself obliged to stop, I shall undertake still to open before him a new Abyss of Wonders. Let him conceive me delineating to him on the Surface of this imperceptible Atom, not only the visible World, but whatsoever he is able to comprehend of the Immensity of all Things. Let him here behold an Infinity of Worlds, each with its Firmament, its Planets, its Earth, under the same Proportions, as in the natural System. Let him still imagine every such Earth to be stored with
with all living Things, and even with his Mites; and let him consider that 'tis possible each of these Mites may again present him with such a painted World as he admired in the first, and that the Shew may still be repeated, without End, and without Rest.

Let him again lose himself in these Wonders, no less surprizing for their Minuteness, than the former for their Vastness and Extent. And who will not be confounded to reflect, that our Body, which before was judg'd imperceptible, in respect of the World, which World is itself imperceptible in the Bosom of universal Being, should now become a Colossus, a World, or rather an Universality of Being, in respect of that exquisite Diminution, at which at our last Refinement of Thought may by this Artifice arrive.

He that shall take this Survey of his own Nature, will, no doubt, be under the greatest Confusion to find himself hanging, as it were, in his material Scale, between the two vast Abysses of Infinite and Nothing; from which he is equally removed. He will tremble at the Sight of so many Prodigies; and turning his Curiosity into Admiration, will, I believe, be more inclined silently to contemplate them, than presump-tuously to search their Depths.
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For what is Man amongst the Natures which encompass him? In one View he appears as Unity to Infinity, in another as all to Nothing; and must therefore be the Medium between these Extremes; alike distant from that Nothing whence he was taken, and from that Infinity in which he is swallow’d up.

His Understanding holds the same Rank in the Order of Beings, as his Body in the material System; and all the Knowledge he can reach is only to discern somewhat of the Middle of Things, under an eternal Despair of comprehending either their Beginning or their End. All Things arise from nothing, and proceed to Infinity. Who can keep Pace with these Steps? Who can follow such an amazing Progress? None but the Author of these Wonders is able to explain or understand them.

This middle State and Condition is common to all our Faculties. Our Senses can bear no Extremes: Too much Noise, or too much Light, are equally fatal, and make us either deaf or blind; too great Distance, or too great Nearness, do alike hinder a Prospect; too much Proximity, or too much Brevity, darken and perplex a Discourse; too intense a Pleasure becomes incommodious; too uniform a Symphony has no Power to affect and move; our Body is utterly in-
disposed for the last Degrees of Heat and Cold: Qualities in Excess are Enemies to our Nature; we don't properly feel, but suffer them: The Weakness of Childhood and Old Age alike incapacitate the Mind; too much or too little Food disturbs it in its Actions; too much or too little Study renders it extravagant and unruly. Things in Extreme are of no Use or Account, with respect to our Nature; and our Nature is of as little with respect to theirs; either we shun and avoid them, or they miss and escape us.

This is our real Estate; and 'tis this which fixeth and confines all our Attainments within certain Limits, which we can never pass, being equally unable either to know all Things, or to remain ignorant of all Things. We are placed here in a vast and uncertain Medium, ever floating between Ignorance and Knowledge; and if we endeavour to step beyond our Bounds, the Object which we would seize, doth, with a violent Shock, wrest itself (as 'twere) from our Hold, and vanisheth by an eternal Flight, which no Force may controul or stay.

This is the true Condition of Nature, and yet the most opposite to our Inclination. We are inflamed with a Desire of piercing thro' all Things, and of building a Tower, the Top of which shall reach even
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even to Infinity. But our feeble Edifice cracks and falls; the Earth opens, without Bottom, under us, and buries our Devices in its Gulph.

XXIII.

The Greatness of Man.

I can easily conceive a Man without Hands, and without Feet; and I could conceive him too without an Head, if I did not learn from Experience, that 'tis by the Help of this he thinks. It is Thought, therefore, which constitutes the Essence of Man, and without which he is altogether unconceivable.

* What is that which has a Sense of Pleasure in our Frame? is it our Hand? is it our Arm? is it the Flesh? is it the Blood? Do we not find it absolutely necessary to have Recourse to somewhat of an immaterial Nature for this Service?

* Man has such a Stock of real Greatness, that he is great even in knowing himself to be miserable. A Tree is no more sensible of Misery than of Felicity. 'Tis true, the knowing himself to be miserable is an Addition to Man's Misery; but then 'tis
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'tis no less a Demonstration of his Greatness. Thus his Greatness is shewn by his Miseries, as by its Ruins. They are the Miseries of a mighty Statesman in Disgrace, of a Prince dispossessed and dethroned.

* What Man ever thought himself unhappy in not being a King, except a deposed King? Did Paulus Armilus apprehend any Unhappiness in not being Consul? The whole World esteemed him happy in having gone thro' that Office, which in its Design and Institution was but temporary. But Persius was look'd on as so extremely miserable in not being a King, (because, according to the Nature of Royalty, he shou'd have been ever so,) that it was thought strange he should support himself even in Life. Who is there that complains of his Misfortune in having but one Mouth? Who is there that would not reckon himself most unfortunate in having but one Eye? No Man can bring himself to lament that he has not three Eyes; and yet every Man is almost inconsolably afflicted with the Loss of one.

* We have so great an Idea of the human Soul in any Person, that we can't bear the Thought of wanting its Regard and Esteem; and 'tis this united Esteem which composeth all the Happiness of Man.
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If the false Glory which Men pursue is on the one Side a Proof of their Misery, it is on the other Side an Attestation of their Excellence: For whatever Degree of Riches, Health, and other Benefits Men enjoy, they are still dissatisfied, unless they find themselves in the good Opinion of their own Kind. Human Reason challengeth so much Esteem and Reverence from us, that under the most advantageous Circumstances of Life we think ourselves unhappy, if we are not placed to an equal Advantage in Mens Judgments. This we look on as the fairest Post that can be attain'd: Nothing is able to divert us from so passionate a Desire; and 'tis the most indelible Character in the Heart of Man: Insomuch that those who think so most contemptuously of Mankind, as to make the very Beasts their Equals, do yet contradict their own Hypothesis by the Motions which they feel in our own Souls. Nature, which is stronger than all their Reason, convinceth them more powerfully of Man's Greatness, than Reason can persuade them of his Meanness.

* MAN is a Reed, and the weakest Reed in Nature; but then he is a thinking Reed. There's no Occasion that the whole Universe should arm itself for his Defeat; a Vapour, a Drop of Water is sufficient to dispatch him. And yet should the World oppress
oppress and crush him with Ruin, he would still be more noble than that by which he fell, because he would be sensible of his Fate, while the Universe would be insensible of its Victory.

Thus our whole Worth and Perfection consists in Thought: 'Tis hence we are to raise ourselves, and not from the empty Ideas of Space and Duration. Let us study the Art of thinking well: This is the Rule of Life, and the Fountain of Morals.

* It is dangerous to inform Man, how near he stands to the Beasts, without shewing him at the same Time, how infinitely he shines above them. Again, it is dangerous to let him see his Excellence, without making him acquainted with his Infirmity. And the greatest Danger of all is, to leave him in utter Ignorance of one, and of the other. But to have a just Representation of both, is his greatest Interest and Happiness.

* Let Man be allowed to know his own Value. Let him love himself, because he has a Nature capable of Good; but let him not be in Love with the Weaknesses and Diseasces of that Nature. Let him hate and despise himself, because this Capacity within him is altogether empty and void; but let him not hence entertain a Dislike of
of so natural, so noble a Capacity. Let him hate his Being, and let him love it too; because he is framed for the Possession of Truth, (and consequently of Happiness,) and yet can find no Truth that is permanent or satisfactory. I would therefore move him to entertain a Desire, at least, of finding it, and to yield himself disengaged and ready to follow, where he shall find it. And because I am not insensible how much the Light of Human Knowledge is obscured by human Passion, I would prescribe to him, above all Things, the Detestation of his own Concupiscence, which is so fatal a Bias on his Judgment; so that it may neither blind him while he is making his Choice, nor divert or obstruct him from pursuing what he has chosen.

XXIV.

The Vanity of Man.

We are not satified with that Life, which we possess in ourselves, and in our own proper Being; we are fond of leading an imaginary Life in the Idea of others. And 'tis hence that we
we are so eager and forward to shew ourselves to the World. We labour indefatigably to retain, improve, and adorn this fictitious Being, while we stupidly neglect the true. And if we happen to be Masters of any noble Endowment, of Tranquillity, Generosity, or Fidelity of Mind, we press with all our Vigour to make them known, that we may transfer and ingraft these Excellencies on that fantastick Existence. Nay, we had rather part with them, than not apply them to so vain a Use; and would gladly commence Cowards to purchase the Reputation of Valour. A great Indication this of the Meanness, and even Nulity of our genuine Being, not to rest satisfied in it, without its Shadow, and very often to renounce the former for the latter; as he who would not die to preserve his Honour, shall become despicably infamous by the Refusal.

* There is so much Sweetness, and so many Charms in Glory, that join it to what we will, even to Death it self, it fails not to appear beautiful and lovely.

* Our Pride is alone, a Counterpart to all our Miseries; because it either conceals them, or glories in their Discovery.

* Pride has so natural a Possession of us, in the Midst of our Misery and Errors, that
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that we can lose even our Lives with Joy,
upon the Terms of being celebrated for the
Act.

* Vanity has taken so firm Hold in the
Heart of Man, that a Porter, an Hod-
man, a Turnspit, can talk greatly of him-
sely, and is for having his Admirers. Philo-
sophers do but refine upon the same Am-
bition. Those who write of the Con-
tempt of Glory, do yet desire the Glory
of writing well; and those who read their
Compositions, would not lose the Glory
of having them read. Perhaps I my self,
who am now making these Reflections, am
now sensible of this Glory; and per-
haps my Reader is not Proof against the
Charm.

* In spite of all the numerous Miseries
with which we are encompass'd, which
seize us, and hold us by the Throat, we
have still a secret and insuperable Instinct
which bears us up.

* We are so presumptuous, as that we
desire to be known to all the World; and
even to those who are not to come into
the World, 'till we have left it. And, at
the same Time, we are so little and vain,
as that the Esteem of five or six Persons
about us, is enough to content and amuse
us.

The
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* The most important Thing in Life is the Choice of a Profession; and yet this is a Thing purely in the Dilpofal of Chance. 'Tis meer Custom which makes Upholsters, Masons, Soldiers, &c. He’s an excellent Upholster, says one: And, Oh! what Fools are the Red Coats! Another cries, there’s nothing brave and great, but the Wars; and all are Changelings that don’t follow the Camp. On the bare Strength of hearing some Arts commended, and others condemned, in our Infancy, we proceed to chuse for ourselves; for we naturally love what is laudable, and hate what is contemptible. These Words never fail to operate upon our Minds; and all the Fault is in the Application. Some Nations consists wholly of Mechanick; in others Soldiery is the universal Profession. Nature can never be thus uniform. 'Tis Custom, therefore, which produceth this Effect, and which gains the Ascendant over Nature. Yet sometimes again Nature will prevail, and will keep Men under the Power of Instinct, in spite of all the Opposition of Custom, whether good or bad.

* Curiosity is little better than meer Vanity. For the most Part, we desire to know Things purely that we may talk of them. Few would undertake to dangerous Voyages and Travels, for the bare Plea-
Pleasure of entertaining their Sight, if they were bound to Secrecy at their Return, or, forever, cloistered from Conversation.

* We never think of raising a Name and Repute in Places thro' which we only pass; but where we fix our Residence for any Time, there we eagerly admit, and industriously pursue this Thought. What Time is requisite for the Purpose? such as bears a Proportion to our short and miserable Life.

* A little Matter comforts us; because a leaf is able to grieve and afflict us.

* We can never keep close to the Present. We anticipate the Time to come, as too slow, in order to the making it mend its Pace: Or we call back the Time that is past, as too swift, in order to the stopping its Flight. Such is our Folly, that we ramble thro' those Times in which we have no Concern, and utterly forget that on which our whole Fortune and Interest depends: Such our Vanity, that we dream of those which are not, and let that which alone subsists, pass by us without Notice or Reflection. The Reason of all which is this; because the present generally gives us some Uneasiness, we are willing to hide it from our Sight, as being grievous to us: But if it happen to be agreeable, we are in no less Pain to see it slide so fast.
fast away. Hence we tack the future to it to strengthen and support it, and pretend to dispose of Things, not in our Power, for a Time at which we have no Assurance ever to arrive.

Let a Man examine his own Thoughts, and he will always find them employ'd about the Time past, or to come. We scarce bestow a Glance upon the present; or, if we do, 'tis only that we may borrow Light from hence to manage and direct the Future. The Present is never the Mark of our Designs. We use both Past and Present as our Means and Instruments, but the Future only as our Object and Aim. Thus we never live, but we ever hope to live; and under this continual Disposition and Preparation to Happiness, 'tis certain we can never be actually happy, if our Hopes are terminated with the Scene of this Life.

Our Fancy so much enlargeth and swells this Temporal Duration, by reflecting perpetually on it, and so far extenuates and contracts our eternal State, by seldom taking it into Thought, that we make a Nothing of Eternity, and an Eternity of Nothing. And the Springs of this whole Proceeding are so vigorous in us, that all our Reason is too weak to suppress or overrule them.
CROMWELL seem'd to have laid a fair Train for the Ruin of all Christendom. The Royal Family had been destroy'd, and his own confirmed for ever in their Usurpa-
tion, but for the little Gravel Stone which fell down into his Urner. Rome itself began
to tremble under him. But this petty Grain,
which elsewhere had been contemptible,
lighting on such a Part, occasion'd the Death
of the Usurper, the Fall of his Family, and
the Restoration of the King.

XXV.

The Weakness of Man.

THERE is nothing which more astonishes me, than that the whole World should not be astonish'd at their own Infirmity. Men proceed seriously to Action,
and every one follows the Way of Life he has embraced, not as if it were really good in
being the Mode, but as if each Man were exactly acquainted with the Measures of
Reason and Justice.

We are disappointed every Moment; and by a very pleasant Humility we imagine that
the Fault is in ourselves, and not in the Art
which we all profess to understand. 'Tis fit
there should be many Persons of this Com-
plection
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plection in the World; to demonstrate that Man is capable of the most extravagant Opinions, because he is capable of believing that the Weakness he feels is not general and inevitable, but that he is naturally endued with true Judgment and infallible Wisdom.

* The Weakness of human Reason appears more evidently in those who are insensible of it, than in such as know and confess is.

* While we are too young, our Judgment is in Immaturity; and when we are too old, 'tis in Decay. If we think too little of a Thing, or too much, our Head turns giddy, and we are at a loss to find out our Way to Truth.

He that Views his own Work, just as it comes out of his Hands, is too much prepossessed in its favour: And he that lets it lie too long unsurvey'd, forgets the Niceness of its Contexture, and the Model by which 'twas wrought.

There is but one precise Point which is the true Place of shewing a Picture; all others are either too near, or too distant, too high, or too low. Perspective assigns this Point in the Art of Painting; but who has Skill enough to fix it in Truth and Morals?

* THAT Mistress of Mistake, which we call Fancy or Opinion, is therefore the grea-
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ter Cheat, because she does not cheat constantly, and by Rule. Always to lye, would be always to tell the Truth: Whereas being deceitful only for the most part, she gives us no Marks of her Character, but stamps Truth and Falshood with the very same Impression.

This proud Princess and Potentate, the sworn Enemy of Reason, so ambitious to rule and domineer, has, that she may shew her absolute Power over the World, establisht in Man a second Nature. She has her Rich and her Poor, her Happy and her Miserable, her Sick and her Sound, her Fools and her Wife; and nothing grieves us so much as to see that she fills her Votaries with a Satisfaction more large and entire than Reason pretends to give. The imaginary wife Men feel another Sort of Complacency within themselves, than the Masters of true Wisdom can regularly find. Those look on the World with an Air of Authority, and discourse with Assurance and Confidence, while these never express themselves without Diffidence and Concern. And that Gaiety of Countenance often gives the former such an Advantage in the Minds of their Hearers, that when they meet with Judges of their own Standard, they seldom fail to please. Opinion cannot indeed make a Fool wise; but it makes him
him contented, and so triumphs over Reason, which seems only to render its Friends and Followers more sensibly miserable. This punisheth us with Infamy, while that rewards us with Glory.

What dispenses Reputation, what procures Veneration and Regard to Persons and Things, but Opinion? How insufficient are all the Treasures of the World to delight or satisfy, without its Approbation and Consent?

Opinion is the universal Disposer of Things: This makes Beauty, and Justice, and Happiness; and these make all that is excellent upon Earth. I would gladly see an Italian Piece, of which I know only the Title, but such a Title as is worth many whole Books; it is Della opinione Regina del Mundo: Of Opinion, the Queen of the World. If it has nothing in it worse than this Title, I subscribe to it heartily, unseen.

* There is scarce any Thing, just or unjust, which does not change its Nature, upon changing its Climate. Three Degrees of Elevation in the Pole may ruin the whole Profession of Law. A Meridian on the Globe, or a few Years Prepossessions, decides the most important Truths. Maxims and first Principles are subject to Revolutions; and we are to go to
to Chronology for the *Epochas of Right and Wrong. A very humourfome Justice this, which is bounded by a River or a Mountain: Orthodoxy on one Side of the Pyrenees, may be Herefy on the other.

*The Art of overturning Kingdoms is to reverse established Customs, by searching them to the quick, and then cenfuring them as originally defective in Authority and Justice. We ought, (say these Criticks in Policy,) to go back to the primitive and fundamental Laws, which unrighteous Custom has destroy'd. When Men are at this Play, the State is sure to lose all. Nothing can keep its Weight in to falfe a Balance: Yet the Multitude lend a willing Ear to such Discourses; they are glad to shake off the Yoke; and the great ones raise themselves not only upon their Ruin, but upon the Ruin of those curious Refiners, who were the first Engines of the Mischief. But then there's another Fault quite opposite to this, when we think every Thing to be done with Justice, that is not done without Example.

*Set the greatest Philosopher in the World upon a Plank, but somewhat broader than the Space which he usually takes up in walking, and let there be a Precipice underneath, his Reason may demonstrate him to be safe, but his fancy will deny the Argument.
Argument. This is a Venture, the very Thought of which few can bear without sweating, or turning pale. I need not run thro' all Instances of the same kind: Every one knows the Sight of a Cat or Rat, or the crashing of a Coal, will throw some Persons into a Fit, and put their Reason quite beside its Guard!

* Look upon that venerable Magistrate, whose Age and Ability commands the Reverence of the whole Nation. Would you not suppose that he governs himself by the purest and sublimest Wisdom, and judgeth of Things according to their real Nature, without being moved by those trifling Accidents and Circumstances, which disorder only weak and little People? But behold him entering the Court; see him placed on the Bench, and prepared with exemplary Gravity for a formal Hearing: Let one of the Council have an untuneful Voice, or a singular Aspect, let him have been ill treated by his Barber, or disobliged by the Roads and Weather, and I'll wager against the Countenance of your Chief Justice.

* The Soul of the greatest Man living is not so free and independent, but that 'tis subject to Disturbance, at the least Noise about him. You need not let off a Cannon to break his Train of Thought; The Creaking of a Weather-cock, or of a Pul-
ly, will do it effectually. Don't be surpri-
zed that you hear him argue a little inco-
herently at present. He has a Fly buzzing
at his Ears, and that's enough to make him
a Stranger to good Counfel. Would you
have him rightly apprized of the Truth,
you must take off this untoward Animal,
which holds his Reason at Bay, and dis-
composeth that sovereign Understanding
which gives Laws to Towns and Kingdoms.

* Diseases are another Principle of Er-
ror. They impair our Judgment and our
Senses. And if those which are most vio-

cent produce a very visible Change, those
which have less Strength do yet leave
a proportionable Impression.

Again, Interest must be acknowledged
to have a singular Art in agreeably put-
ting out our Eyes. Affection or Dislike
quite invert the Rules of Justice. A Coun-

dellor retained with a large Fee, grows
clear-sighted to Admiration, and finds the
Cause immediately improve upon his Hands.
Yet I have known the Men, who thro' a
contrary Fantasticalness of Spirit, have, to
avoid these partial and selfish Regards, been
drawn into the highest Injustice by a most
unreasonable Counterpoise. The sure Way
to ruin the fairest Concern depending be-
fore them, was to get recommended by
some of their nearest Relations.

* TRUTH
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* Truth and Justice are Things so nice and subtile, that our Instruments are not fine enough to touch or take hold of them with any Exactness. In both Cases they either miss the Point utterly, or fall foul upon it, and then settle at a Venture, seldom so near to the Right as to the Wrong.

* A Veneration for Antiquity does not only abuse and enslave our Mind: The Charms of Novelty have the same Ascendant over us. And hence arise all the Disputes amongst Men, who charge each other, either with sticking to the false Impressions of their Childhood, or with running, at all Adventures, into every new Hypothesis and Fancy.

Who is the Man that keeps the just Medium between these Extremes? Let him appear, and make good his Pretensions. There is no Principle, how natural soever it may seem, and tho' even stuck'd in with our first Milk, but may be made to pass for a false Impression, either of Education or of Sense: Because (says one) you have been wont ever since your Infancy to suppose a Vessel empty when you saw nothing in't, hence you come to believe the Possibility of a Vacuum. Why, this is only a strong Delusion of your Senses, strengthen'd by Custom, which Science and Demonstration ought to correct. By your
your Leave, (says the other,) you have been positively told in the Schools, that a *Vacuum* was impossible; and thus your Senses were corrupted, which easily and naturally allow’d it before this ill Impression: This, therefore, you ought to de-face, by returning to your primitive Na-ture. And now we have heard both Sides, where shall we fix the Cheat, in our Senses, or in our Education?

* The whole Employment of Mens Lives is to improve their Fortunes; and yet the Title by which they hold all, if traced to its Origin, is no more than the pure Fancy of the Legislators: But their Possession is still more precarious than their Right, and at the Mercy of a thousand Accidents: Nor are the Treasures of the Mind better ensured; while a Fall, or a Fit of Sickness may bankrupt the ablest Understanding.

* So that, abstracting from a State of Grace, Man is nothing but the continual Subject of indelible and insuperable Errors. He can purchase no certain Information; every Thing in the World abuseth his Curiosity. His two *Criteria* of Truth, Reason, and Sense, (besides that they are not always faithful to themselves,) are wont reciprocally to mock and delude each other. Our Senses beguile our Reason
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with false Appearances; and our Reason has likewise its false Consequences, wherewith to return and revenge the Cheat. The Passions decompose the Senses, and strike upon them the wrong Way. They lie, and forge, and misrepresent, with a sort of vicious Emulation.

* What are all our natural Principles, but Principles of Custom, derived from Parents to Children, as Fear and Flight to the Beasts of Game?

A different Custom will produce a different natural Principle. This Experience testifies: And if there are some Dictates of Nature impregnable against Custom, there are likewise some Impressions of Custom, which Nature cannot over-rule. This depends wholly on the Temper and Constitution of particular Men.

Parents discover a Jealousy lest the natural Duty and Affection of their Children should be defaced; What a sort of Nature is this, which we suppose capable of Defacement? We must at least allow Custom to be another Nature, which can thus destroy the former: And where's the Impropriety in styling Custom natural? or why may not Nature itself be conceiv'd as a primary Custom, no less than Custom as a secondary Nature?

XXVI.
XXVI.

The Misery of Man.

There is nothing more capable of letting us into the Knowledge of human Misery, than an Enquiry after the real Cause of that perpetual Hurry and Confusion, in which we pass our Lives.

The Soul is sent into the Body, to be the Sojourner of a few Days. She knows that this is but a Stop, till she may embark for Eternity; and that a small Space is allowed her to prepare for the Voyage. The main Part of this Space is ravish'd from her by the Necessities of Nature; and but a slender Pittance left to her own Disposal: And yet this Moment which remains, does so strangely oppress and perplex her, that she only studies how to lose it: She feels an intolerable Burthen, in being obliged to live with herself, and think of herself; and therefore, her principal Care is to forget herself, and to let this short and precious Moment pass away without Reflection, by amusing herself with
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with Things which prevent her Notice of its Speed.

This is the Ground of all the tumultuary Businesse, of all the trifling Diversion amongst Men; in which our general Aim is to make the Time pass off our Hands without feeling it, or rather without feeling ourselves; and, by getting rid of this small Portion of Life, to avoid that inward Disgust and Bitterness, which we should not fail to meet with, if we found Leisure to descend into our own Breasts. For 'tis undeniably certain, that the Soul of Man is here incapable of Rest and Satisfaction. And this obliges her to expand herself every Way, and to seek how she may lose the Thoughts of her own proper Being in a settled Application to the Things about her. Her very Happiness consists in this Forgetfulness: And to make her exquisitely miserable, nothing more is required but the engaging her to look into herself, and to dwell at Home.

We charge Persons from their very Infancy with the Care of their own Fortunes and Honours, and no less of their Estates and Dignities belonging to their Kindred and Friends. We burthen them with the Study of Languages, of Exercises, and of Arts. We enter them in Business, and persuade them, that they can never be truly blest'd, unless
unles by their Industry and Caution they
in some Measure secure the Interest and
Glory of themselves, their Families, and
their Dependents; and that unavoidable
Unhappiness is entail'd upon the Failure
of any one Particular in this kind. Thus
we teach them to wear out their Strength,
and to rob themselves of their Rest. A
strange Method (you'll say) of making them
happy! What could be done with more Ef-
fect towards the infuring them in Misery?
Would you know what? Why, only to
release them from these Cares, and to take
of these Burthens. For then their Eyes
and their Thoughts must be turn'd inward,
and that's the only Hardship which they
esteem insupportable. Hence, if they gain
any Relaxation from their Labours, we
find them eager to throw it away upon some
Sport or Diversion, which takes up their
whole Activity, and pleasantly robs them
of themselves.
'Tis for this Reason, that when I have
set myself to consider the various Agita-
tions of human Life, the Toil and Danger,
to which we expose ourselves in the Court,
in the Camp, in the Pursuits of Ambition,
which give Birth to so much Passion and
Contention, to so many desperate and fatal
Adventures, I have often said that the uni-
versal Cause of Men's Misfortunes, was
their
their not being able to live quietly in a Chamber. A Person who has enough for the Uses of this World, did he know the Art of dwelling with himself, would never quit that Repose and Security for a Voyage or a Siege; nor would take so much Pains to hazard his Life, had he no other Aim than barely to live.

But, upon stricter Examination I found, that this Aversion to Home, this roving and restless Disposition, proceeded from a Cause, no less powerful than universal; from the native Unhappiness of our frail and mortal State, which is incapable of all Comfort, if we have nothing to divert our Thoughts, and to call us out of ourselves.

I speak of those alone who survey their own Nature, without the Views of Faith and Religion. 'Tis indeed one of the Miracles of Christianity, that by reconciling Man to God, it restores him to his own good Opinion; that it makes him able to bear the Sight of himself; and in some Cases, renders Solitude and Silence more agreeable, than all the Intercourse and Action of Mankind. Nor is it by fixing Man in his own Person, that it produceth these wonderful Effects; 'tis by carrying him to God, and by supporting him under the Sense of his Miseries, with the Hopes of an
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an assured and complete Deliverance in a better Life.

But for those who do not act above the Principles of their Nature, ’tis impossible they should, without falling into an incurable Chagrin and Discontent, undergo the lingering Torment of Leisur. Man who loves nothing but his own Person, hates nothing so much as to be confined to his own Conversation. He seeks nothing but himself, and yet flies and avoids nothing more than himself; because when he is obliged to look within, he does not see himself such as he could wish; discovering only a hidden Store of inevitable Miseries, and a mighty Void of all real and solid Good, which ’tis beyond his Ability to replenish.

Let a Man choose his own Condition, let him embellish it with all the Goods and all the Satisfactions, he can possess or desire; yet, if in the midst of this Glory and Pride he is without Business, and without Diversion, and has Time to contemplate on his Fortunes, his Spirits must unavoidably sink beneath the languishing Felicity. He will of necessity torment himself with the Prospect of what’s to come; and he that boasted to have brought home all the Ingredients of Happinefs, must again
again be sent abroad, or condemn'd to domes-
tick Misery.

Is Majesty itself so truly great, and suf-
ficient, as to support those whom it adorns
and encircles, under the bare Thought of
their own Grandeur? Is it necessary that
this Thought should be here likewise di-
verted, as in the common Herd of Men?
A vulgar Person will be abundantly hap-
py, if he may cale himself of his secret
Troubles, by applying all his Care to ex-
cel in the Perfection of Dancing. But dare
we lay this of a King? Or, will he be
more charm'd with so vain and petty A-
musements, than with the Contemplation
of his Royal Dignity and Estate? What
nobler, what more sublime Object than
himself, to engage and to satisfy his Spi-
rit? Might it not seem an envious lessening
of his Content, to interrupt his prince-
ly Thought, with the Care of measuring
his Steps by an Air of Musick, or of ex-
actly ordering a Ball, instead of leaving
him to survey the Glories of his Throne,
and to rejoice in the Excellence of his Pow-
er? Let us presume to make the Experi-
ment: Let us suppose a Prince in Solitude,
without any Entertainment of Sense, any
Engagement of Mind, any Relief of Con-
versation; and we shall find that a Prince
with his Eyes upon himself, is a Man full
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of Miseries, and who feels them with as quick and piercing a Resentment as the lowest among his Slaves. And therefore, it has been a standing Maxim, to banish these intruding and importunate Reflections from Court, and to keep about the Royal Person those who shall constantly purvey for the Amusement of their Master, by laying a Train of Diversions to succeed after Business, and by watching his Hours of Leisure, to pour in immediately a fresh Supply of Mirth and Sport, that no Vacancy may be left in Life; that is, the Court abounds with Men, who have a wonderful Activity in taking care that His Majesty shall not be alone, well-knowing that Solitude is but another Name for Misery, and that the supreme Pitch of worldly Greatness is too nice and weak, to bear the Examination of a Thought.

The principal Thing which supports Men under great Employments, otherwise so full of Toil and Trouble, is, that by this Means they are call'd off from the Penance of Self-Reflection.

For pray consider, what is it else to be a Superintendent, a Chancellor, a Prime-President, but to have a Number of Persons flocking about them from all Sides, who shall secure them, every Hour in the Day, from giving Audience to their own Mind?
Mind? If they chance to fall into Disgrace, and to be banish’d to their Country Seat, tho’ they want neither Fortune nor Retinue, yet they seldom fail to commence unhappy; because they are no longer entertain’d with such a Variety of new Faces, and a Succession of new Business, as may make any Thing, rather than themselves, the Subject of their Meditation.

Whence comes it to pass, that Men are transported to such a Degree with Gaming, Hunting, or other Diversions, which seem to have taken an absolute Possession of their Souls? Not because there is any real and intrinsic Good to be obtain’d by these Pursuits; not because they imagine that true Happiness is to be found in the Money which they win at Play, or in the Beast which they run down in the Chace: For should you present them beforehand with both these, to save their Trouble, they would be unanimous in rejecting the Proposal. ’Tis not the gentle and easy Part which they are fond of, such as may give them Leisure and Space for Thought; but ’tis the Heat and the Hurry, which divert them from the Mortification of thinking.

On this Account it is, that Men are so much in Love with the Noise and Tumult of the World; that a Prison is a Seat of Hor-
Horror, and that few Persons can bear the Punishment of being confined to themselves.

We have seen the utmost that human Invention can do, in projecting for human Happiness. Those who content themselves barely with demonstrating the Vanity and Littleness of common Diversions, are indeed acquainted with one Part of our Miseries; for a considerable Part it is, to be thus capable of taking Pleasure in Things so base and insignificant. But they apprehend not the Cause and Principle which renders these Miseries even necessary to us, so long as we remain uncured of that inward and natural Infirmity of not being able to bear the Sight of our own Condition. The Hare which Men buy in the Market, can't skreen them from this View; but the Field and the Chase afford an approved Relief. And therefore when we reproach them with their low and ignoble Aim, and observe to them how little Satisfaction there is in that which they follow with so much Contention and Ardour, did they answer upon mature Judgment, they would acknowledge the Equity of our Censure, and would ingenuously declare, that they proposed nothing in these Pursuits but the bare Violence of the Motion, such as might keep them Strangers to...
the Secrets of their Soul; and that therefore they made choice of Objects, which, how worthless soever in Reality, yet were of an engaging and attractive Nature, and able to engross the Activity of all their Powers. And the Reason why they don't answer in this Manner, is the Want of this Acquaintance with their own Bosom. A Gentleman believes with all Sincerity that there's somewhat Great and Noble in Hunting, and will be sure to tell you, that 'tis a Royal Sport. You may hear the like Defence and Encomium of any other Exercise or Employment, which Men affect or pursue. They imagine that there must needs be somewhat real and solid in the Objects themselves. They are persuaded, that could they but gain such a Point, they should then repose themselves with Content and Pleasure; and are under an Insensibility of the insatiable Nature of this Desire. They believe themselves to be heartily engaged in the Attainment of Rest, while they are indeed employ'd in nothing else but the Search of continual and successive Drudgery.

Men have a secret Instinct, prompting them to seek Employment or Recreation; which proceeds from no other Cause but the Senec of their inward Pain, and never-ceasing Torment. They have another secret
cret Instinct, a Relique of their primitive Nature, which assures them, that the Sum of their Happiness consists in Ease and Repose: And upon these two opposite Instincts, they form one confused Design, lurking in the Recesses of their Soul, which engages them to prosecute the latter by the Intervention of the former, and constantly to persuade themselves, that the Satisfaction they have hitherto wanted, will infallibly attend them, if by surmounting certain Difficulties, which they now look in the Face, they may open a Safe Passage to Peace and Tranquility.

Thus our Life runs out. We seek Rest, by encountering such particular Impediments, which if we are able to remove, the Consequence is, that the Rest which we have obtain'd, becomes it self a Grievance. For we are ruminating every Moment, either on the Miseries we feel, or on those we fear. And even when we seem on all Sides to be placed under Shelter, the Affections, which are so naturally rooted in us, fail not to regret their lost Dominion, and to diffuse their melancholick Poison through the Soul.

And therefore, when Cineas so gravely admonish'd Pyrrhus, (who proposed to enjoy himself with his Friends, after he should have conquer'd a good Part of the World,)
World) that he would do much better to anticipate his own Happiness, by taking immediate Possession of this Ease and Quiet, without pursuing it through so much Fatigue: The Counsel he gave was indeed full of Difficulty, and scarce more rational than the Project of that young ambitious Prince. Both the one and the other Opinion supposed that which is false; that a Man can rest satisfied with himself, and his present Possessions, without filling up the void Space in his Heart, with imaginary Expectations. Pyrrhus must inevitably have been unhappy, either without or with the Conquest of the World; and perhaps that soft and peaceful Life which his Minister advised him to embrace, was less capable of giving him Satisfaction, than the Heat and Tumult of so many Expeditions, and so many Battles, which he was then forming and fighting in his Mind.

Man therefore must be confess'd to be so very unfortunate, as that without any external Cause of Trouble he would ever regret and bemoan the very Condition of his own Nature, and yet to be at the same Time so very fantastical, as that while he is full of a thousand inward and essential Subjects of Grief, the least outward Trifle is sufficient to divert him. Infomuch, that upon impartial Consideration, his Cafe seems
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seems more to be lamented in that he is capable of receiving Pleasure from Things so low and frivolous, than in that he is so immoderately afflicted with his own real Miseries, and his Diversion appears infinitely less reasonable than his Disquiet.

* Whence is it, think ye, that this Gentleman, who has lately buried his only Son, and who this very Morning was so full of Law and Lamentation, at present seems to have quite forgotten his Part? Don't be surpriz'd; the Business is, that our Friend's wholly taken up with looking what Way the Stag will turn, which his Dogs have been in Chase of some Hours. Such an Accident is enough to put a Man bestride his Chagrine, tho' groaning under the heaviest Calamity of Life. As long as you can engage him in some Divertisement, so long you make him happy; but 'tis with a false and imaginary Happiness, not arising from the Possession of any real and solid Good, but from a Levity of Spirit, by which he loses the Memory of his substantial Woes, amidst the Entertainments of mean and ridiculous Objects, unworthy of his Application, more unworthy of his Love. 'Tis the Joy of a Man in a Fever, or a Phrenzy, resulting not from the regular Motion, but from the Distemper and Discomposure of his Mind. 'Tis a mere Sport of Folly.
and Delusion. Nor is there any Thing more surprizing in human Life, than to ob-
serve the Insignificancy of those Things which divert and please us. ’Tis true, by thus keeping our Mind always employ’d, they shield it from the Consideration of real Evils; but then they make it utterly cheat itself, by doating on a fantafick Object of Delight.

What do you take to be the Aim and Motive of those Youths, whom you see engaged at Tennis with such Force of Body and Application of Mind? Why, the Pleasure of boasting to-morrow, that they won so many Sets of such a notable Gamester. This is the real Spring of so much Action and Toil. And ’tis but the very same which dispos’es others to drudge and sweat in their Closets, for the sake of informing the learned World, that they have resolv’d a Question in Algebra, hitherto reputed inexplicable. Many Thousands more expose themselves to the greatest of Dangers for the Glory of taking a Town; in my Judgment, no less ridiculous. To conclude; There are not wanting those who kill themselves purely with reading and observing all this Application of others; not that they may grow wiser by it, but that they may have the Credit of apprehending its Vanity. And these last are the
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the most exquisitely foolish, because they are so willingly and wittingly; whereas 'tis reasonable to suppose of the rest, that were they alike sensible of their Folly, they would want no Admonition to desert it.

* A Man, that by gaming every Day for some little Stake, passeth away his Life without Uneasiness or Melancholy, would yet be render'd unhappy, should you give him every Morning the Sum which he could possibly win all Day, upon Condition to forbear. It will be said, perhaps, that 'tis the Amusement of the Play which he seek's, and not the Gain. Yet if he plays for nothing, his Gaiety is over, and the Spleen recovers full Possession. Bare Amusement, therefore, is not what he proposeth; a languishing Amusement without Heat or Passion, would but dispirit and fatigues him: He must be allow'd to raise and chaff himself, by proposing a Happiness in the gaining of that which he would despise, if given him not to venture, and by creating a fictitious Object, which shall excite and employ his Desire, his Anger, his Hope, and his Fear.

So that these Diversions of Men, which are found to constitute their Happiness, are not only mean and vile, but they are false and deceitful: That is, we are in Love with meer airy Shapes and Phantoms, such as
must be incapable of possessing the Heart of Man, had he not loft the Taste and Perception of real Good, and were he not filled with Baseness, and Levity, and Pride, together with an infinite Number of other Vices, such as can no Way relieve us under our present Miseries, but by creating others, which are still more dangerous, in being more substantial. For these are the Things which chiefly bar us from our own Thoughts, and which teach us to give new Wings to our Time, and yet to remain insensible of its Flight. Without these, we should indeed be under a continued Weariness and Perplexity, yet such as might prompt us to seek out a better Method for its Cure. Whereas these, which we call our Diversions, do but amuse and beguile us; and, in Conclusion, lead us down blindfold into our Grave.

* Mankind having no infallible Remedy against Ignorance, Misery, and Death, imagine that some Respite, some Shelter, may at least be found, by agreeing to banish them from their Meditation. This is the only Comfort they have been able to invent under their numerous Calamities. But a most miserable Comfort it proves, because it does not tend to the Removal of these Evils, but only to the Concealment of them for a short Season; and because, in thus
thus concealing them, it hinders us from applying such proper Means as should remove them. Thus, by a strange Revolution in the Nature of Man, that Grief and inward Disquiet, which he dreads as the greatest of sensible Evils, is in one Respect his greatest Good, because it might contribute, more than all Things besides, to the putting him in a successful Method of Recovery. On the other hand, his Recreation, which he seems to prize as his sovereign Good, is indeed his greatest Evil, because it is of all Things the most effectual in making him negligent under his Dis-temper. And both the one and the other are admirable Proofs, as of Man’s Misery and Corruption, so of his Greatness and Dignity. For the Reason why he grows sick and weary of every Object, and engages in such a Multitude of Pursuits, is, because he still retains the Idea of his lost Happiness; which not finding within himself, he seeks it thro’ the whole Circle of external Things; but always seeks without Success, because it is indeed to be found not in ourselves, nor in the Creatures, but in God alone.

XXVII.
XXVII.

Thoughts upon Miracles.

We are to judge of Doctrines by Miracles, and of Miracles by Doctrines: They are the Test and Standard of each other, yet without the least Repugnancy or Difficulty.

Some Miracles are certain and infallible Evidences of Truth, others are not. We ought to have a settled Rule whereby to distinguish them, or they must prove wholly useless to us. But they are so far from being of no use, as to be of absolute and fundamental Necessity.

Our Rule therefore must be such, as shall not impair the Strength afforded by true Miracles to the true Religion, which is the principal End of Miracles.

Were there no Miracles ever join’d to Falsehood and Error, they would be immediately convictive, without Search or Trial. But, as the Case is otherwise, had we no Rule to search and try them by, they would be utterly ineffectual, and we should lose the chief Ground and Motive of our Faith.
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Moses has established one Rule; when the Miracle perform'd shall lead Men to Idolatry 1; and our Lord has establish'd another 2; There's no Man (says he) which shall do a Miracle in my Name, that can lightly speak Evil of me: Whence it follows, that whoever declares openly against Jesus Christ cannot perform Miracles in his Name, and Miracles not perform'd in the Name of Christ, are to be rejected without Credit or Dependence. We see then the two only just Exceptions against Miracles; that in the Old Testament, when they turn us from God; and that in the New, when they turn us from Jesus Christ.

So that immediately upon the Sight of a Miracle, we ought either to yield and submit to it, or to have some very extraordinary Token in bar to its Pretensions; that is, we ought to be certain whether the Person who performs it, denies the only true God, or our Lord Jesus Christ.

* Every Religion is false, which, as to its Faith, does not prescribe the Worship of one God, as the great Author and Fountain of all Things; and which, as to its Morals,

1 Deut. xii. 1, 2, 5.  2 Mark ix. 38.
Morals, does not prescribe the Love of one God, as the great Object and End of all Things.

Every Religion, at this Day, which does not acknowledge the Lord Jesus Christ is notoriously false, and even Miracles are insufficient for its Attestation.

* The Jews had a Doctrine delivered by God, as we have a Doctrine delivered by Jesus Christ; and in like Manner, confirm'd by Miracles. They had also an express Prohibition against crediting those who should even work Miracles in Confirmation of a contrary Doctrine, together with an Order to apply themselves to the Chief Priests, to be concluded by their Judgment. So that whatsoever Reasons we have, at present, to refuse our Assent, to the Workers of Miracles, the same they may seem to have had, with regard to our Lord and his Apostles.

And yet most certain it is, that they were highly culpable in this Respect; for our Lord himself declares, that his Miracles render'd them without Excuse. Si opera non fecissent in eis quae nemo alius fecit, peccatum non haberent. If I had not done amongst them the Works which none other Man did, they had not had Sin.

* John xv. 24.
THE Consequence is, that he judg'd his Miracles to be infallible Evidences of his Doctrine, and the Jews to be under a necessary Obligation of believing him. And indeed, his Miracles especially render'd the Incredulity of the Jews wilful and criminal: For the Testimonies drawn purely from Scripture, did not, before our Lord's Death, amount to a Demonstration. For Instance, Moses had said, a Prophet shall the LORD your GOD raise ye up, &c. but this did by no means evince JESUS CHRIST to be that Prophet, and therefore left the main Question undecided: Yet this, with other the like Passages, was sufficient to raise a Presumption that he might possibly be the Messiah, or that Prophet; which Presumption, with the Reinforcement of his Miracles, ought to have confirm'd the Jews in an Opinion that he was really so.

The Prophecies alone did not point out our LORD with the utmost Certainty, during his Life: So that, during this Space, if his Miracles had not been decisive Proofs, a Man would have been excusable in disbelieving him. It is clear, then, that Miracles perform'd are a sufficient Evidence, when we have no contrary Argument from Doctrines deliver'd; and that they ought, in
in this Case, to be relied upon with Assurance and Satisfaction.

It was from our Lord's Miracles that Nicodemus concluded the Divinity of his Doctrine: *Scimus quia a Deo venisti magister; nemo enim potest hæc signa facere que tu facis, nisi fuerit Deus cum eo*. He did not judge of the Miracles by the Doctrine; but of the Doctrine by the Miracles.

If therefore a Doctrine should even be suspicious, (as that of our Lord might possibly be to Nicodemus, because it seem'd to destroy the Traditions of the Pharisees,) yet if there are plain and undeniable Miracles on the same Side, the Authority of a Miracle ought to overbalance any Difficulty that can arise from a Doctrine: The Reason of which is founded upon this immoveable Principle, that God cannot lead Men into Error.

There seems to be a reciprocal Right (if we may so speak,) between God and Man. *Come now and let us reason together,* says God by Isaiah; *and again by the same Prophet, What could I have done more to my Vineyard, that I have not done to it?* 3

---

1 Joh. iii. 2. 2 Isai. i. 18. 3 Ib. ver. 4.
GOD has this Right with regard to Men, that they should embrace the Religion which he is pleased to send them: And Men, by the divine Favour, seem to have this Right in respect of GOD, that he should not lead them into Error.

But now they would unavoidably be led into Error, if a Worker of Miracles should publish a false Doctrine, unless either the Doctrine itself visibly appear'd to be false, or unless a Worker of much greater Miracles had given them an express Caution against these which should follow.

Let us put the Case of a Division in the Church; and let us suppose the Arians (who pretended to build upon the Authority of Scripture no less than the Catholicks) to have perform'd Miracles, and the Catholicks none: Here Men must have laid under a Necessity of being deceived: For as a Man who shall pretend to reveal to us the Mysteries of GOD, is not worthy to be credited on his own private Testimony; so a Man who, to justify his divine Commission, shall raise the Dead, foretell future Events, remove Mountains, or expel Diseafes by human Means incurable, merits such a Credit as cannot, without the Guilt of Impiety, be denied him, provided that he be not convicted of Falshood,
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Falseness by some other Person, who shall perform still greater Miracles.

But is not God said to tempt and prove us? and may he not tempt us by Miracles wrought in the Defence of Error?

I answer, To tempt and to lead into Error, are very different Things: The former is consistent with the divine Perfections; the latter not. To tempt is only to present the Occasion; which imposes no Necessity on our Belief: To lead into Error, is to put a Man under a Necessity of embracing that which is false. This is what God cannot do, and yet what must be done by him, should he, while the Question of Doctrine remains obscure, lend a Miracle to strengthen the wrong Side.

Hence we may conclude it to be impossible, that a Person who conceals the false Part of his Doctrine, and publishes that only which is true, pretending an exact Conformity to God and the Church, should work a Miracle, in order to the passing his erroneous Opinions insensibly upon the World: And more impossible it is, that God, who knows the Heart, should vouchsafe the Power of Miracles to such a Deceiver.

* There's a wide Distance between the not being for our Lord Jesus Christ,
CHRIST, and the pretending to be so. Some Persons of the former Character may possibly be permitted to work Miracles, but none of the latter; because 'tis plain of those, that they work them against the Truth, but not of these; and consequently the Miracles of the former are more clearly discern'd, and more easily condemn'd.

Miracles, therefore, are a standing Test of all Things which admit of Doubt, between Pagans and Jews, Jews and Christians, Hereticks and Catholicks, between the three Crosses, between the Accuser and the Accus'd.

This is what has been seen and exemplified in all the Combats of the Champions of Truth against those of Error; of Abel against Cain, of Moses against the Magicians, of Elias against the false Prophets; of our LORD against the Pharisees, of St. Paul against Bar-Jesus, of the Apostles against the Exorcists, of Christians against Infidels, of Catholicks against Hereticks: And this is what shall be seen in the final Contention of Elias and Enoch against Antichrist. In the Tryal by Miracle, Truth will always prevail.

To conclude: Thro' the whole Process of the Cause of GOD, and of the true Religion, no one Miracle has been perform'd on
on the Side of Error, but what has been vastly over-balanced by much greater Miracles on the Side of Truth.

WHEREFORE this Rule evinceth the Obligation which the Jews had to believe in Jesus Christ. Our Lord's Person was indeed suspected by them; but then the Power of his Miracles was infinitely more apparent than the Suspicions against his Person.

* In the History of our Lord, when many believed on him, having seen the Miracles which he did, we find others disbelieving him on account of the Prophecies, which specified Bethlehem as the Birthplace of the Messiah; whereas they supposed our Lord to have been born in Nazareth. But here they ought to have enquired more diligently, whether he who performed these mighty Works, was not, indeed, born in Bethlehem: For his Miracles being convictive, this pretended Opposition of his Doctrine to the Scriptures, and this Obscurity, as to his Original, might contribute to their Blindness, but cannot be alledged in their Excuse.

* Our Lord, by curing him that was born blind, and performing other Miracles on the Sabbath-Day, strengthen'd the Infatuation of the Pharisees, who pretended to judge of his Miracles by his Doctrine.

But
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But by the Rule which obligeth us to the Belief of JESUS CHRIST, by the same we are obliged not to believe Antichrist.

JESUS CHRIST spake neither against Moses, nor against God. Antichrist and the false Prophets, which are foretold both in the Old and New Testament, shall speak openly against God, and against JESUS CHRIST. God will never permit those who are even secretly his Enemies, to perform Miracles openly in his Name.

* MOSES prophesied of JESUS CHRIST, and commanded that he should be heard and obey'd. JESUS CHRIST has prophesied of Antichrist, and forbidden us to follow or regard him.

The Miracles of JESUS CHRIST were not foretold by Antichrist, but the Miracles of Antichrist are foretold by JESUS CHRIST. Wherefore, if JESUS CHRIST had not been the Messiah, he had properly led Men into Error; into which no Man can with Reafon be led by the Miracles of Antichrist. And hence the Miracles of the latter cannot, in the least, prejudice the Miracles of the former; as none will say, that our LORD, when he warn'd us against those of Antichrist,
Christ, did conceive that he should hereby impair the Authority of his own.

* We can have no possible Reason to believe in Antichrist, which we have not to believe in Jesus; but we have infinite Reasons to believe in Jesus, which we cannot possibly have to believe in Antichrist.

* As Miracles were the Instruments of founding and establishing the Church, so shall they be the Instruments of preserving it to the coming of Antichrist, and the Consummation of all Things.

Wherefore God, to secure this Evidence to his Church, has either confounded all false Miracles, or has foretold them as such; and, as well by one Means as the other, has not only raised himself above that which is supernatural in respect of us, but in some sort has raised us up above it too.

For Miracles are of so prodigious a Force and Influence, that notwithstanding all the Conviction which we have of the divine Existence and Perfections, it is still necessary that God should warn us not to credit them, when they make against himself, without which Caution, they might be able to perplex and mislead us.

So that the several Passages in Deuteronomy xiii. prohibiting all Belief or Attention
tion to those who should work Miracles, in order to pervert Men from the Worship of the true God; as also that Caution in St. Mark 1, There shall arise false Christs and false Prophets, who shall do many notable Signs, so as to seduce, if possible, the very Elect, with many Texts of the like Import, are so far from lessening the Authority of true Miracles, that they are the highest Confirmation of their Force and Efficacy.

* The Ground of disbelieving true Miracles, is the Want of Charity: Ye believe not, (says our Lord to the Jews) because ye are not of my Sheep 2. The Ground of believing false Miracles, is the Want of the same Charity. Eo quid Charitatem veritatis non receperunt, ut salvi feren, ideo mittet illis Deus operationem erroris, ut credant mendacio 3.

* When I am considering, what may be the Reason that Men afford Credit to so many Cheats in Physick, and even put their Lives into their Hands, it appears to me to be no other than this, that there are such Things in the World as true and real Medicines; because otherwise twould be impossible, that thes which are false and feign'd
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should so much abound, or be so much depended on. For were there no such Things, and were all Distempers indeed incurable, either no Person would be so extravagant as to think himself Master of these Remedies, or much less would so many others be deluded by his Pretensions. As if a Man should give out, that he has an infallible Antidote against dying; 'tis not likely his Practice should grow considerable, till he could produce a visible Influence of its Success. But in as much as there is certainly a great Number of Remedies, which have been approv'd by the Knowledge and Experience of the wisest Men, this gives a Ply to human Belief; and because the Thing cannot be denied in general, on account of particular Effects, the Multitude being unable to distinguish which of these particular Effects are true, swallows them all in gross. As the Reason why Men ascribe to many false Effects to the Moon, is because she has indeed some real Influences, as in the ebbing and flowing of the Sea.

In the same Manner, and with the like Evidence, I conclude, that there could never have been so many pretended Miracles, Revelations, Lots, &c. but on account of others which were real; nor so many false Religions, but with regard to one
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one which is the true. For were there no-
thing in this whole Matter, it had been im-
possible for some to have entertained such
Conceits, and more impossible for others to
credit what these should have conceiv'd.
But because there had been very signal
Events of the like Nature, which were un-
doubtedly genuine, and acknowledg'd as
such by the wisest and greatest amongst
Men, it was this Impression which render-
ed the whole World so capable of admit-
ting those that were spurious. And there-
fore, instead of arguing from the false
Miracles against the true, we ought, on
the contrary, to infer these from those, and
to assure ourselves, that Forgery and False-
hood are the Shadows which have ever
follow'd Truth and Reality. And all this
depends upon one natural Principle, that
the Soul of Man having been once brought
to such a Tendency and Inclination by that
which is just and solid, becomes ever after
susceptible of what is specious and coun-
terfeit.

* We are commanded to hear the Church,
but not to hearken to Miracles; because
the latter Action is natural, and therefore
wanted not an additional Precept, which
the former, being more arbitrary, seem'd
to require.

* There are so very few to whom God
makes himself known by these amazing
Strokes
Strokes of his Power, that Men are in the highest Manner obliged to make use of in extraordinary Occasions. For the Reason why he is pleased thus to come out of the awful Retirements of his Nature, is only that he may increase our Faith, and may engage us, to serve him still with the more Ardour, as we know him with the more Certainty.

*Should* God continually reveal himself to Men by visible Discoveries, Faith would cease to be a Virtue; and should he afford them no such Discoveries, it would almost cease to be: And therefore we find, that as for the most part he dwells in Secret, so he discloses himself on some rare Occasions, when he would more strictly engage Men in his Service. This wonderful Mystery, impenetrable to any mortal Eye, under which God is pleased to hide his Glories, may excite us powerfully to a Love of Solitude and Silence, and of Retirement from the View of the World. Before the Incarnation God remain'd hidden in the recesses of his Divinity; and after it he became, in some Respects, more hidden, by putting on the Veil of our Humanity. It had been easier to have known him while invisible, than when he convers'd in a visible Shape: And at length, desiring to accomplish the Promise which he made to his Apostles, of continuing with the Church till his Second Coming, he chose a Concealment
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calment more strange and obscure than either of the former, under the Species of the Eucharist. 'Tis this Sacrament which St. John, in his Apocalypse, calls the hidden Manna, and to which Isaiah perhaps alluded, when he cried out, by his Prophetic Spirit, Verily thou art a GOD that hidest thyself. This is the last mysterious Covering which he will assume. The Veil of the divine Essence has been penetrated by many Heathens and Infidels, of whom St. Paul testifies, that they were led into the Knowledge of the invisible GOD, by the Contemplation of visible Nature. Many heretical Christians have known him thro' the Robe of his Humanity, and have worshipp'd JESUS CHRIST, as GOD and Man. But for us, we ought especially to esteem ourselves happy in that it has pleas'd God to enlighten us to such a Degree, as to be able to discern him under the Species of Bread and Wine.

We may add to these Considerations the Secret of GOD's holy Spirit, as conceal'd in the Scriptures. For whereas there are two entire Senses, a literal and a mystical, the Jesus resting in the former, never so much as think that there is another, nor apply themselves to search after it. In the same Manner wicked and impious Persons, beholding the Variety of natural Effects, refer'd them to Nature only, without confes...
felling the Author of both: So likewise the Jews, observing only the human Nature in Christ, did not seek for another. We thought not that it was he, says Isaiah, in their Name. There is nothing in the World but what covers and contains some Mystery. The whole Creation is but the Veil of the Creator. Christians ought, in every Appearance, to see and acknowledge him. Temporal Afflictions overshadow those eternal Goods to which they lead: Temporal Enjoyments cover and disguise those eternal Evils which they procure. Let us pray God that he would grant us the Power of knowing him in all Things; and let us render him infinite Thanks, that being in every Object hidden from so many others, he should vouchsafe under every Object, and by every Method, to disclose himself to us.

XXVIII.

Christian Thoughts.

Liberines and ungodly Men, who devote themselves blindly to their own Passions, without either knowing God, or giving themselves the Trouble to search after
after him, do yet verify by this their Conduct, one of those Foundations of our Faith, which they particularly oppose, that the present State of human Nature is a State of Corruption. Again, the Jews, who with so obstinate a Spirit resist the Evidences of Christianity, confirm in like Manner the other great Foundation of our Faith, which they principally endeavour to destroy, that \( \text{J} \text{E} \text{S} \text{U} \text{S} \ \text{C} \text{H} \text{R} \text{I} \text{S} \text{T} \) is the true Messiah, that he came to redeem Mankind, and to retrieve us from the Misery and Corruption into which we were fallen. And this, as well by the Estate to which we see them at present reduced, and which was foretold in their own Prophecies, as by these Prophecies themselves, which are still in their Hands, and which with the utmost Caution they preserve inviolable, as containing the proper Marks and Character of their Messiah. Thus may the chief Evidences, both of the Corruption of human Nature, and of the Redemption by \( \text{J} \text{E} \text{S} \text{U} \text{S} \ \text{C} \text{H} \text{R} \text{I} \text{S} \text{T} \), which are the two leading Articles established by the Christian Faith, be drawn from the Libertines, who cast off the Care of all Religion; and from the Jews, who are irreconcilable Enemies to the true.

* The Dignity of Man, under his primitive Innocence, consists in governing and
and using the Creatures; but, under his present Corruption, it consists in retiring from them, or in submitting to them, and to his own Necessities and Infirmities.

* There are a great Number of Truths in Faith, and in Morals, which have an Appearance of utter Repugnancy, and which nevertheless, in a wonderful Order, do all happily consist and conspire with each other.

The Ground of all Hereby is the Denial of some of these Truths; and the Source of all the Objections made by Heretics against the Catholic Church is the Ignorance of some of these Truths, which she constantly maintains.

It happens, for the most part, that heretical Men, not being able to conceive the Union and Harmony of two seemingly opposite Truths, and supposing that the Admission of the one implies the Exclusion of the other, the one they embrace, and the other, by the same Principle, they reject.

The Nestorians supposed two Persons in Jesus Christ, on account of his two Natures; and the Eutychians, on the contrary, but one Nature, on account of his single Person. The Catholicks preserve the right Judgment, by joining together both Truths, of the two Natures, and of the one Person.
So that the shortest Way to prevent Heresies is expressly to teach all Truths; and the surest Method of confuting Heresies, is to shew in what they consist, and upon what mistaken Hypothesis they proceed.

* Grace and Nature will ever maintain their Contention in the World. There will be always Pelagians, and there will be always Catholicks; because the first Birth constitutes the one, and the second Birth the other.

* It is the Church, which together with JESUS CHRIST, to whom she is inseparably united, merits the Conversion of all those who are in Error. And those, at length, approve themselves the truest Converts, who labour for the Safety of their Mother, from whom they first derived their own.

* The Body can no more live without the Head, than the Head without the Body. He that separates from the one, or the other, is no longer of the Body, nor a Member of JESUS CHRIST. All Virtues, all Austerity, all good Works, and even Martyrdom itself, are of no Worth out of the Church, and out of Communion with the Head of the Church.

* This shall be one amongst the Horrors and Confusions of the Wicked in another
ther Life, to see themselves condemn'd by their own Reason, by which they pretended to condemn the Christian Religion.

* We ought to judge what is good or evil by the Will of God, which is always just, and always infallible, and not by our own Will, which is so byass'd with Prejudice, and so blinded with Error.

* Our Lord in his Gospel has given this among other Marks of those who should believe in his Name, that they shall speak with new Tongues: And indeed the Renovation of Thoughts and Desires naturally causeth that of Speech. These new Productions, (which cannot be displeasing to God, as the old Man cannot possibly please him,) are very different from the Novelties of the World, because the latter, how fresh and fair soever, are subject to Age and Decay; whereas the former, (the Fruits of the new Spirit,) the longer they continue, the more they still improve in Freshness and Beauty. Our old Man perisheth, (says St. Paul,) and our new Man is renew'd Day by Day; nor shall we be compleatly new till our Renovation in Eternity, when we shall, without ceasing, sing David's new Song, the Song inspired by the new Spirit of Charity.

* When St. Peter and the other Apostles consulted about the Abolishment of Circumcision,
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circumcision, where the Point in Debate was the acting contrary to the Law of God, they did not refer themselves to the Prophets, but consider'd barely the Gift of the Holy Ghost pour'd out on Persons uncircumcised. They judge'd it more certain, that God approved of those whom he fill'd with his Spirit, than that he required in all Instances an exact and literal Observation of the Law. They knew the very End of the Law to be no other than the Spirit, and concluded, that since Men were capable of the latter without Circumcision, they wanted not the Preparation of the former.

* Two plain Laws might be more effectual in regulating the whole Christian Community, than all political Institutions, the Love of God, and of our Neighbour.

* Religion has somewhat in it which is adapted and proportion'd to Genius's of every Size. The Generality of Men look no farther than its present Condition and Settlement in the World. And the Nature of Christianity is such, that its very Establishment is an invincible Argument of its Truth. The Learned and Knowing are able to trace it up to the Beginning of the World. The Angels still proceed to a nobler Height, and contemplate the original Plan in the Mind of the divine Author.

* Those
**Those whom God** has inspired with the Grace of Religion in their Hearts and Affections, are most entirely convinced, and most completely blessed. But as for those who have not yet attain'd it, we have no way of recommending it to them, but by Reason and Argument; waiting till God shall please to imprint an inward Feeling of it on their Hearts; without which, all Faith, as it is only the Conviction of the Understanding, is unprofitable to Salvation.

**God Almighty, to ren-der the Difficulties of our own Being unintelligible to us, has laid the Knot so high, or, to speak more properly, so low, that we cannot reach to untie it. So that it is not by the Exercise and Agitation, but by the bare Submission and Acquiescence of our Reason, that we are made capable of truly knowing ourselves.**

**Libertines** who make a Profession of being wholly guided by Reason, ought certainly to be fortified with the greatest Strength of Reason. Let us hear, then, what they have to offer. "Don't you ob-s-"erve (say they) that Beasts live and die like Men; and Turks like Christians? "Have not the Followers of Mahomet their Ceremonies, their Prophets, their "Doctors,
"Doctors, their Saints, their Religious Or-
ders, as well as we? &c." But is any
Thing of this contrary to Scripture? Or,
faith not the Scripture the same also? If
you are fairly resolved to ease yourselves
of all Trouble in the Knowledge of Truth,
I confess here's enough to keep you in
Suspence and Indifference. But if you de-
fire with your whole Heart to know it,
here's by no means enough; you ought to
go to the Bottom, and to enquire with the
greatest Strictness into each Particular. The
Difficulties you alledge, might be sufficient
to unsettle a vain Question of Philosophy;
but here the Subject of Debate is all your
Interest and Happiness. And yet, after
some slight Reflexions of this Nature, Men
are contented to amuse themselves, &c.****

* What can be more shocking, than to
feel all our Possessions continually sliding
tho' our Hands, and yet to acquiesce in
this wretched Poverty, and to entertain no
Desire of securing a more fix'd and durable
Treasure?

* There are two contrary Suppositions
which ought to engage us in quite different
Methods of Life: One, that 'tis possible
for us to abide here for ever: The other,
that 'tis certain we cannot remain here long,
and uncertain whether we shall not be re-
moved hence the next Hour. The last of

S
these Suppositions belongs manifestly to our
Cafe.
* You lie under an indispensable Obliga-
tion to make gradual Advances in the
Search of Truth. For, if you go out of the
World without having paid a due Venera-
tion to its Author, you are lost for ever.
"But (say you) had he designed that I
should pay him this Veneration, he would
not have fail’d to leave me some undoubt-
ed Tokens of his Will." Why, he has
really left them, but you are careless of seek-
ing them: At least therefore, be so rational
as to think it worth your Pains to seek them.
* An Atheist ought to offer nothing but
what is perfectly clear and evident. But a
Man must have lost all his Senses, before he
can affirm it to be perfectly clear and evi-
dent that the Soul is mortal. I freely dis-
own the Necessity of diving into Coperni-
cus’s System: But I maintain, that it con-
cerns us more than our Life is worth, to
enquire whether the Soul is mortal or
immortal.
* Who can do otherwise than admire
and embrace a Religion which contains the
complete Knowledge of such Truths, as
we still know the more surely according
to the greater Proportions of our Capacity
and Light?
* A Person discovering the Proofs of the
Christian Religion, is like an Heir finding
the
the Deeds and Evidences of his Estate. Shall he officiously condemn them as counterfeit, or cast them aside without Examination?

* I see no greater Difficulty that there is in the Resurrection of the Dead, or the Conception of the Virgin, than in the Creation of the World. Is not the Re-production of human Bodies as easy as the first Production? Or, supposing us to be ignorant of the natural Method of Generation, should we think it more strange to see a Child from a Woman only, than from a Man and a Woman?

* There is a great Difference between Peace of Conscience, and Assurance of Conscience. The former may be obtained by the sincere Search of Truth; the latter only by Truth itself, when actually possessed.

* There are two Maxims of Faith equally fixed and unalterable; the one, that Man in his State of Creation, (or, in that of Grace,) is raised above all visible Nature, made like unto God, and a Partaker of the Divinity: The other, that Man in his State of Corruption and Sin, is fallen from this Pitch of Greatness, into a Resemblance with the Beasts. These two Propositions are alike firm and certain: The holy Scripture bears a positive Testimony to both. For, in some Places we read, My Delight is
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with the Sons of Men. 1 I will pour out my Spirit upon all Flesh. 2 I have said ye are Gods, 3 &c. but in others, All Flesh is Grass. 4 Man is like unto the Beasts that perish. 5 I said in my Heart, concerning the Estate of the Sons of Men, that GOD might manifest them, and that they themselves are Beasts. 6

* To disengage ourselves from our native Infirmities, is always painful and grievous. We feel not our Chain, (says St. Austin) while we voluntarily, follow our Leader. But when we begin to resist, and to draw back, it is then we become Sufferers; it is then our Chain stretcheth itself, and endures the utmost Violence. And this Chain is our Body, which Death alone can break. Our LORD observ'd, that before the Coming of St. John Baptist, the Kingdom of Heaven suffer'd Violence, and the Violent took it by Force. Before we are touch'd from on High, we have nothing but the Weight of our own Concupiscence, which naturally bears us down to the Earth. But when GOD is pleased to draw us up towards himself, these two contrary Efforts make that Violence which we are speaking of, and which GOD alone is able to overcome. But we can do all Things (in

1 Prov. viii. 31. 2 Joel ii. 18. 3 Psalm lxxxii. 6. 4 Is. xl. 6. 5 Psalm xlix. 12. 6 Eccles. iii. 18.
the Words of an ancient Father,) with him, without whom we can do nothing. We should therefore prepare ourselves, with the greatest Resolution, to suffer this Warfare during our Life; because we are not here permitted to hope for Peace. Jesus Christ came to bring not Peace, but a Sword. Yet ought we to acknowledge, that, as the Scripture says, the Wisdom of Men is Foolishness with God, so this War may be termed a Peace with God, how uneasy sooner it may seem to Men; and of such a Peace may our Lord be stilyed the Author and Prince. Yet the Perfection of this Peace cannot be attain'd till the Destruction and Dissolution of the Body. And 'tis hence that we may be allow'd to wish for Death; yet so as courageously to sustain and suffer Life, for the Love of him, who suffer'd both Life and Death on our Behalf, and who, in the Apostle's Phraze, is able to do for us abundantly above what we can ask or think.

* We should strive to bring ourselves to such a Temper, as not to be troubled at any Occurrence, but to take every Event for the best. I apprehend this to be a necessary Duty, and the Neglect of it to be properly a Sin. For the Reason why we

S. Leb.
term any Thing sinful, is taken from its Repugnancy to the Will of God. If then the very Essence of Sin consists in cherishing a Will, which we know to be contrary to that of God, it seems clear to me, that when he is pleased to discover his Will to us by Events, we are unjustly reputed Sinners, if we conform not ourselves by a ready Compliance and Submission.

* When Truth is defeccted and persecuted, this seems to be the Time that the Service which we yield to God in its Defence is peculiarly acceptable. He permits us to judge of Grace by the Comparisons of Nature. And as a Prince dethron'd by his own Subjects, retains a most tender Affection for those who continue faithful to him in the publick Revolt; so we may presume to conceive, that God will ever regard those with a peculiar Goodness, who maintain the Purity of Religion, when it is, on all Sides, attack'd or oppress'd. But here's the Difference between the Kings of the Earth, and the King of Kings; that the Princes of this World do not make their Subjects loyal, but find them so; whereas God never finds Men otherwise than disloyal and unfaithful, without the Succours of his Grace, and is therefore himself the Author of all their Constancy and Truth. So that while temporal Monarchs are wont to
to own an Obligation to those who persist resolutely in their Allegiance and Duty; those, on the contrary, who persevere in the Service of God, are under infinite Obligations to him, for the very Power of their Perseverance.

Not the most rigorous Austerities of Body, nor the most profound Exercises of Mind, are able to support the Pains and Grievances of both, but only the good Affections of the Heart and Spirit. For in short, the two great Instruments of Sanification are Pains and Pleasures. St. Paul informs us, That all those who will live godly in the Lord Jesus Christ, must suffer Persecution. Now this ought to comfort as many as feel these Disquiets, and encounter these Difficulties in a Course of holy Living, because being assured that the Path to Heaven, which they seek, is full of them, they have Reason to rejoice at their finding so many Marks of the true Way. So that these Pains are not without their Pleasures, by which alone they can be balanced or counterveil'd. For as those who forfake God to return to the World, do it because they find more Complacency in earthly Delights, than in the Satisfaction of being united to the divine Nature; and because this fatal Charm drawing them after it as its Captives, obliges them to relinquish
liquifh their first Love, and renders them, as Tertullian speaks, the Penitents of the Devil; in like manner, there would be none found who should abandon the Enjoyments of the World, to embrace the Cross of Jesus Christ, did they not feel a more real Sweetness, in Contempt, in Poverty, in Nakedness, and in the Scorn and Rejection of Men, than all the Delicacies and Pleasures of Sin. And therefore, as the same Father observes, we injure the Christian Life, if we suppose it to be a Life of Sadness and Sorrow. Because we never quit our Engagements to any one Pleasure, without being invited and bribed by a greater. Pray without ceasing, (says St. Paul,) in every Thing give Thanks, rejoice ever more. It is the Joy of finding God which is the Spring of our Sorrow, for having forsaken him, and of our whole Change in Life and Action. He that has found a Treasure in the Field, (according to the Parable of our Lord,) is so transported as to go and sell all that he has, and buy that Field. Worldly Men have their Share of Sorrow, but then they are utterly excluded from true Joy, that which the World can neither give nor take away. On the other Hand, the Saints in Heaven possess their Joy without sorrowing. And good Men on Earth partake of the
the same Joy, not without a Mixture, and Allay of Sorrow, for having follow'd other Joys, and for fear of losing the former in the latter, which incessantly solicit and engage their Affections. We should therefore with unintermitted Pains and Care endeavour to preserve this Sorrow ever fresh and lively in our Breasts, as that alone which can secure and moderate our Joy; and as oft as we find ourselves carried too far towards the one, to sway and incline ourselves towards the other; that we may maintain the Balance, and keep ourselves upright. It is agreeable to the Advice of Scripture, that we should remember our Rejoicings in the Day of Affliction, and our Afflictions in the Days of Rejoicing; till the Promise which our LORD has given us of making his Joy perfect in us be happily accomplish'd. In the mean while, let us not suffer ourselves to be swallow'd up of overmuch Sorrow, nor imagine that Piety consists in Bitterness without Conso- lation. True Piety, which receives not its Completion but in Heaven, is yet so full of Satisfaction and Delight, as to overflow its Beginning, its Progress, and its Crown. It is a Light so resplendent as to dart some Rays of Brightness through its whole Compass and Sphere. If, in its Rise especially, it be shaded with some
some Intermixture of Grief, this proceeds from the Persons not from the Virtue, and must be look'd on, not as the First-fruits of that Piety which is now forming in us, but as the Reliques of that Impiety which is not yet destroy'd. Could we root out the Impiety, the Joy would flourish and thrive. Let us therefore ascribe the Origin of our Sadness not to Religion, but to ourselves; and let us seek our Comfort in our own Correction.

* What is past ought to give us no Uncasiness, except that of Repentance for our Faults. And what is to come ought much less to affect us, because with regard to us and our Concerns, it is not, and perhaps will never be. The present is the only Time which is properly ours; and this we ought to use in Conformity to the Will of him that gives it. Here, therefore our Thoughts and Studies should principally be engaged: Yet the World is generally of so reflets a Disposition, that Men scarce ever fix upon the present, nor think of the Minutes which they are now living, but of those which they are to live. Thus we are always in the Disposition of Life, but never in the Act. Our LORD has caution'd us, that our Forecast should not extend beyond the Compass of a Day. These are the Limits which we
we ought to observe, as for the sake of our spiritual Welfare, so even for that of our natural Quiet and Repose.

* The Reformation of ourselves is often more effectually assisted by the Sight of Evil, than by the Example of Good. The Art of profiting by Evil must be of admirable Use, because the Occasions of it are so frequent and numerous; whereas the Subjects of virtuous Imitation are so few in Number, and do so rarely occur.

* In the thirteenth Chapter of St. Mark, our LORD Discourses at large to his Disciples about his second Coming. And as whatever happens to the Church happens likewise in some Manner and Proportion to every Christian, so is it certain, that this whole Chapter describes as well the State of each regenerated Person, and the Destruction of the old Man in him, as the State of the Universe, which shall be destroy’d to give way to the new Heavens and new Earth, according to the Word of Scripture. The Prediction concerning the Ruin of the Temple when forsaken by God, (which is the Figure of the rejected and reprobate Body of Sin, dwelling in every one of us,) and the Expression of not leaving one Stone upon another, teach us, that we ought to leave no Affection of the old Man unmortified or unremoved. And those
those Wars and Tumults, those Contentions, Civil and Domestick, are so lively a Representation of the inward Troubles which Men feel at their Conversion, that no Colours could have painted them to more Advantage.

* * * The holy Spirit resides invisibly in the Remains of those who are departed in the Grace of God, till he shall appear visibly in them at the Resurrection. And 'tis hence that the Reliques of the Saints become worthy of Regard: For God will never leave or forswear those that are truly his, not even in the Grave, where their Bodies, which are dead to the Eyes of Men, do now more properly live in the Sight of God; being deliver'd from that Sin which ever dwelt in them during this Life, as to the Root, tho' not ever as to the Fruits and Effects. And this Root of Bitterness, which is inseparable from their Bodies before their Decease, makes those Bodies so long incapable of Honour, as being till then more worthy of Hatred and Reproach. Death alone can entirely suppress that unhappy Root, and is, upon this Consideration, to be chosen rather than Life.

* * * At the final Judgment, the Elect shall be ignorant of their own Virtues, and the Reprobate of their own Crimes. Both shall join in that Part of the Answer, LORD, when saw we thee an hungry? &c.

Jesus
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* JESUS CHRIST refused the Testimony not only of evil Spirits, but even of such Men as had not a lawful Calling and express Commission for that Purpose; being satisfied with the Witness of GOD, and of St. John Baptist.

* When I have been going to set down my Thought, it has sometimes escaped me in the very writing. But this Accident, reminding me of my Weakness, which I am continually inclined to forget, is a Lesson as instructive to me as the lost Thought could have proved; because the whole Aim of my Study is to discover my own Feebleness, and Vanity, and Nothing.

* MONTAIGN is a Writer most grossly faulty. He abounds in lewd and incident Expressions. Let this pass for nothing. But then his Thoughts on Self-Murder, and on Death, are such as we cannot read without Horror. He insinuates an idle Indifference as to the Affair of our Salvation, without Care of Repentance, and yet without Fear of Danger. Indeed his Work not being composed on a Design purely religious, he was not obliged to give Men express Admonitions to Piety, but he was indispensably obliged not to discourage them from it. Were we able to apologize for his Libertine Thoughts on all other Subjects, yet 'twould be impossible to alledge any sort of Excuse for his Pagan.
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Reflections upon Death. For a Man must have utterly abandon'd all Goodness, if he desire not at least to die like a Christian; and yet a Death of Indolence and Inconsideration is the Wish that runs thro' Montaigne's whole Performance.

* That which deceives us in our Comparisons between the Examples of the ancient Church, and the Practice of the modern, is, that we are wont, for the most part, to consider Athanasius, Teresa, and other holy Persons, as they are now crown'd with Glory. At present, indeed, when Time has clear'd up the Event, their Condition is such as we describe it in our Mind. But when that great Saint was persecuted, it was a mere Man who bore the Name of Athanasius; and when that pious Virgin pray'd, she differ'd not from the religious Sisters of her Order. Elias was a Man of like Passions as we are, says St. James; to wean us from that false Idea which prompts us to excuse our selves from the Patterns of holy Men, as disproportion'd to our Estate and Degree. They were Saints, (we cry) and not Men of our imperfect Character, and unexalted Virtue!

* In dealing with those who have at present an Aversion to Religion, we ought to begin with shewing them, that it is by no means contrary to Reason; in the next Place, we
we should convince them, that it is great and venerable, and inspire them with Reverence towards it; after this, we should describe it as highly charming and lovely, to engage their Wishes for its Truth; and then we may proceed to demonstrate by irrefragable Proofs that it is true; we may evince its Antiquity and Holiness from its awful Majesty and sublime Elevation; and lastly, may make it appear to be truly amiable, in that it promiseth our only Good and Happiness.

* We shall sometimes find one single Expression of David or of Moses, (as for instance, that of the latter, GOD will circumcise the Foreskin of your Hearts) which shall be sufficient to settle their Character, and to manifest the Spirit by which they wrote. Supposing all their other Discourses to be ambiguous, and to leave a Doubt whether they spake by the Measures of Philosophy, or by those of Inspiration, one Word of this kind is sufficient to determine all the rest. Here the Cloud must vanish, tho' All should have seem'd obscure before.

* Should a Man happen to err in supposing the Christian Religion to be true, he could be no Loser by the Mistake. But how irrecoverable is his Los, how inexpresseible his Danger, who should err in supposing it to be false! *
* The most easy Rules of Living, with respect to the World, are the most difficult with respect to God; and so vice versa. The Duties of Religion are the greatest Pains of a Life which is merely secular, and the greatest Pleasures of a Life which is holy and divine. Nothing is so natural and agreeable whilst we live in conformity to the World, as to be possesse’d of high Dignities and ample Revenues; nothing is so laborious and difficult, while we live according to the Will of God, as to possesse these Advantages, without an irregular Taste, and unwarrantable Satisfaction.

The Old Testament exhibits to us the Figures of our future Happiness; the New prescribes to us the means of attaining it. The Figures were those of Pleasure and Joy; the Means are those of Sadness and Repentance. And yet under the former, the Paschal Lamb was eaten with bitter Herbs (cum amaritudinibus) to teach us, that there is no arriving at true Joy, but by holy Sorrow.

* The Word Galilee happening to be thrown out by the Jewish Rabble before Pilate, in their Cry against our Lord, occasion’d the sending him to Herod, in which the Mystery of his being judg’d by Jews and Gentiles receiv’d its Completion. Thus a
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meat Accident, in appearance, procured the Completion of the Prophecy.

* Two Persons coming from Confession, one of them told me that he was full of Joy and Satisfaction; the other, that he was full of Trouble and Fear. Upon which I remember my self to have pass'd this Reflection, that these two Men put together would make one good one; and that each was so far defective, in that he had not the Sentiments of the other.

* We could not but feel a very peculiar Pleasure in being toss'd by a Tempest, while the Vessel was infallibly secured from sinking. Such a Vessel is the Church, such Tempests are its Persecutions.

* As the two great Sources of all Sin are Pride and Negligence, so GOD has been pleas'd to disclose two of his Attributes for their Cure, his Mercy, and his Justice. The Office and Effect of his Justice is to abate and mortify our Pride; and the Office and Effect of his Mercy, is to prevail on our Negligence, and excite us to good Works. The Goodness of GOD leadeth to Repentance. And, let us repent, (say the Nine-vites) and see if He will not have Mercy on us. Thus the Consideration of the Divine Mercy is so far from being an Encouragement to Sloth and Remissness, that it is the greatest Spur to Industry and Action: And instead
instead of saying, "If our God were not a merciful God we ought to bend our utmost Endeavours towards the fulfilling his Commands, it is rational to say, because we serve a God of Mercy and Pity, therefore we ought to labour with all our Strength to yield him an acceptable Service."

* THE History of the Church ought emphatically to be stiled, the History of Truth.

* All that is in the World, is the Lust of the Flesh, the Lust of the Eyes, or, the Pride of Life: Libido sensiendi, libido sciendi, libido dominandi. Miserable is that accursed Earth which these three Rivers of Fire do not refresh, but burn! Happy those who remain upon these Rivers in immoveable Safety, without being overwhelm'd, or carried away with the Stream; not standing erect, but sitting on a sure and humble Seat, whence they rise not till the Day spring from on high, when, having rested in Peace, they stretch forth their Hands to him who will lift them up, and cause them to stand upright in the Porches of the heavenly Jerusalem, where they shall be forever secure from the Assaults of Pride! And yet are these happy Saints at present in Tears; not to see all these perishable things vanishing and passing away, but at the Remembrance of their dear Country, the Jerusalem which is
is above, after which they sigh incessantly, while the Days of their Pilgrimage are prolong'd.

* A Miracle, says the Sceptic, would confirm my wavering Belief. Men talk after this manner about things at a distance. But those Reasons, which being view'd afar off seem the Boundaries of our Sight, do yet cease to bound it, upon our Approach. We discover still a new Scene beyond; and no Prospect can stop the endless Activity of our Spirit. There is no general Rule (we cry) without an Exception; and no Truth so bright and solid, as not to have in some part, the Disadvantage of a Flaw. If Principles be not absolutely universal, we have sufficient Pretence to apply the Exception to the Case before us; and by this means we evade all the Force of Conviction.

* Charity is no figurative Precept. To say that Jesus Christ, who came to take away the Figure, and to establish the Truth, came to introduce a figurative Charity, and to remove the true and real, which was before in possession, is a Doctrine not to be entertain'd or endurance.

* The Heart has its Arguments and Motives, with which the Reason is not acquainted. We feel this in a thousand Instances. It is the Heart, and not the Reason, which has properly the Perception of God;
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God, sensible to the Heart, is the most compendious Description of true and perfect Faith.

* IN the Time of Affliction, the Knowledge of external things will never comfort us under the Ignorance of Morality: But the Knowledge of Morality will always comfort us under the Ignorance of external things.

* THE Nature of Man is so framed, that not only by often hearing himself call'd a Fool, he believes it; but by often calling himself a Fool, he enters into the same Opinion. Every Person holds an inward and secret Conversation with his own Breast, and such as it highly concerns him well to regulate, because even in this Sense, Evil Communications corrupt good Manners. To study Silence, as much as possible, and to converse with God alone, is the true Art of Perswa-ision, in respect of ourselves.

* WHERE'S the Difference between a Soldier and a Carthusian, as to the Point of Obedience? They are equally under Duty, and engaged in Labours equally painful and grievous. But then the Soldier all along hopes to be his own Master; and tho' he never compasses his Aim, (because Captains, and even Princes, are always lavish and de- pending) yet he still wisheth for Liberty, and useth his whole Endeavour to attain it. Whereas the Carthusian, on the contrary, makes
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makes a solemn Vow never to be at his own Disposal and Direction. The necessity of perpetual Servitude is the same in both Persons; only, the one ever desires, what the other has for ever renounced.

* Our own Will, tho' it should obtain its largest Wish, would always keep us in Uneasiness. But the very Instant that we abandon our own Will, we grow easy. We can never be satisfied with it, nor ever dissatisfied without it.

*Tis very unjust that Persons should build so much on our Familiarity, though they do it with real Inclination and Delight. We deceive all those whom we encourage in such a Dependence. Because we are not, at last, the Persons they suppose, and can by no means be able to satisfy their Expectations. Do not we stand on the Brink of the Grave? and must not the Object, of which they are so much enamour'd, be lost and buried with us? As it would not cease to be criminal in us to propagate a Falshy, tho' we might recommend it with Eloquence, and others embrace it with Pleasure; so are we in the like Degree blameable, if we labour to charm Mens Affections, and to draw them into an undue Confidence and Reliance. We ought to caution Persons, whom we find disposed to credit a Fiction; whatever Advantage we might reap by their Mistake.
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Take. In the same manner ought we to warn those who are courting our favour, against engaging themselves in so vain a patronage and protection. Because their whole life ought really to be spent either in seeking God, or in studying to please Him.

* To trust in forms and ceremonies, is superstition; but not to comply with them is pride.

* All other sects and religions in the world are left to the guidance of mere natural reason. Christians alone are obliged not to take their rules of acting from themselves, but to gain the knowledge of those, which were delivered by Jesus Christ, to His Church, to be transmitted to them. There are certain persons who are aggrieved at this restraint. They desire to have the liberty of following their own imaginations, like the rest of the world. 'Tis in vain that we cry to them, as the prophets to the ancient Jews, "Enter into the congregation, inform your selves of the laws of your fathers, and follow their steps." They are ready to answer us as the same Jews, We will not go; but we will certainly do according to the thoughts of our own heart, like the nations round about us.

* There
* There are three Means of believing; by Inspiration, by Reason, and by Custom. Christianity, which is the only rational Institution, does yet admit none for its Sons who do not believe by Inspiration. Nor does it injure Reason or Custom, or debar them of their proper Force: on the contrary, it directs us to open our Mind by the Proofs of the former, and to confirm our Mind by the Authority of the latter. But then, it chiefly engages us, to offer our selves, with all Humility, to the Succours of inspired Grace, which alone can produce the true and salutary Effect: *Ne evacuetur crux Christi.*

* A Man never does Evil with so much Complacency, so full Purpose and Resolution, as when he does it upon a mistaken Principle of Conscience.

* The Jews, who were call'd to subdue Nations and Princes, were themselves the Captives and Slaves of Sin. Christians, whose Vocation was, to be Servants and Subjects, are, in the Event, the only Freemen, and the only Sons.

* Shall we call it Courage in a Dying Man, that he dares under his Weakness and Agony, affront an Omnipotent and Eternal God?*

* I would never dispute the Credit of a History, after the Author had sealed it with his own Blood.
* There is a Virtuous Fear, which is the Effect of Faith; and there is a Vicious Fear, which is the Product of Doubt. The former leads to Hope; as relying on God, in whom we believe: the latter inclines to Despair, as not relying on God, in whom we do not believe. Persons of the one Character fear to lose God; Persons of the other Character fear to find Him.

* Solomon and Job judg'd the best and spake the truest of Human Misery; the former the most happy, the latter the most unfortunate of Mankind: the one acquainted by long Experience with the Vanity of Pleasure, the other with the Reality of Affliction and Pain.

* God does not exact from us that we should blindly submit our Faith to Him without all Reason, nor intends to awe and control us by mere Force. Yet He thinks not Himself obliged to render us a Reason of all Things. And to reconcile these seeming Contrarities, He is pleas'd clearly to discover to us the Divine Marks of His own Nature, and to procure Himself Authority by such Wonders and Evidences, as we are not able to resist: after which He requires that we should, in all other Cases, believe without Delay, whatever He proposes to us as true, when we find no other Reason to reject it, but because we are, of ourselves, unable
unable to discern whether it be true or no.

* The whole World may be divided into these three Ranks and Orders of Men: those who, having found God, resign themselves up to His Service; those who, having not yet found Him, do indefatigably search after Him; and lastly, those who have neither found Him, or are inclined to seek Him. The first are Happy and wise; the Third are Unhappy and Fools; the Second must be own'd to be Wise, as they own themselves to be Unhappy.

* Reason proceeds so slowly, and upon so many Maxims and Views, which it must always keep present before it, that, every Moment, it either stumbles or goes astray, for want of seeing all Things at once. The Case is quite otherwise with Sense. This, as it acts in an Instant, so it is always prepared for Action. When our Reason, therefore, has brought us acquainted with the Truth, we should endeavour to imprint our Faith on the inward Sense of our Heart, without which it will be ever wavering and uncertain.

It belongs equally to the Perfection of Almighty God, that He be infinitely just, and infinitely merciful. Yet His Justice and Severity towards the Wicked, is still less amazing, than His Mercy and Goodness towards the Elect.

XXIX.
XXIX.

Moral Thoughts.

Knowledge has two Extremities, which meet and touch each other. The first of them is pure Natural Ignorance, such as attends every Man at his Birth. The other is the Perfection attain’d by great Souls, who having run through the Circle of All that Mankind can know, find at length that they know nothing, and are contented to return to that Ignorance from which they set out. Ignorance that thus knows itself, is a wise and learned Ignorance. Those Persons who lie between these Extremities, who have got beyond natural Ignorance, but cannot arrive at that Ignorance which is the effect of Wisdom, have a Tincture of Science which swells them with Vanity and Sufficiency. These are the Men that trouble the World, and that make the safest Judgments of all Things in it. The Vulgar, and the truly Knowing, compose the ordinary Train of Men: those of the middle Character despise All, and, in return, are despised by All.
* The Multitude have a professed Veneration for Persons of Birth and Quality. The Half-learned as professedly condemn them; alledging that the Advantage of a noble Birth is the Merit of Fortune, and not of the Man. The truly Learned, respect and honour them; not upon the Motives of the Vulgar, but upon a higher View. Persons of much Zeal and little Knowledge do again despise them; as judging, not by either of these Considerations, but by the Maxims of Religion. But Men of an advanced and finish'd Piety, are still wont to treat them with Esteem and Reverence, upon a superior Principle, and a larger Degree of Illumination. Thus there is a Succession of Opinions, for, or against, according to the different Measures and Proportions of Knowledge and Light.

* The Soul loves the Hand: and the Hand, if endued with Will and Choice, ought to love itself in the same Proportion in which it is loved by the Soul. All Love beyond this Standard, would be partial and unjust.

* Qui adhæret Domino unus Spiritus est. A Christian loves himself as a Member of that Body of which JESUS CHRIST is the Head: and he loves JESUS CHRIST, as the Head of that Body of which he is himself a Member. Both these
Motions center and conspire in the same Affection. If the Feet or the Hands were endued with a separate Will, they could never preserve their natural Order and Employment, otherwise than by submitting this private Will to that general and superior Will, which has the Government of the whole Body. Without such a Resignation they would have a Liberty only of Confusion and Ruin: whereas in serving the Good of the Body, they most effectually consult their own.

*Concupiscence and Violence are the Sources of all our Actions, merely Human. From the Former arise those which are voluntary; and those which are involuntary from the latter.

*Hence comes it to pass, that we have so much Patience with those who are maim’d in Body, and so little with those who are defective in Mind? It is, because the Cripple acknowledges that we have the Use of our Legs; whereas the Fool obstinately maintains that we are the Persons who halt in Understanding. Without this Difference in the Case, neither Object would move our Resentment, but both our Compassion.

Epictetus proposes a Question of the like Nature: why we should not be touch’d when a Man tells us, without any ground,
ground, that we have the Head-Ach, and yet should fly into a Passion when we are tax'd (perhaps falsely) with using a weak Argument, or making a wrong Choice. Now the Reason is certainly this: because we are well assured that we have not the Head-ach (or are not lame;) but we are by no means so well assured of the Rectitude of our Judgment or Will. For having, in the latter Case, no Evidence but that we behold the Thing before us, with our whole Light, when another, with as full a Light, sees the direct contrary, this startles and confounds us: especially when we hear the Generality of Men exploding our Mistake; for then we must prefer our own Parts to those of so many Thousands, who join in the Censure; which is a Point not to be compass'd without the utmost Difficulty and Reluctance. But Men can never thus contradict each other, in the Reports of their outward Senses.

* The Vulgar have many good Notions; as for Instance, that Hunting and Diversion are preferable to the Study of Poetry. This the Half-learned expose as ridiculous, and triumph over the Vulgar, upon the Occasion. Yet in regard to some other Notions, as that 'tis necessary Men should be distinguish'd by external Circumstances, as Birth, Fortune, and the like, the Vulgar,
Vulgar, and these Pretenders to Learning, concur in their Censure. Because this Distinction, for Instance, tho' founded upon good Reason, yet is not founded upon Reasons which they are capable of penetrating; and therefore is condemn'd as unjust, while consistent with the most perfect Justice.

*Tis a great Advantage of Quality, that a Man at Eighteen, or Twenty, shall be allow'd the fame Esteem and Deference, which another purchaseth by his Merit at Fifty. Here are thirty Years gain'd at a Stroke.

*There are a sort of Men, who, to demonstrate the great Injustice of our Disregard, never fail to urge Precedents of such and such great Persons, who prize them after an extraordinary Manner. The Answer I would give to this Argument, is; do but produce the Merit which gain'd you the Esteem of these Admirers, and I am ready to add myself to the Number.

*The Designs which we have most at Heart are very often groundless and impertinent. As for Instance, our concealing the Narrowness of our Fortune. This Policy is a mere Nothing, which our Imagination swells to a Mountain. Another turn of Imagination would make us as free to discover our Circumstances, as we are now industrious to disguise them.

*There
* There are some Vices which are Retainers to us, not immediately, but by the Intervention of others; and which, like Branches, fall of Courte, upon our removing the Trunk.

* Reason, when 'tis on the side of Un-nature, dis-plays all its Force and Compa-s, and gains a Lustre from the Pride and Fierce-ness of the Passion. Austerity of Life and Manners, when it has proved unsuccessful in the Search of true Good, and lets us loose again to follow Nature, grows violent, upon changing to the Extreme.

* To be capable of receiving Pleasure only from Sport, is but a mean Pretension to Happines: Because all Satisfaction of this kind is external and foreign, and consequently dependent; and therefore liable to be disturb'd by a thousand Accidents, which are the Sources of inevitable Trouble.

* The World is full of good Maxims; all the Fault lies in the Application. For Example, that a Man ought to expose his Life for the Sake of the Publick, is an universal and undoubted Principle: and, we see, all are ready to practice it in the Cause of their Country; but few in the Cause of their Religion.

A Man does not pass in the World to have
have any Knowledge of Poesy, or of the Mathematics, unless he puts out the Sign of a Poet, or of a Mathematician. But Persons of true Sense and Judgment are never for posting up their Perfections; nor will they allow any Difference between the Trade of a Poet, and that of an Embroiderer. They desire not the Title of Professors, but will, upon Occasion, discover the Ability of Judges. You must not presume to guess at their Talent. They are not for leading the Discourse, but are prepared to fall in with every Subject of the Company. You can never discern in them any one Endowment rather than another, but by the Necessity of using it; and 'tis equally their Character, that you would not esteem them fine Speakers, while it was improper to play the Orator, and yet would allow them all the Praises of Eloquence, when Eloquence was in Season. 'Tis therefore a false Commendation to extol a Man at his first Entrance into Company, as excellent in the Art of Verse: And it's a bad Token, as well as a poor Complement, never to apply to him, but when the Debate is about some certain Lines in a Poet. We are made up of Wants, and love those only who can fill them. Such an One is an admirable Mathematician, they cry: But my Business is not to
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to be done by Diagrams. *Such an One is Master of the Art of War: But I am resolv-
ed to keep the Peace with my Neighbours. The Man we wish for, must be one of a ge-
eral Character, of sound Prudence, and sin-
cere Probity, who can accommodate him-
sfelf to all our Necessities, and assist us in eve-
ry Affair of Life.

* While we continue in good Health, we can by no means apprehend how we should be able to bear the Severity of a Distemper. Yet when we are sick, we cheerfully take what-
ever is prescribed, and grow resolute upon our Misfortune. We then no longer covet these Opportunities of Walking and Diver-
sion, which we enjoy'd in Health, but which are incompatible with the Necessities of our Disease. Nature ever supplies us with a new Set of Passions and Desires agreeable to our present Estate. It is not our Nature therefore, but our vain Fear, which troubles us, by join-
ing to the Condition in which we are, the Passions of that Condition in which we are not.

* Discourses of Humility afford Mat-
ter of Presumption to the Proud, no less than of Submission to the Meek. A Dogmatist shall conclude positively from the Reasonings of a Sceptic. Few Persons who talk of any Virtue, or Quality, are inwardly acquainted and affected with it. We are all full of Dou-
bling,
bling, Deceit, and Contradiction. We love
to wear a Disguise, even within, and are
afraid of being detected by ourselves.
* 'Tis but a mean Character of a Man,
that he says a great many fine things.
* SELF is mean and scandalous; and
therefore they who take no care to remove
it, but content themselves barely with con-
cealing it, are still the proper Objects of our
Hatred. By no means, say you; for to car-
ry it, as we do, fairly and obligingly to all the
World, can never put us out of Mens good
Affections. Your Reply would be reasona-
bly, if we hated nothing in Self, besides the
Uneasiness and Distaste which it gives us.
But if we hate it, because it is unjust, and
because it presumes to be the Center of all
Things, we shall ever persist in hating it.
Upon the whole matter, Self has two very
ill Qualities; it is unjust in its own Nature,
because it desires to be set up for the univers-
al Mark and Aim; and 'tis incommodious
to others, because it designs to oppress and
enslave them; for Self is a common Enemy,
and aspires to be absolute Tyrant of the
World. You take away its Inconvenience,
(by keeping it private) but not its Injustice;
and therefore cannot render it amiable to
those who hate it on the latter Score. You
can only make it agreeable to those who are
likewise unjust, and that it does not openly
oppose them; but you will still be no less unjust, and must be content to have no Friends, or Favours, but those of your own Complexion.

* I don’t admire a Man who possesseth any one Virtue in its utmost Perfection, if he does not at the same time possess the opposite Virtue, in an equal Degree. This was the accomplish’d Character of Epaminondas, that he had the greatest Valour, in conjunction with the greatest Humanity. To appear otherwise, is not to rise, but fall. A Man never shews true Greatness in being fix’d at one End of the Line; but he shews it to Admiration, if he toucheth both Extremities at once, and fills and illustrates all between. Perhaps the Soul may still reside in a single Point, and by such Acts as these may shoot itself by a sudden Glance, from one Boundary to the other. Yet this is enough to demonstrate the Agility of the Soul, if not its Compass and Reach.

* Were our Condition really happy, we should have no Occasion to divert ourselves from reflecting on it.

* When I began my Studies, I spent a considerable Time in the Pursuit of remoter Knowledge; and the small number of those with whom I could converse in this way discouraged me from proceeding farther.
When I afterwards applied myself to study Man, I discover'd that those abstracled Sciences are by no means the proper Entertainments of his Nature, and that I had stray'd farther from my proper Condition, by sounding their Depths, than others by remaining ignorant of them, whose Neglect I could therefore easily forgive. I hoped at least to find more Companions in my new Enquiry; because this was the proper Employment and Exercise of Mankind. But I was again disappointed, and found, on the whole matter, that those few who study Geometry, are still more than those who study themselves.

* When All moves equally, nothing seems to move, as in a Vessel under sail. When All run by Consent into Vice, none appears to do so. He that stops first, views, as from a fix'd Point, the Extravagance which transports the rest.

* If we would reprove with Success, and effectually shew another that he's in the wrong, we ought to observe which way he looks on the Object, (because, that way, 'tis generally such as he apprehends it) and to acknowledge that he is so far in the right. He will be satisfied with this Method, as intimating that he was not mistaken, but only wanted to have survey'd the thing on all sides. The former Imputation is apt to work
work on our Shame and Resentment; but the latter gives us no Disturbance. The Reason of which, possibly may be, that the Understanding, as well as the Sense, can never be deceiv'd in that part of a Thing which it actually has under its View.

* A Man's Virtue is not to be measur'd by some extraordinary Efforts and Sallies, but by a constant and uniform Series of Action.

* The great ones and the little ones of the World have all the same Accidents, the same Passions and Follies. But as the former are at the top of the Wheel, so the latter are nearer its Center, and therefore less agitated by the common Motion and Revolution.

* We are for the most part more easily perswaded by Reasons of our own finding out, than by any which owe their Original to the Wit of others.

* Tho' a Man should have no Interest to serve in what he reports, yet we must not absolutely, and in all Cases, conclude hence that he speaks the Truth; because there are some who lie for lying's fake.

* The Example of Alexander's Continence has not made so many Converts to Chastity, as that of his Drunkenness has to Intemperance. Men apprehend no Shame in being less perfect than he, and judge it very
excusable to be more defective. We are apt to think ourselves much above the Corruptions of the Vulgar, when we fall into the Vices of these great and renown'd Perions; not considering that their Vices do really bring them down to the vulgar Level. We are proud of joining ourselves to them, by the same common Term which joins them to the Multitude. How lofty soever their Condition may be, there is some hold or other about them, by which they are link'd to the rest of Mankind. They don't hang in the Air, or subsist absolutely separate from human Society. If they are above us, 'tis because their Head is higher; their Feet are always as low as ours. They all touch the same Line, and tread the same Ground; and in this Respect are not superior to us, nor to Children, nor even to Beasts.

*Tis the Combat that pleaseth us, and not the Victory. We love to see Beasts fighting; but not the Conqueror feeding on the Vanquish'd. The only thing we wish, is to behold the Issue of the Day; and when that once appears, we are satisfied with the Prospect.

'Tis thus in our Diversions; and 'tis thus in our Researches of Knowledge. We are amused with the contending Opinions, but very little gratified with the decisive Truth. For Truth itself ceaseth to be agreeable, unless
unless it spring from the midst of Contention. The Cause is the same with our Passions; the Struggle of any two amongst them entertains us with Delight; but the Mastery of either turns into Savageness. We don't seek the things themselves, (in respect of any Objects whatsoever) but we seek the Change and Variety that is to be met with in pursuing them. This Reason discovers itself on the Stage; where we alike condemn a continued Scene of Ease and Softness without Terror; of extrem Misery, without Hope; or, of Brutal Love, without Decency and Humanity.

* We don't teach Men to be honest, while we teach them All besides; and yet they pretend to this more than to All. Thus they chiefly value themselves upon knowing that, which is the only thing they never learnt.

* What a senseless Project it was in *Montaign* to give such a Picture of himself; and that, not by Chance, and against his ordinary Maxims, (as all Men have their Failings) but upon profess'd Principles, and with his main Intention! For, to say foolish things thro' Accident, or Weakness, is a common Misfortune; but to say them with full Design, especially those of so very gross a Character, is insupportably absurd.

* Men of irregular Lives are wont to boast, that they exactly follow Nature, and
that those who walk by Rule and Order are the Persons who really deviate from her. As Men in a Ship fancy those to move who stand on the Shore, Both Sides affirm the very fame of each other; and we must be placed at some one precise Point, e'er we can judge between them. The Distance of the Vessel from the Haven is a clear Decision of the latter Controversy; but who can ever find the like Mark to determine the former?

To lament the Case of the unfortunate, is by no means a Check upon our natural Concupiscence; which may still reign with full Power, tho' it gives us Leave to shew this Expression of Humanity, and to acquire the Reputation of Pity and Tenderness. Whence we are to infer, that such a Reputation can be of no considerable Value.

Would any have thought, that a Man who enjoy'd the Friendship of the Kings of England and Poland, and the Queen of Sweden, should at length have wanted a safe Retreat, a Shelter and Asylum in the World?

As Objects have different Qualities, so has the Soul different Inclinations. Nothing presents itself with the same constant Face to the Affections; and the Affections apply themselves to nothing after the same constant manner. Hence it comes to pass, that the same thing which excites our Laughter, may, upon the very next View, provoke our Tears.

We
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W e are so unhappy a Frame, that we can take Pleasure in no Enjoyment, but upon Condition of being as much displeas’d, if any thing chance to render it less successful to us, as a thousand Accidents may and do every Hour. He that has found out the Secret of delighting himself in Good, without disturbing himself with the Fear of the opposite Evil, seems to have hit on the Point of true Happiness.

There are different Classes and Orders of Men; as the Valiant, the Sparkish, the Witty, and the Pious; who ought respectively to keep within their own Sphere, and not to invade that of their Neighbours. Yet how often do we find them at Variance, and see the Soldier and the Beau idly hanging one another for the Mastery? whereas they really belong to a different Empire. Their Fault is, that they don’t understand themselves, and therefore set up for universal Dominion. But nothing can obtain such a Dominion; not even Force itself; which, while it tyrannizeth over external Actions, has not the least Command over the Realms of Learning and Wit.

FEROX gens nullam esse vitam nisi in armis putat. These Men would have chosen Death rather than Peace: There are others who would choose Death rather than War. Any Opinion which has taken so deep,
deep, and so natural, a Root, gains an easy Preference to Life itself.

* How difficult is it for me, to propose any Matter to the Judgment of another, without corrupting his Judgment by my manner of proposing it? I cannot intimate that it is easy and agreeable, or that it is difficult and obscure, but I shall, very probably, impose either a favourable, or sinister Bias on the Conceptions of my Friend. I ought to give no such Intimation of my own Sentiments. For then he'll pronounce of the Thing as it really is, according as its present Condition, and those Circumstances, which are not of my adding, shall represent it. And yet perhaps my very Silence, in this Case, may have the same ill Effect: according to the Turn and Construction which my Friend shall be in the Humour to give it; or, according to what he may gather from my Air and Look, or from the Tone of my Voice in proposing the Question. So easy is it to jumble Reason out of its natural Seat; or, rather, so infirm and tottering a Seat has Nature given it.

* The Platonists, and even the Stoics, while they believed that God alone was an Object so worthy as to justify our Love, did yet desire themselves to be beloved and admired by Men. They had no manner of Sense of their natural Corruption. Had they been really
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really disposed to the Love and Adoration of God, and felt the most ravishing Joy from so Divine an Exercise, they might fairly have call’d themselves as Good and Great as they had pleas’d. But if they found their Hearts under an utter Aversion and Repugnancy to these Duties; if they had no manner of Inclination but to establish themselves in the Opinion of Men; and if their whole Perfection consisted in being able without Force, to make others propose a Happiness in loving and esteeming them; such a Perfection ought to be abhorred. For this was their Cafe: they possess’d, in some Degree, the Knowledge of God, and yet courted only the Love of Men. They were desirous that Men should place their Hope and Confidence in them, and should make them the sole Objects of their Choice and Delight.

* How wisely has it been ordain’d, to distinguish Men rather by the Exterior Shew, than by the Interior Endowments! Here’s another Person and I disputing the Way. Who shall have the Preference in this Cafe? Why, the better Man of the two. But I am as good a Man as he: so that if no Expedient be found, he must beat me, or I must beat him. Well, but all this while, he has four Footmen at his Back, and I have but one. This is a visible Advantage: we need on-
ily tell Noxes, to discover it. 'Tis my Part therefore to yield, and I am a Blockhead if I contest the Point. See here an easy Method of Peace, the great Safeguard and Supreme Happiness of this World!

* Time puts the surest End to Troubles and Complaints. Because the World continually changeth, and Persons and Things become indifferent. Neither the Aggriever, nor the Party aggriev'd, are long in the same Circumstances. 'Tis as if we should have personally affronted and exasperated those of a certain Nation, and should be able to visit that Nation again, two Generations hence. We should find the same French, (for Instance) but not the same Men.

* 'Tis infallibly certain, that the Soul is either Mortal, or Immortal. This ought to make an entire Change in Morality. And yet so fatal was the Blindness of the Philosophers, that they framed their whole moral System, without the least Dependence on such an Enquiry.

* The last Act of Life is always Bloody and Tragical; how pleasantly soever the Comedy may have run thro' all the rest. A little Earth, cast upon our cold Head, for ever determines our Hopes, and our Condition.
XXX.

Thoughts upon Death: Being an Extract from a Letter of M. Pascal's, occasioned by the Death of his Father.

When we are under Affliction and Trouble, for the Death of a Person who was dear to us, or for any Misfortune which we are capable of suffering, we ought not to seek our Consolation in ourselves, or in others, or in any Part of the Creation, but in God alone. And the Reason seems to be evident: inasmuch as no created Being is the first Cause and Mover of those Accidents which the World calls Evil. Since, therefore, they are all to be referred to God as their real Author, and sovereign Disposer, 'tis visibly our Duty, to repair to this original Source, and to expect thence the only Methods of solid Comfort. If we observe these Directions; if we look on the Death, for Instance, which we are lamenting, not as the Effect of mere Chance, nor as a fatal Necessity of Nature, nor as the Sport of those Elements and Particles which constitute our Frame, (for God never
ver abandons his Servants to so capricious Events) but as the indispensible and inevi-
table, the most holy, and most just, Effect of a providential Decree, now executed in its Time; if we consider that whatever has now happen'd, was from everlasting pre-
sent to God, and pre-ordain'd by His Wis-
dom: If, I say, by a noble Transport of di-
vine Grace, we survey the Accident which is before us, not in itself, and abstracedy from its Author, but out of itself, and in its supreme Author's Will, as its true Cause, with respect both to the Matter and the Manner; we shall adore in humble Silence, His unfathomable Judgment, His impene-
trable Secrets; we shall reverence the Holi-
ness of His Decrees, we shall bless the Gui-
dance of His Providence; and uniting our Will to the Will of God Himself, we shall choose with Him, in Him, and for Him, the very same Events which He, in us, and for us, has chosen from all Eternity.

* There can be no Comfort, but in Truth. 'Tis most certain, that Socrates and Seneca have nothing which may per-
swade, and convince, may ease and relieve us, on these Occasions. They were both un-
der the original Error which blindeth Man-
kind. They look'd on Death as really Na-
tural to us; and all the Discourses which they have built on this false Foundation, have
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have so much Vanity, and so little Solidity, as to serve for no other Use, but to demonstrate the general Weakness of human Race, since the most elevated Productions of the wisest amongst Men, are evidently so childish and contemptible.

It is not so that we learn JESUS CHRIST; it is not thus that we read the canonical Books of Scripture. 'Tis here alone that we succeed in our Search of Truth: and Truth is no less infallibly join'd to Comfort, than it is infallibly separated from Error. Let us then take a View of Death, by those Lights which the Holy Spirit has given us. And by those we have the Advantage of discovering, that Death is no other than a Punishment, imposed on Man, to expiate the Guilt, and necessary to Man to dissolve the Power of his Sins: that 'tis this alone which can deliver the Mind from the Concupiscence of the Flesh, some Degree of which does ever adhere to good Men, in this World. We are hence instructed, that JESUS CHRIST came into the World as a Victim and Propitiati

on, and as such offer'd Himself to GOD; that His Birth, His Life, His Death, His Resurrection, His Ascension, His Session at the Right Hand of the Father, and His Presence in the Holy Eucharist, all belong to one and the same Sacrifice: To conclude, we
we are informed, that what was accomplish'd in *Jesus Christ*, must be accomplish'd also in His Members.

Let us then consider Life as a Sacrifice; and let the Accidents of Life make no other Impression on us, than as, in Proportion, the Accomplishment of this Sacrifice is either interrupted or promoted by them. Let us style nothing ill but what turns the Sacrifice of God into the Sacrifice of the Devil; and let us honour all such Things with the Name of Good, as render that which was a Sacrifice to the Devil in Adam, a Sacrifice to God in *Jesus Christ*. Let us examine the Notion of Death by this Rule and Principle.

In order to which Design, it is necessary to have recourse to the Person of *Jesus Christ*: For as God regards not Men but through Him as a Mediator; so neither ought we to regard ourselves, or others, but with Respect to the same Mediation.

If we look not through this Medium, we shall discern nothing but either real Pains, or detestable Pleasures: but if we see all Things, as in *Jesus Christ*, all will conspire for our Consolation, Satisfaction, and Edification.

Let us reflect on Death as in *Jesus Christ*, not as without *Jesus Christ*. Without *Jesus Christ*, it
it is dreadful, it is detestable, it is the Terror of Nature. In JESUS CHRIST, it is fair and amiable, it is good and holy, it is the Joy of the Saints. All Events being render'd sweet in JESUS CHRIST, Death itself has a Share in the Influence. To sanctify Death and Sufferings to us, was the Reason for which he suffer'd and dy'd; who, as he was GOD and Man in one Person, comprized, at once, whatever was great and illustrious, whatever was humble and obscure; that he might sanctify all things in himself, Sin only excepted, and might be the standing Model of all Characters and Conditions.

Would we know what Death is, what it is in JESUS CHRIST, we must examine the Regard which it bears to his continual, uninterrupted Sacrifice. And we may observe, that in Sacrifices the principal Part is the Death of the Victim. The Oblation and Sanctification, which precede, are indeed the Dispositions, but Death is still the Completion; in which, by renouncing its very Life and Being, the Creature pays to God the utmost Homage of which it is capable; thus humbling, and as it were, annihilating itself, before the Eyes of his Majesty, and adoring his supreme Existence, who alone essentially exists. There was indeed another part to be perform'd after the X Death
Death of the Sacrifice, without which it was vain and ineffectual, namely, the Acceptance of it by God. This is meant by the Scripture Expression, *odoratus est Deus odorem suavitatis*. But this, tho' it crown'd the Sacrifice, was rather an Action of God towards the Creature, than of the Creature towards God; and did not hinder, but that the last Act of the Creature was still determined by its Death.

We find each of these Circumstances fulfill'd in our Lord, upon his coming into the World. *Thro' the eternal Spirit, He offer'd Himself up to God*. When he cometh into the World, He faith, Sacrifice and Offerings Thou would not: Then said I, *Lo I come to do thy Will, O GOD*. *Thy Law is within my Heart*. We have here his Oblation, and his Sanification immediately follow'd. His Sacrifice continu'd thro' his Life, and was finish'd by his Death. It was needful for Him to suffer these things, and to enter into his Glory. *Tho' he was a Son, yet learnt he Obedience by the things which he suffered*. In the Days of his Flesh, when he had offer'd up Prayers and Supplications, with strong Crying and Tears unto Him that was able to save him from
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from Death, he was heard in that he feared. Finally, GOD rais'd him again by his Glorious Power, (of which the Fire which fell from Heaven on the Sacrifices, was a Type) to burn and consume, as it were, his mortal Body, and to exalt and restore him to a Life of Glory.

The Sacrifice of JESUS CHRIST being thus perfected, as to the Action, by his Death, and, as to the Subject, by his Resurrection, (when the Image of the Body of Sin was absorb'd in Glory) he had perform'd all that was on his Part; and there remain'd nothing, but that the Sacrifice should be accepted of God, and that, as Incense, it should ascend, and carry up its Odour to the Throne of the Divine Majesty. In pursuance of which, our LORD was perfectly offer'd, lifted up and receiv'd at GOD's Throne, at his Ascension; which he effect'd partly by his own proper Force, and partly by the Assistance of the Holy Spirit, with which he was every way encompass'd and replenish'd. He was carried up as the Odour of the Sacrifices by the Air which supported it; the former of which prefigur'd himself, and the latter represented the Holy Spirit. And the Acts of the Apostles expressly report,

* Heb. v. 7.
port, that he was receiv'd into Heaven, to give us an Assurance, that this Holy Sacrifice, accomplish'd on Earth, was receiv'd and accepted in the Bosom of his Father.

Let us then not be sorry as Gentiles without Hope, for our departed Christian Friends. Our Lots of them is not to be dated from the Hour of their Death. To speak properly, we then lost them, when they were admitted into the Church by Baptism. Ever since that Admission, they were not ours, but God's; their Life was devoted and consecrated to God; their Actions bore no Regard to the things of this World, but for the Sake of God. By their Death they are at length entirely disengaged from Sin; and 'tis at this Moment, that they are accepted by God, and that their Sacrifice receives its Accomplishment and Crown.

They have now perform'd what they vow'd; they have finish'd the Work which God gave them to do; they have discharge'd that which was the only End of their Creation. The Will of God is perfected in them; and their Will is swallow'd up in the Divine. What therefore God has join'd together let not us put asunder; but, by a right Understanding, and true Judgment, let us suppress, or at least moderate the Sentiments of corrupt and mistaken Nature, which exhibits nothing but false Images, and whole Illusions
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Illusions disturb the Sanctity of those Thoughts, which from the Instruction of Christian Truth we ought to have derived.

Let us form our Ideas of humane Dissolution, not on the Pagan, but on the Christian Model; that is, let them, as St. Paul enjoins, be built on Hope, the especial Gift and Privilege of Christians. Let us look on the Remains of a deceased Friend, not as a noisom and infectious Carcass, according to the fallacious Portrait of Nature; but, according to the Assurance of Faith, as the eternal and inviolable Temple of the Holy Ghost.

For we know that the Bodies of the Faithful are inhabited by the Spirit of God, 'till the Resurrection, which shall be performed by the Power of the same Spirit, residing in them for that Design. This is the Sense of the ancient Fathers. And 'tis for this Reason that we pay Honour even to the Relics of the Saints. Nor was it on any other Principle, that the earlier Christians were wont to put the Holy Eucharist into the Mouths of the Deceased; because knowing them still to be the Temples of the Holy Ghost, they thought them to be still worthy of an Union with this Holy Sacrament. But the Church has since alter'd the Custom; not because she denies the Bodies of good Men to be pure and sacred, but be-

X 3  cause
cause the judges that the Eucharist, which
is the Bread of Life, and of the Living,
ought not to be imparted to the Dead.

Let us not consider the Faithful, who
are departed in the Grace of God, as having
ceas'd to live; which is the false Suggestion
of Nature; but as now beginning to live,
which is the infallible Testimony of Truth.
Let us look on their Souls not as annihi-
lated and lost, but as quicken'd and enliven'd,
and united to the Sovereign Life. And, by
attending to these sound Doctrines, let us
correct the Prejudices of Error, which are so
firmly rooted in our Mind, and the Appre-
hensions of Fear, which are so strongly im-
printed on our Sense.

* God created Man under a double Pas-
son; one for his Creator, the other for
himself; but on this Condition, that the
Love of his Creator should be infinite, that
is, should have no other End but God; and
that the Love of himself should be finite,
with a constant REGARD and Reserve to his
Creator.

MAN, in this Estate, not only loved him-
sel without Sin; but had sinn'd, could he
possibly have ceas'd to love himself.

By the Entrance of Sin into the World,
Man was deprived of the former of these Af-
fections; and his Soul, which was still great,
and still capable even of an infinite Passion,
retaining only the latter, this immediately diffused itself, and over-flow'd all the mighty Space which had been evacuated by the Love of God. And thus we came to love only our selves, and to love our selves infinitely, that is, to love all things with respect only to our selves.

Behold the Origine of Self-love! It was natural to Adam: It was, during his Innocence, regular and just; but became improper and criminal, upon his Fall.

Behold the genuine Source of this Love, together with the unhappy Cause of its Vitiouieties and Excess!

The same will hold true of our Desire of Dominion, of our Aversion to Business, and of many the like natural Motions. And this whole Doctrine may be easily applied to our present Subject. The Fear of Death, to Adam in Innocence, was not only natural, but just; because humane Life being then not disagreeable to God, ought to have been agreeable to Man; and Death, for the same Reason, ought to have been an Object of Horror, as threatening to cut off a Life which was conformable to the Divine Will. But upon Man's Transgression, his Life was debased and corrupted; his Soul and Body were set at Variance one with another, and both with God.
When this fatal Change had infected and impair'd the Holiness of Life, the Love of Life continued still; and, the Fear of Death remaining with no less Vigour, that which was just in Adam, was render'd unjust in us.

This is a true Account of the Fear of Death; whence it sprang, and by what means it was tainted and vitiated.

Let us then clear up the Darkness and Error of Nature, by the Light of Faith. The Fear of Death was once good and commendable; but it was so only in Paradise, where could it have prevail'd, it must have destroy'd a Life altogether Holy and Virtuous. It was therefore just to hate it, while it could not arrive, without separating a holy Soul from a holy Body: but it is no less just to love it, while it releaseth a Soul which is righteous, from a Body which is impure. It was reasonable to decline it, when it must have dissolve'd the Peace and Agreement between Soul and Body; but by no means when it composes the Struggle and Contention, otherwise endless and irreconcilable. In a word, while it must have punish'd a guiltless Body, by taking away its Liberty of serving and honouring God; while it must have divided the Soul from a Body perfectly subject, and universally compliant, to its Will; while it must have put an End to all the Happiness which
which Man is capable of receiving; it might with Justice, so long, have been dreaded, and even abhorr'd. But now, when it ends a Life ever plain'd with some degrees of Impurity; when it takes away from the Body the Liberty of Sinning; when it rescues and delivers the Soul from a powerful Rebel, which was continually opposing the Measures of its Safety and Bliss, it would be highly injurious to maintain the same Opinion.

Let us not abandon the Love of Life, which attends our Nature; because we received it from God. But then let us apply it to such a Life only, as God gave it us for; and not to a quite different Object.

While we admit and embrace that Love which Adam had for his Life of Innocence, and which even our LORD JESUS CHRIST retain'd for His; let us be resolute in hating such a Life as is contrary to that which was loved by JESUS CHRIST. And let us be concerned at such a Death only, as affected our LORD himself with some sort of Apprehensions, a Death happening to a Body pure and spotless in the Sight of God; but let us not fear a Death, which punishes a sinful and purges an impure Body; and which therefore ought to inspire us with quite opposite Sentiments, were we in any degree possefs'd of those noble Endowments, Faith, Hope, and Charity.

It
It is one of the most acknowledg'd Principles of Christianity, that whatever happened to Jesus Christ, is likewise to be translated in the Soul, and in the Body of every Christian. So that as our Lord suffer'd in this Life of Infirmity and Mortality, as He was raised to a new Life, and at length carried up into the Heavens, where He now sits at God's Right Hand; in the same Manner both the Soul and Body are to suffer and dye, to be raised again, and to ascend into Heaven.

All these Particulars are accomplish'd in the Soul during this Life; tho' not in the Body.

The Soul suffers and dies to Sin, in Repentance and Baptism. The Soul is rais'd to a new Life in the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. The Soul relinquishest this Earth, and soars towards Heaven in leading a heavenly Life on Earth: which is St. Paul's Meaning, when he says, Conversatio nostra in Coelis est.

The like Changes are not accomplish'd in the Body during this present Life, but shall be accomplish'd after it.

For, at our Decease, the Body dies to this Mortal Life: at the Judgment, it shall rise to a new Life: after the Judgment, it shall be exalted to Heaven, and there reside for ever.

Thus
Thus the very same Things happen to Soul and Body, though at different Periods: and the Revolutions of the Body do not take Place, till those of the Soul are compleated; that is, not till after Death. In-fomuch that Death, which is the End and Crown of the Soul's Happiness, is but the first Beginning, or Prelude of Happines to the Body.

Behold the admirable Conduct of divine Wisdom in Man's Salvation! Upon which Subject St. Austin informs us, that God has been pleased to dispose Things in this Manner, left, if the final Death and Resurrectton of the human Body should be perform'd in Baptism, Men would yield themselves obedient to the Gospel on no other Motive, but the Love and Desire of Life. Whereas the Glory of Faith shines out in its chief Magnitude and Brightness, while we pursue and press towards Immortality, through the Vale and Shadow of Death.

* It is not reasonable that we should continue absolutely unmoved and unaffected at the Misfortunes and Evils which befal us; like Angels, who have no Sentiments or Inclinations of our Nature: nor is there more Reason that we should sorrow without Hope, like Heathens, who have no Feeling, no Apprehension of Grace. But
Reason and Justice allow, that we should mourn like Christians, and be comforted like Christians; and that the Consolations of Grace should overcome the Affections of Nature: so that Grace may not only dwell in us, but may be victorious and triumphant in us: that by our thus hallowing the Name of our Father, His Will may become ours, His Grace may rule and reign over our Nature; that our Afflictions may be the Matter and Subject of a Sacrifice which His Grace will perfect in us, to His Glory: and that these particular Sacrifices may be so many Assurances of the entire and universal Sacrifice, in which our whole Nature shall be purified and perfected, by the Power of Jesus Christ.

Thus shall we make Advantage of our own Infirmities, while they furnish Matter for this Whole-burnt-offering. And to profit by Failings and Imperfections is the great Aim of Christians, who know that all Things work together for the Elect.

If we observe these Things with a closer View, and as they really are in themselves, we shall not fail to draw from them great Improvements of Edification. For it being most certain, that the Death of the Body is but the Type and Image of that of the Soul; if we have Reason to hope for the Salvation of our Friends while we lament
ment their Decease, though we may not be able to stop the Current of our Sadness and Displeasure, yet we cannot but reap the Benefit of this Lesson, that since bodily Death is so terrible as to create these Disorders in us, the Death of the Soul is a Subject which ought to give us far more incondolable Regret. God having been pleased to deliver to the first those for whom we mourn, we may believe that He has graciously relieved them from the second. Let us contemplate the Greatness of our Happiness, in the Greatness of our Misery; and then even the Excesses of our Grief can be but the just Standard of our Joy.

One of the most solid and useful Charities towards the Dead, is to perform that which they would enjoin us were they still in the World; and to put ourselves, for their Sakes, into that Condition which they wish us in, at present.

By this Means we shall make them, in some Sort, revive in ourselves: while 'tis by their Counsels and Instructions that we live and act. And, as the Authors of Heresies are punish'd in another Life, for the Sins to which they have moved their Followers, in whom their Poyson still operates after their Death; so good Men are recompens'd in a better State, not only for their own Virtues, but for the Virtues of those
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those whom they have engaged by their Precepts, and influenced by their Examples.

* MAN is undoubtedly too weak to form a solid Judgment of Futurities. Let us trust in GOD, and not fatigue ourselves with indiscreet and unwarrantable Apprehensions. Let us depend on the Divine Assistance, for the Conduct and Issue of our Lives; and let us not yield ourselves up to Disconsolateness and Despair.

St. Austin observes, that there is in every Man, a Serpent, an Eve, and an Adam. Our Senses and natural Affections are the Serpent; our Concupiscence is the Eve; and the Adam is our Reason.

Nature continually tempts and allures us: Concupiscence ever wisheth and covets: but Sin is never finish'd, unless Reason authorize it by its Consent.

Let us leave our Serpent and our Eve, to carry on our Solicitations; if we may not entirely expel them. But let us pray GOD so to fortify our Adam by His Grace, that we may yield ourselves to be govern'd only by JESUS CHRIST, and that He may reign in us triumphantly for ever.

XXXI.
XXXI.

Miscellaneous Thoughts.

The greater Degree of Parts and Sagacity any one is Master of, the more Originals he will discern in the Characters of Mankind. Persons of ordinary Endowments are utter Strangers to this Difference amongst Men.

* A Man may have good Sense, and yet not be able to apply it alike successfully to all Subjects: for there are those who judge exactly within one certain Order of Things; and yet are quite lost and confounded in another. Some are excellent in drawing Consequences from a few Principles; others from many. Some, for Instance, have an admirable Understanding of Hydrostatics, where the Principles are few, but the Consequences so fine and delicate, as not to be reached without the greatest Penetration. And these Persons would perhaps be no extraordinary Geometricians: because the Principles of Geometry are vastly numerous; and because a Genius may be so form'd, as with ease to search a few Principles to the Bottom,
tom, and yet not to comprehend Things with the same Accuracy, where the Principles are diffus'd to a larger Compass.

There are two Sorts of Genius's therefore; the one disposed for a deep and vigorous Penetration into the Consequences of Principles; and this is a Genius properly true and just; the other fit to comprehend a great Number of Principles without Confusion; and this is the Genius for Geometry. The one consists in the Force and Exactness, the other in the Extent and Capacity of Thought. Nor is this Distinction without Ground; because a Genius may be vigorous, and yet contracted: or it may have, on the contrary, a great Reach, and little Strength.

There seems to be a wide Difference between a Genius for the Mathematics, and a Genius for Business, or Policy. In those Sciences the Principles are glos and palpable, yet so far removed from vulgar Use, that a Man is at a Loss to turn his Head that Way, for want of Practice; but upon the least Application he sees them all at their Full, and must have a very untoward Judgment if he draws wrong Inferences from Principles which are too big to be overlooked, and too distinct to be confounded.

But in Business and Policy, the Principles are taken from daily Custom, and from the
the Actions of the whole World. There is no need here of giving our Head a new ply, or of committing Violence on ourselves. The only Point, is to have a good Discernment: But then it ought to be very good: because these Principles are so numerous and so independent, that 'tis hardly possible but some of them should escape us. And yet the Omission of any one Principle breaks the whole Thread, and betrays us into Error. A Man in this Case, must be clear and capacious, that he may comprehend the whole Set of Principles, and he must likewise he just and solid, that from known Principles he may not deduce false Conclusions.

Every Geometrician would, therefore, be a Man of Business if he were not too short-sighted; for he seldom argues wrong, when he's thoroughly acquainted with his Principles. And every Man of Business might be a Geometrician, if he could once turn his Thought to the less obvious Principles of Geometry.

The Reason then, why some Persons of Management and Subtlety are not equally qualified to excel in Mathematics, is, because they cannot bend the whole Stress of their Mind to Principles which lie so far out of the Road: and the Reason why some Persons admirably successful in the Study of the Mathematics, are less happy in civil...
Business, is, because they are pur-blind in the Things which lie just before them. For these latter having been accustomed to Principles which are full and distinct, and having never reasoned, even from these Principles, till they have viewed them a considerable Time, and have handled them after their own way, they cannot but lose themselves in Matters of political Address. Here, the Principles will not submit to be thus treated and managed: they are not to be discerned without Difficulty; the Mind rather feels, than sees them; and it would require almost an infinite Labour, to work a Perception of them in those, who have it not by their own natural Sagacity. These Things are so nice and so numerous, that a Man must have the clearest and finest Understanding to apprehend them; and, if apprehended, 'tis very seldom that they can be so regularly demonstrated, as the Subject of Geometry; because no one can pretend to have to firm an hold of their Principles, and necessary Foundations, this being a Task next to impossible. We must see them at one immediate View, without the Train and Progress of Reason; at least, the intuitive Knowledge of them must be extended to such a Degree, e'er the Rational can proceed. Thus it rarely happens that either of these Genius's can advance any Steps in the
the Province of the other. The Masters of Geometry sometimes make themselves ridiculous, by endeavouring to confine the Subjects of Business to their own Method, and by retaining the Way of Definitions and Maxims, a Process which this kind of Reasoning will not bear. Not but that the Mind does the very same Thing which they propose to do by their Rules: but then the Mind does it silently, and naturally, without Art or Shew, and in a Way above the Capacity of most Men to conceive, and of all to express.

On the other Side, the Politic Heads, having been used to judge of Things in the Way of Intuition, are so amazed when we offer them Problems which they apprehend nothing of, and such as they cannot enter into, but through a Series of Definitions and barren Maxims, that they find them soon disheartned, and inclin'd to give over the Pursuit. But then 'tis certain, between both, that a faltè Genius will neither make a Geometry Professor, nor a Privy Counsellor.

Men who have a Genius only for Mathematics, will be true and exact in thinking, provided all Things are explain'd to them in their own formal Manner: otherwise their Judgment will be erroneous and insupportable; because they never proceed right, but upon Principles of which they have
have a perfect View. Again, those who have a Genius only for Business are seldom patient enough to descend into the first Principles of speculative and abstracted Things, which they have not encountered in Common Life and Action.

* It is easier to die without the Thought of Death, than to think of Death without the Apprehension of Danger.

* It often happens, that in the Proof of certain Common Rules, we make Use of such Examples as might reciprocally have been proved by the same Rules. Nor is the former Method without its Use: because being ever wont to suppose that the Obscurity lies on the Side of the Thing to be proved, we there discover more Light and Evidence in the Examples. So that if we would illustrate a general Truth, we instance in a particular Case; and if we would decide a particular Case, we begin with the general Truth. We ever fancy somewhat of Doubt and Difficulty in the Subject of the Question, and somewhat clear and convincing in the Medium by which we would evince it. We propose the former under the Notion of its being obscure, and we apply the latter under the Notion of its being perspicuous, and thus assist our Understanding either Way, in gaining its Point.

* We
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* We ordinarily presume that all Men have the same Apprehension and Sense of the same Object, when presented to them; but we presume thus much, upon a precarious Title, and without real Proof. I know very well that Men apply the same Words to the same Occasions; as when two Persons look on the Snow, both the one and the other expresseth the Appearance of this Object by the same Term of White. From this Conformity of Speech we draw a strong Conjecture for the like Conformity of Idea; which tho' highly probable, yet is not absolutely demonstrative.

* All our Reasonings turn at last upon a Submission to Sense. Now our Fancy is like our Sense in one respect, and unlike it in another: like, because it cannot reason; and yet unlike, because 'tis false and treacherous. And hence it comes to pass that these two Powers, tho' opposite to each other, are so hard to be distinguish'd. A Man pretends that my Sense is Fancy, and that his Fancy is Sense, and I am even with him, by shewing myself the same Favour. There is need of a Rule in this Café: and Reason indeed offers us one, but such as is pliable either way, and so leaves us, in effect, without any Rule at all.

* Those who judge of any Work by Rule, are in respect of others, like a Man Y 3 who
who has a Watch, when the rest of the Company have not. One Friend says, We have been two Hours together, another affirms it to have been but three quarters of an Hour since we met. Here I privately look upon my Watch, and tell one that he's melancholy, and the other that he's merry; because we have been together precisely an Hour and an half; and I despise those that tell me, Time passeth as I please to make it, and pretend that I judge of it by my Fancy, not knowing that I judge of it by my Watch.

* There are Men in the World who are good Speakers, and ill Writers. The Reason of which seems to be, that the Place, the Company, &c. warms and ripens them, and draws more out of their Genius than it could produce without such an actuating Heat.

* There's nothing which does more Mischief than our unhappy Custom of following the Exception instead of the Rule. We ought severely to hold to the Rule, and resolutely to oppose the Exception. And yet because there will be always some allowable Exceptions, this Severity ought to be temper'd with Justice.

* It seems, in one Sense not absurd to affirm, that the whole World is under a Delusion, For tho' People's Opinions may really, and in themselves be found, yet they are not found in their Heads; because they
they generally mistake, by fancying Truth to be where 'tis not, and by pointing to the wrong Place.

*Those* who have a Genius for Inventions are but few, those who have none are vastly the more numerous, and, by consequence, the stronger Side. And we find the latter commonly making use of this Advantage of Number and Strength, in denying the Authors of rare Discoveries the Glory which they seek, and deserve by their Labours; who, if in spight of Ingratitude, they vigorously maintain their Title to Applause, and express a Contempt of the unskilful and partial Multitude, all they get by their Obstination is, to be exposed for Enthusiasts and Visionaries. A Man ought, therefore, to be very cautious of assuming to himself this Honour, how considerable soever in Merit, and ought to rest satisfied with the Approbation of those few, who know how to set a true Value on him and his Studies.

*The* Understanding naturally believes, and the Will naturally loves; so that if either of them be not directed to true Objects, it must necessarily take up with false.

'Many things which are true, have been contradicted; many which are false, pass without Contradiction. To be contradicted, is no more a Mark of Falshood, than not to be contradicted, is a Mark of Truth.

Y + *CÆSAR*
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* CAESAR was too old, in my Opinion, to amuse himself with projecting the Conquest of the World. Such an Imagination was excusable in Alexander, a Prince full of Youth and Fire, and not easy to be check'd in his Hopes. But Caesar ought to have been more grave.

* All the World sees that Men venture for Uncertainties; in Voyages, in War, &c. But all the World does not see the particular Rule by which Men proceed, and which demonstrates that they ought thus to venture. Montafter knew it to be true in fact, that Men have a natural Disgust for formal Fools; and that Custom governs all things; but he could not have given a Reason for either of these Truths. Those who see not the Causes of things, but the bare Effects, are, in regard to those who see the Causes, like those who have Eyes in regard to those that have none. For Effects are, in a manner, the Objects of outward Sense; but Causes are discernible only by the Understanding. And tho' 'tis the Understanding likewise which takes cognizance of Effects, yet this Act of the Understanding bears no more Proportion to that nobler Act which distinguishes the Causes, than the bodily Eye to the Eye of the Mind.

* The Sense we have of the Falseness of those Pleasures which are present, and the }
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Ignorance we are under as to the Vanity of those Pleasures which are absent, are the two great Sources of all our Levity and Inconstancy.

* If we dream’d the same thing every Night, it might perhaps affect us no less than the Objects which we encounter by Day. And if an Artisan should be sure of dreaming as often as he went to Bed that he was a King, I think he would be as happy as a King who should dream constantly, for the same Space, that he was an Artisan. Should we every Night dream that we were pursued by our Enemies, so as continually to lie under the Fright of these troublesome Phantoms, or that we were engaged in a Succession of Labour, as in Travelling, or the like; we should suffer almost as much, as if the things were real; and should be as much afraid of sleeping, as we are now afraid of being awake, when we apprehend ourselves to be entering upon these Misfortunes or Difficulties. And the Consequence of the Reality could scarce be more fatal, than that of the Imagination. But because our Dreams are ever varying from themselves, what they present us with strikes us more faintly than what we behold with open Eyes, which is for the most part uniform, equal, and consistent. Not but that this latter way has also its Changes, tho’ not with such Frequency, or
so great Abruptness, but in the manner of an early Journey. And hence came the Phrase of our being in a Dream: for Life is indeed but a Dream, tho' of a less inconstant and irregular kind.

* Kings and Princes sometimes retire for their Diversion. To be always on the Throne would be a wearisome Slavery. Greatnes must upon Occasion be abstain'd from, to preserve and refresh the Taste of it.

* 'Tis surprizing to consider there are Men in the World, who, having bid defiance to all the Laws of God and Nature, do yet constitute Laws amongst themselves, to which they pay the exactest Obedience: as for instance, Thieves, &c.

* Those mighty Efforts and Sallies to which the Mind sometimes attains, are things which it cannot keep Possession of: It wins them by a vigorous Flight, and loseth them by as sudden a Fall.

* Provided we know the ruling Passion in any Man, we assure ourselves of being able to please him. And yet every Man has his peculiar Fancy and Humour, contrary to his real Good, even in the Idea which he forms of Good: and this Diversity breaks and disconcerts the Measures of those who are studious of winning upon the Affections of others.

* By
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* By the means which we corrupt our Judgment, by the same we corrupt our Sense. Now both our Sense and Judgment are chiefly form'd upon Conversation: so that good or ill Company may make or mar them. It is therefore of the greatest Importance to choose our Company well; that we may confirm, and not debauch our Powers: and yet 'tis hardly possible to make this good Choice, unless they are already confirm'd and not debauch'd. Thus the whole matter runs in a Circle, which, without a very particular Happiness, we shall never get out of.

* We naturally suppose ourselves more capable of diving to the Center of Things, than of embracing the Circumference. The visible Extent of the World plainly surpasseth us and our Faculties. But because we ourselves do likewise surpass, with a great Disproportion; the minutest parts of Nature, we fancy that these must necessarily fall under the Command of our Mind. And yet it requires the same (that is, an infinite) Perfection and Capacity to descend to Nothing, as to extend to All. And I am persuaded that if a Man could penetrate into the first Elements of things, he might, by the same Strength, arrive at the Comprehension of Infinity. Each Labour depends on the other; each conducts to the other. These vast Extremities, the farther they reach, the more
more surely they meet and touch, reuniting, at length, in God, and in God alone.

*If a Man did but begin with the Study of himself, he would soon find how incapable he was of proceeding farther. For what Possibility is there, that the Part should contain the whole? It seems, however, more reasonable that we should at least aspire to the Knowledge of the other Parts; to which we bear some Proportion and Resemblance. But then the Parts of the World are so nicely interwoven, so exquisitely link'd and encased one within the other, that I look upon it as impossible to understand one without another, or even, without All.

To instance in ourselves. Man has really some Dependence on every thing that he knows. He has need of Place, to contain him; of Time, to lengthen out his Duration; of Elements, to compose his Frame; of Motion, to preserve his Life; of Heat and Food, for Nourishment; of Air, for Respiration. He sees the Light which shines upon him, he feels the Bodies which encircle him; in short, he contracts an Alliance with the whole World.

In order therefore to an exact Knowledge of Man, we must know whence it comes to pass, that Air, for Example, should be necessary for his Subsistence; and to apprehend the Nature of Air, we should know by
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by what particular means it has such an Influence on the Life of Man.

AGAIN, Flame cannot subsist without Air: therefore the Philosophy of the one depends on that of the other.

All things then being in different Regards, Effects and Causes, Dependents and Assistants, near and remote, holding Communication with each other by a natural, tho' imperceptible Line, which unites the most distant in Place, and most repugnant in kind; I see no Possibility either of knowing the Parts without the Whole, or of knowing the Whole, without a distinct Apprehension of the Parts.

And what seems to fix and complete our utter Inability for the Knowledge of Things, is, that they are All in their own Nature simple, whereas we are composed of two opposite Natures, Spirit and Body. For 'tis impossible that our reasoning Part should be other than spiritual. And as for the Extravagance of those who will allow themselves to consist of nothing but Body, this excludes them still more forcibly from all Acquaintance with the Objects about them, it being a most unconceivable Paradox to affirm, that matter is capable of Reflexion or Thought.

'Tis this Composition of Body and Spirit which has made the Philosophers, almost univer-
universally, confound the Ideas of things; ascribing to Body the Properties of Spirit, and to Spirit the Affections of Body. Thus they tell us, with good Assurance, that Bodies have a Tendency downwards; that they aspire to their proper Center; that they shun their own Destruction; that they avoid a Vacuum; that they have their peculiar Inclinations, Sympathies and Antipathies: all which belong purely to Spirit. But on the other hand, if Spirits are the Subject of their Discourse, they consider there as circumscribed in Place; as endowed with local Motion, &c. which ought, in justice, to be applied to Body only.

Instead of receiving into our Mind the true and genuine Ideas of things, we strike a Tincture of our own compound Being on all the simple Objects which we contemplate.

While we make no Scruple to compose the whole World of Spirit and Body, might it not seem natural to infer, that we really apprehend this Composition? And yet this is what, of all things, we are most at a Loss to apprehend. Every Man is to himself the most prodigious Object in the Extent of Nature: for as he knows little of Body, and less of Spirit, so he knows least of all, how Body should be united to Spirit. This is the very Complication of all his Difficulties: and yet this is no other than his own proper Being.
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Modus quo Corporibus adharet Spiritus comprehendi ab hominibus non potest: & hoc tamen homo est.

* In natural things, (the Knowledge of which is not necessary to us) since there are many which exceed our Discovery, it may perhaps be not amiss that there should be some universal Error, to bound and fix the Pursuits of Men. Such, for instance, as the vulgar Opinion concerning the Moon, which ascribes to her the Change of Seasons, and the Progress of Dißempers. For it seems, to be one of the principal Infelicities of Man-kind, to entertain a restless Curiosity for things which 'tis impossible they should understand. And I question whether it would not be a less Evil, with regard to things of this kind, to lie under an invincible Mistake, than to indulge an unprofitable Enquiry.

* This Dog's mine, says the poor Child: this is my Place, in the Sun. From so petty a Beginning, may we trace the Tyranny and Usurpation of the whole Earth.

* The Judgment and Understanding have their proper Method: which is by Principles and Demonstrations. The Heart and Affections have a Method altogether different. A Man would expose himself very remarkably, who should go about to engage our Love, by laying down, in a philosophical Order, the Springs and Causes of that Passion.
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Our Blessed Lord, and St. Paul, have oftener used the Method of the Heart, which is that of Charity, than the other of Reason and Judgment: because the principal Design of their Discourses was not so much to inform as to excite and inflame. St. Austin takes the same way: which chiefly consists in such lively Digressions upon every Point, as may illustrate the main End, and keep it ever in view.

* The common Idea which we form of Plato or Aristotle represents them in their Garb of Professors, and as Persons of composed Seriousness, and immoveable Gravity. Whereas they were really honest Gentlemen who could laugh and jest with a Friend, as well as ourselves. And 'twas in this Vein of Mirth and Humour that they fram'd their Laws, and Systems of Polity. The Time they spent upon these Projects was the most unphilosophical Part of their whole Life. When they pleased to be Philosophers in earnest, they had no other Care, or Thought, than how to live with Privacy and Tranquility.

* There are some Writers who always love to put a Mask upon the Face of Nature. There's no such Person with them as a King, but, a Grand, or August, Monarch; no such Place as Paris, but, the Metropolis and Capital of a mighty Kingdom.

* When
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*When in perusing a Piece we find some Words often repeated, yet such as we cannot change for others without a manifest Disadvantage, we ought by all Means to let them stand. For this is a true Mark of their Propriety; and 'twas only our Envy that made us Critics; which was so blind as not to see that the Repetition was elegant on this Occasion, there being no general Rule in the Cafe.

*Those who bring in forced Words, to preserve the Antithesis, are like those who make false Windows to preserve the Symmetry. Their Rule is, not to speak good Sense, but good Point, and Turn.

*There is a first Model of Agreeableness and Beauty, which consits in a certain Relation between our own Nature, such as it is, whether weak or strong, and the thing with which we are affected. Whatever is form'd upon this Model takes and delights us: 'tis all the same in Building, in Singing, in Speaking, in Verse, in Prose, in Women, in Birds, in Rivers, in Trees, in Chambers, in Dresses. Whatever differs from this Model, is always displeasing to Persons of a true Relish and Discernment.

*As we talk of Beauties in Poetry, so we ought to talk of Beauties in Geometry, and Beauties in Physick; and yet we never use these Phrases. The Reason of which is, because
because we have an adequate Idea of the Objects of Geometry and Physick; but we understand not wherein that Agreeableness consists which makes the Object of Poetry. We are at a Loss to know the real Model, and Standard of Nature, which ought to measure such Compositions: and for want of this Knowledge, we invent a Sett of extravagant Metaphors, such as the Golden Age, the Wonder of our Times, the Fatal Laurel, the Lovely Star, &c. and we stamp this Jargon with the Name of Poetical Beauties. But now if we were to imagine a Woman dress'd by the same Pattern, we should have a certain airy Damiel bedeck'd with Plates of Looking-Glasses and Tintiel Chains. And a Nymph thus attired would be much fitter to engage our Laughter than our Love. Because we better apprehend what's just and decent in the Habit of a Woman, than in the Ornaments of a Poem. But they who had not the like Gift of Discernment, might still admire the Lady in this antick Equipage, and many a Village of good Note would infallibly worship her for the Queen. Whence some Persons of Wit have still'd the Sonnets and Stanzas compos'd after this fantastical manner, the Queens of the May.

* When a just and natural Discourse points out some particular Passion, or Effect, we feel in our Breasts the Truth of what we read
read, (because 'twas really there before, tho' without our Notice) and we find ourselves disposed to love the Person who has caused us thus to feel it, for he seems to have given us a Specimen not of his Goods, but of our own; and this Civility entitles him to our Affection: besides that such an Affinity and Resemblance of Thought fails not to beget a Kindness and Endearment of Soul.

* All true Eloquence must be composed of what is agreeable, and what is real: but then, even the agreeable part ought, in its kind, to be likewise real.

Ordinary Judges, when in reading they meet with a natural and proper Stile, are quite astonished, because they look'd for an Author, and they find a Man. But those who have the Happiness of a true Taste are no less surpriz'd, when looking for a Man, they find an Author. Plus Poetice quam humanè locutus est. We are very large in our Compliments to Nature, if we pretend that she is able to speak of all Subjects, and even of Divinity.

* In Composition we ought never to draw off the Mind from one thing to another, unless it be purely for the sake of Refreshment, and then it must be at such time when Refreshment is exactly proper, and seasonable, and at no other. For he that goes about to divert his Reader without
Occasion, does but weary and disgust him. Men are too nice and fastidious to bear an unnecessary Officiousness, so hard it is to obtain any thing from them but upon the Fund of Pleasure; a Coin which fails not to purchase all that this World affords.

*MANKIND have indeed a natural Love for Bitterness and Severity; yet for such, as is by no means exercised against those who are afflicted with ill Fortune, but against those who are proud and insolent under good; and we shall find ourselves in a Mistake, if we pass any other Judgment on this matter.

*MARTIAL's Epigram upon the poor One-ey'd Men, is e'en good for nothing, because it affords not the least Consolation, nor serves for any other use than to give an Edge to the Vain-glory of the Author: But an Author can never be of Value, when he proposeth himself as the sole End of his Writing, Ambitiosa recidet Ornamenta. We should study to please those who have a Sense of Tenderness and Compassion, not those who are barbarous and inhuman.
A PRAYER
OF
Monsieur PASCAL,
Composed in
SICKNESS.

I.

O LORD, whose Spirit is so Good
and Gracious in all Things, and who
art so infinitely Merciful; that not the
Prosperities alone, but even the Distresses
which happen to thy Chosen, are the Ef-
fects of thy Mercy, grant that I may
not bring a Pagan Mind to my present Af-
fections; but that, like a true Christian, I
may in all Events acknowledge thy Justice,
and thy Providence. For the altering of
my Condition, can no way affect or influ-
ence thine. Thou art ever immutable, rho'
Z 3 I am
I am ever subject to change: Thou art the same God, no less in afflicting and punishing, than in the midst of thy indulgences, and plentiful consolations.

II.

THOU gavest me Health to be spent in serving thee; and I perverted it to a use altogether profane. Now thou hast sent a sickness for my correction: O suffer me not to use this likewise, as a means of provoking thee by my impatience. I abused thy gift of health; and thou hast justly punished me for my neglect: O keep me from abusing thy very punishment. And because the corruption of my nature is such, that it renders thy favours pernicious to me; grant, O God, that thy all-powerful grace may render thy chastisements wholesome and beneficial. If I had a heart fill'd with affection for the world, while I enjoy’d any degree of strength and vigour, destroy that vigour for my soul's health; and, whether by weakening my body, or by inflaming and exalting my charity, render me incapable of delighting in the world, that my delight may be only in thy name.

III.
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III.

O GOD, before whom I shall be obliged to give an exact Account of my Actions at the End of my Life, and the End of the World: O GOD, who permittest the World, and all Things in it, to subsist, only for the Probation of the Good, and for the Punishment of the Wicked: O GOD, who leavest harden'd Sinners to enjoy the World, with a delicious, but criminal Use: O GOD, who appointest our Body to die, and who, at the Hour of Death, removest our Soul from all that it doated upon here: O GOD, who at the last Moment of my Life wilt forcibly separate me from all Things that have engaged my Thoughts, and taken up my Heart: O GOD, who wilt consume the Heavens and the Earth, at the last Day, and all the Creatures they contain, to convince Men, that nothing subsists but by thy Hand, and that nothing besides thee deserves our Love; because, besides thee nothing is fixed and permanent: O GOD, who wilt destroy all these vain Idols, all these fatal Objects of our Affections; I praise thee, O GOD, and I will bless thee while I have my Being; for that thou hast been pleas'd, of thy Favour towards me, already to anticipate the dreadful Day, by already destroying all Things to my Taste.
Taste and Thought, under this Weakness which I suffer from thy Providence. I praise thee, that thou hast given me this Divorce from the Sweetness of Health, and from the Pleasures of the World; and that thou hast, for my Advantage, in some sort consumed these vain Idols, which thou wilt effectually consume, for the Confusion of the Wicked, in the Day of thy Wrath. Grant, O Lord, that I may judge myself after this seeming Destruction, which thou hast made in my behalf; so that after the final Destruction which thou wilt make of my Life, and of the World, I may escape when judged by thee. I know, O Lord, that at the Instant of my Death, I shall find myself entirely separated from the World, stripp'd naked of all Things, standing alone before thee, to answer to thy Justice concerning all the Motions of my Thoughts and Spirit: grant that I may look on myself as dead already, separated from the World, stripp'd of all the Objects of my Passion, placed alone in thy Presence, to implore thy Mercy for the Conversion of my Heart; and that I may gather hence Matter of exceeding Comfort, that thou shouldst be pleased first to send this Image and Appearance of Death, as the Subject of thy Mercy, before thou sendest a real Dissolution, to exercise thy Justice. As thou seem'st to have prevented the Time of my Death,
so let me prevent the Rigour of thy Sentence; and let me so examine myself before thy Judgment, that in thy Judgment I may find Mercy.

IV.

GRANT, O Lord, that I may, with an obedient Silence, adore the Methods of thy Divine Wisdom, in the Disposals of my Life, that thy Rod may comfort me; and that having lived in the Bitterness of my Sins, while I enjoy'd the good Things of my peaceable Condition, I may taste the heavenly Sweetness of thy Grace, during these salutary Evils with which thou hast afflicted me. But I am sensible, O my God, that my Heart is so harden'd, so full of worldly Ideas, Engagements, Solicitudes and Disquiets, that neither Health, nor Sickness, nor Discourses, nor Books, (not even thy sacred Word and Gospel) nor thy most holy Mysteries, nor Alms, nor Fastings, nor Mortifications, nor Miracles, nor the Use of thy Sacraments, nor the Sacrifice of thy precious Body, nor all my Endeavours, nor the Endeavours of the whole World together, can effect any Thing toward the Beginning of my Conversion, if thou blest not all these Means, with the extraordinary Succours of thy Grace. I address unto
unto thee, Almighty Lord, to intreat from thy Bounty a Gift, which the joint Concurrency of created Things can never procure or bestow. I should not have the Boldness to direct my Cries to thee, were there besides, any that could hear, and could relieve them. But, O my God, since the Conversation, which I now beg of thy Grace, is a Work exceeding all the Powers of Nature, to whom can I apply, but to the Almighty Master of my Heart, and of Nature itself? To whom, O Lord, should I cry; to whom should I flee for Succour unless unto thee? Nothing that is not God can fix my Confidence, or fill my Desires. 'Tis God alone whom I ask and seek: 'tis thou alone, O my God, whom I implore, for the obtaining of thyself. O Lord, open my Heart: enter this rebellious Place, possess'd by my Vices and my Sins. They at present hold it in Subjection: do thou enter, as into the strong Min's House; but first bind the strong and powerful Enemy, who is Master of it; and then spoil it of the Treasures which it now conceals. Rescue and retrieve my Affections which the World has robbed me of: spoil thou the World of this Treasure; or rather resume it as thy own; for to thee it is but a just Tribute, because thy own Image is stamp'd upon it. The Treasure was of thy forming, at the Moment of my Bap-
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Baptism, my second Birth; but it is wholly impair’d and defaced: the Image of the World is graven so strongly on it, that thine is no more discernible there. Thou alone wast able at first to create my Soul; thou alone art able to create it a-new. Thou alone couldst imprint on it thy Image; thou alone canst revive and refresh that defaced Image; even \( \text{JESUS CHRIST} \), the express Image of thy Substance.

V.

O my God, how happy is the Soul which can love so charming an Object: where the Affection is so Honourable, the Alliance so full of Benefit and Safety! I perceive I cannot be enamour’d of the World, without incurring thy Displeasure, without prejudicing, and even degrading my self; and yet the World is still the Mark of my Desire. O my God, how happy are the Souls which have fix’d their Desire on thee; because this is an Affection to which they may give themselves wholly up, not only without Scruple, but with Commendation! How firm and lasting is their Happiness, whose Expectation can never be defeated; because thou failest not, and because neither Life nor Death can separate them from this Divine Object of De-light!
light! For the same Moment which shall involve the Wicked, together with their Idols, in a common Ruin, shall unite the Just to thee in a common Glory; while as the former perish with the perishing Objects to which they had ensnared their Affections; the latter subsist eternally, in that eternal and self-subsisting Object to which they were so familiarly allied. O the Happiness of those, who with an absolute Choice and Preference, and with an invincible Bent of Inclination, are able to love perfectly and freely, what they are engaged to love, out of Duty and Necessity!

VI.

Perfect, O my God, the good Motions thou haft wrought in me. Be thou their End, as thou art their Beginning. Crown thy own Gifts; for thy Gifts I acknowledge them to be. I acknowledge them, O God, and am so far from presuming on any such Merit in my Prayers as should oblige thee to a necessary Grant, that I likewise most humbly acknowledge, that having given up to the Creatures this Heart which thou formedst purely for thy own Service, not for the World, nor for myself, I can expect no means of Favour but from thy Mercy; because I have nothing in me that can en-
gaze thy Assistance; and because all the natural Movements of my Heart, being directed either towards the Creatures, or towards myself, can have no Force with regard to thee, but that of incensing and provoking thee. I thank thee, therefore, O my God, for the good Motions thou hast inspired; and for this amongst the rest, the Grace of thanking thee for them.

VII.

Strike my Heart with true Repentance for my Faults; because without this Pain and Grief of Mind, the Evils with which thou hast stricken my Body, will only procure to me a new Occasion of Sin. Make me rightly to understand that the Evils of the Body are nothing else but the Punishment, and at the same Time, the Figure and Resemblance of those which happen to the Soul: But, O Lord, make them prove likewise their Remedy, by making me consider, in the bodily Pains I feel, those in my Soul, which I feel not; though my Soul, as well as Body is overspread with Sickness and Sores. For my greatest Evil of Soul is this Insensibility, and this extreme Weakness, which disables it from all Apprehension of its own Miseries. Give me a lively Sense of these Miseries, my past Of-
Offences; and grant that the residue of my Life may be one continued Penitence, to wash away their Stain.

VIII.

O Lord, although my Life has been hitherto free from more grievous Crimes (the Occasions of which thou haft been pleas’d in Mercy, to remove) yet it must needs have been exceedingly hateful to thee, by reason of my habitual Neglect, my Abuse of thy most holy Sacrament, my Contempt of thy Word and Inspirations, by the Idleness and Unprofitableness of all my Actions and Thoughts, and by the entire Loss of all that Time which thou haft given me, for no other Employment but of worshiping thee, of seeking in all my Business and Applications the Means of doing thy Pleasure, and of becoming truly penitent for my daily Trespasses, such as are common, even to good Men, and therefore such as require that their whole Life should be one Act of Repentance, without which they are in danger of falling from their Goodness.

IX.

Hitherto, O Lord, I have ever been deaf to thy Inspirations, I have despised thy Oracles; I have judged contrary to
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to what thou judgest: I have crossed those holy Maxims, which thou broughtest into the World from the Bosom of the eternal Father, and according to which thou wilt judge the World at thy second Coming. Thou hast said, Blessed are those that mourn, and woe unto those who have received their Consolation. My Language was directly opposite: Woe unto those that mourn, Happy those who abound in Consolations and Enjoyments: those who possess a plentiful Fortune, a glorious Name, an uninterrupted Health, and unbroken Vigour. And for what Reason could I make these Advantages the Standards of Happiness, but because they furnished their Owners with a more large Capacity of enjoying the Creatures: that is, of offending thee. Thus for Health in particular, I confess, O Lord, that I esteem'd it a Good, not because it supplied more easy Means of profiting in a Course of Holiness, of exhausting more Cares and more Watchings in thy Service, or in the Assistance of my Neighbours; but because under its Protection I might abandon my self, with less Restraint, to the Delicacies of Life, and receive a quicker Relish of pernicious and fatal Pleasures. Grant, O Lord, that I may reform my corrupted Reason, and rectify my Sentiments by thine: that I may judge my self Happy in Afflictions,
ons, and that under this my Disability as to external Actions, thou mayst so purify my Thoughts and Intention, as to reconcile them to thy own; that I may thus find thee within myself, while my Weakness incapacitates me from seeking thee without. For, O Lord, thy Kingdom is in the Hearts of the Faithful; nor shall my Heart be debarr'd from perceiving and enjoying it in itself, if it may be first replenish'd with thy Spirit, and with thy Wisdom.

X.

BUT, O Lord, by what Means shall I engage thee to pour down thy Spirit upon this miserable Soul? All that I have, all that I am, is odious to thee; nor can I discover in myself the least Foundation of Union and Agreement. I see nothing, O Lord, but my Sufferings, which have a Resemblance with thine. Look therefore on the Evils I now labour under, and those which threaten me with their Approach. Behold with an Eye of Pity, the Wounds which thy Hand has made. O my Saviour, who lovesth thy own Sufferings, even to Death: O God, who for no other Cause becamest Man, but that thou might'st suffer more than mere Man could undergo for human Salvation: O God, who wait there-
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therefore Incarnate since the Fall of Man by Sin, and didst therefore assume our Body, that thou might'st feel all the Evils which Sin had deserv'd. O God, who so lov'st Bodies exercis'd with Sufferings, as to have chosen for thy self a Body loaded with the most grievous Sufferings this World can exhibit, be pleased favourably to accept of my Body, not for its own sake, nor for all that it contains; for all deserves thy Wrath; but on account of the Evils it endures, which alone can deserve thy Love. May my Sufferings be pleasing to thee, and my Afflictions invite thee to visit me. But to compleat the Preparation for thy Reception and Stay, Grant, O my Saviour, that as my Body has this in common with thine to suffer for Sin, so my Mind may have this likewise in common with thy Mind, to be sorrowful for Sin; and that thus I may suffer with thee and like thee, both in my Body and in my Mind, for my numberless Transgressions.

XI.

Grant me, O Lord, the Grace of joining thy Consolations to my Sufferings, that I may suffer like a Christian. I pray not to be exempted from Pain; for this is the glorious Recompence of Saints: but I pray
pray that I may not be abandon'd to the Pains of Nature without the Comforts of thy Spirit; for this is the Curse of Jews and Pagans. I pray not to enjoy a perfect Fulness of Comfort, without any Allay of Sufferings; for that is the noble Prerogative of a Life of Glory; neither pray I for a perfect Fulness of Sufferings without any Mixture of Comfort; for that's a State of Jewish Darkness and Misery: But I pray, O Lord, that I may feel at once, both the Pains of Nature for my Sins, and the Consolations of Grace by thy Spirit; for that's the true State of Christianity. O, may I never feel Pain without Comfort! but may I so feel them together, as at length to feel thy Comforts only without my Pains! for so, O Lord, thou didn't leave the whole World to languish under natural Sufferings, 'till the Coming of thy Son: but now thou comfortest and sweetnest the Sufferings of thy Servants by his Grace, and fillest thy Saints with pure Beatitudes in his Glory. These are the three wonderful Steps by which thou hast been pleas'd to guide and exalt the Works of thy Providence: Thou hast rais'd me from the first; O, conduct me to the second; that I may attain the third! Thy Grace, O Lord, is sufficient for me.
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XII.

Suffer me not, O Lord, to continue under such an Estrangement from thee, as to be able to reflect on thy Soul, which was sorrowful, even to Death; thy Body which was oppress'd and overcome by Death, for my Sins; without rejoicing if I may be counted worthy to suffer in my Body, and in my Soul. For what can be more shameful, and yet what is more usual with Christians, and even with myself, than while thou in thy Agony, didst sweat Drops of Blood, for the Expiation of our Offences, we make it our whole Study to live in Delicacy and Ease? that Christians, who profess a Dependence on thee; that those who, at their Baptism renounced the World to become thy Followers; that those who in the Face of the Church have engaged themselves by a solemn Oath to live and die in thy Service; that those who pretend a Belief, that the World persecuted and crucified thee; that those who acknowledge thee to have been exposed to the Wrath of God, and to the Cruelty of Men, to purchase their Redemption; that those who make a daily Confession of All this; who consider thy Body as the Sacrifice which was offer'd for their Salvation; who look on the Pleasures
and Sins of the World as the only Cause of thy Sufferings, and the World itself as thy Murderer; should yet seek to gratify their Bodies with the same Pleasures and Sins in the same World; and that those who could not without Horror behold a Person caring for the Murderer of his Father, by whose voluntary Death the Son is ransomed and lives, should be able to find Delight and Complacency, as I have done, in the World, which I know to be the Murderer of Him, whom I own for my Father and my God, who was delivered for my Releasement and Safety, and who in his own Person sustains the Punishment due to my Sins? It was most just, O Lord, that thou shouldst interrupt so criminal a Joy, as this with which I solaced myself under the very Shadow of Death.

XIII.

Take from me, O Lord, that Sorrow which the Love of myself may raise in me from my Sufferings, and from my unsuccessful Hopes and Designs in this World, while insensible and regardless of thy Glory. Create in me a Sorrow resembling thy own. Let my Pains be, in some measure, serviceable towards the appeasing of thy Wrath: let them prove the happy Occasion of my Conversion.
version and my Salvation. Let me not hereafter wish for Health or Life, but with the Prospect of spending both in thee, with thee, and for thee. I pray not that thou wouldst give me either Health or Sickness, Life or Death; but that thou wouldst dispose of my Health, my Sickness, my Life, and my Death, for thy Glory, and for my own external Welfare, for the use of the Church, and the Benefit of thy faithful Servants, into the Number of whom I hope to be admitted by thy Grace. Thou alone knowest what is expedient for me; thou art my Sovereign Master and Lord; guide and govern me, at thy Pleasure. Give me, or take from me, as shall seem best to thy Providence; but in all things conform my Will to thine; and grant that with an humble and perfect Submission, and a holy Confidence, I may dispose myself to receive the Orders of thy eternal Wisdom; and may equally reverence and adore the most different Events which thou shalt please to accomplish in me.

XIV.

Let me with a constant Evenness and Uniformity of Spirit, embrace all thy Disposals; for as much as we know not what we ought to ask, and cannot with one Event
Event rather than another without Presumption; and without making ourselves the Judges and the Sponsors of that Train of future things which thy Wisdom has so justly conceal'd from our View. I know, O Lord, my whole Knowledge may be reduced to this one Point, that 'tis good to obey thee, and evil to offend thee. After this, I know not what is the best, or the worst, amongst all things. I know not which is more profitable for me, Health or Sickness, Riches or Poverty; any Condition, any Circumstances of this World. For such a Judgment surpasseth the Force and Sagacity of Men, and lies hidden amongst the Secrets of thy Providence, which I reverence and adore, but will never attempt to trace or penetrate.

XV.

Grant, O Lord, that in every Condition, I may conform myself to thy Will; and in my present Sickness glorify thee by my Pains. Without these 'tis impossible I should attain to thy Glory, since thou thyself was not made Perfect, but thro' Sufferings. It was by the Marks of thy Sufferings that thou waft known to thy Disciples: And it is by their Sufferings that thou knowest who are thy Disciples. Receive
Receive me into that blessed Company, by means of these Evils which I endure in Body and Mind for my past Transgressions. And because no Sacrifice is acceptable to the Father, unless presented by thee, unite my Will to thine, and my Torments to those which thou didst not disdain to undergo. Let my Sufferings be interpreted as thine own. Unite me to thyself, replenish me with thyself, and with thy Holy Spirit. Enter into my Heart and Soul, there to sustain my Afflictions, and continue to endure in me what is behind of thy Passion, which thou still sufferest in thy Members 'till the perfect Fulness and Consummation of thy Body. So that being inspired and acted by thee, it may be no longer I who live or suffer, but thou, O my Saviour, who livest and sufferest in me: and that having thus born some Share in thy Sufferings, thou mayst admit me to some Participation of those Glories which thou hast acquired by them, and in which, with the Father and the Holy Ghost, thou livest and reignest for ever. Amen.
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